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Over the last decade, the issue of sustainable development has acquired increasing prominence in political agendas across the globe, as dramatic environmental, social and economic consequences of climate change have been hitting worldwide. At the same time, the awareness about the complexity and multidimensionality of policy measures required to meet the challenge of sustainability have unavoidably triggered questions about the capacity of national and supranational institutions to govern the transition to a more sustainable regime (Jordan et al., 2015) by fostering profound social and economic transformations. The recently approved Agenda 2030 has established a list of 17 ambitious objectives that can be attained only if all the parties concerned really commit to this joint action.

As is known, the European Union (EU) has been one of the most relevant actors supporting the sustainability agenda at the international level while simultaneously promoting its own policies aimed at decreasing pollution and depletion of natural resources, and improving the level of well-being and quality of life of its citizens. However, a lot of concerns and criticism have been expressed with regard to both the EU ambition for leadership in the United Nations sustainable development agenda and the coherence of its internally and externally oriented policies for achieving the sustainability objectives (Lightfoot and Burchell, 2005).

Far from the lofty ambition of providing a comprehensive assessment of the EU strategy for sustainable development, this book focuses on addressing a number of issues related to the design and implementation of its internal policies with the objective of appraising the EU capacity to guide policy changes towards sustainability, through the perspective of the following four dimensions.

First, several studies have highlighted how the EU-wide political discourse on sustainability has consolidated over time by progressively becoming a context in which decisions are made about how to resolve the tension existing between economic growth, environmental protection and social justice (Barnes and Hoerber, 2013). However, although the need to prioritise the objective of sustainable development has been widely shared at the level of European institutions and across member states’ governments, a number of contradictions have been observed over time, in particular with regard to the prioritisation of policy goals and the consistency of objectives. Some scholars have pointed out that as a consequence of
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the recent economic crisis, a further shift from the original idea of sustainable development embodied by the Brundland report to a model based on ecological modernisation as the dominant ideology (Eadson, 2013) has occurred. The Europe 2020 Strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (European Commission, 2010a) appears to have further strengthened the economic rationale of reforms, increasingly overriding the principle of Environmental Policy Integration (EPI), which has been considered for decades the “first-order operational principle to implement and institutionalise the idea of sustainable development” (Lenschow, 2002). Furthermore, with the consolidation of the climate change narrative, the attention seems to have definitely moved from a more general concern about sustainability to transitioning towards the low-carbon economy (Oberthür and Dupont, 2015). Unsurprisingly, the aforementioned trends trigger questions about the existence of preconditions for a meta-governance (Jessop, 2016) of sustainable development in the EU, as well as about the overall consistency of its policy agenda in this field (Baker, 2007). Despite the overall growing salience of sustainability in policy discourse and principles, the problematic relationship between economic growth, environmental sustainability and social inclusion has arguably been solved in the EU policy agenda (Bulkeley et al., 2013), and its underlying principles seem to be yet unsettled.

A second relevant issue is the way in which the EU political discourse on sustainable development has shaped concrete policy measures, practices and outcomes. The EU has progressively developed a complex mix of policy instruments with the purpose of meeting the challenge of sustainability, but our knowledge about how successfully EU objectives have been implemented is still limited and the research agenda on this issue has been fragmented. On the one hand, a compliance-oriented research on Europeanisation has revealed a very different scenario of implementation of EU environmental policies, shedding some light on how the principle of EPI became embedded in a range of EU policies through a variety of policy instruments. The study of the so-called New Environmental Policy Instruments (NEPIs) has provided an important account (Wurzel et al., 2013) of how specific novel forms of policy intervention relying on information, financial incentives and coordination have diffused across EU countries and how they have contributed to reshaping the governance of EU environmental policies. However, the relevance of these instruments in a wider perspective of sustainable development agenda has not been explored, disregarding their impacts on wider social and economic domains.

Third, although it has been claimed that the ideas underpinning the concept of sustainable development have generated high levels of commitment amongst those who implement EU policies, no clear evidence has been provided to demonstrate that these ideas have indeed been successfully internalised by national and sub-state policies to ensure effective implementation of sustainability goals on the ground (Barnes and Hoerber, 2013). Moreover, little attention has been paid so far to the role of EU financial and voluntary schemes that target sub-state or non-state actors, while the impact of the recently adopted sustainable development mainstreaming approach has not been appraised yet.
Last but not least, the EU governance architecture for sustainable development offers several insights for unveiling the puzzling relation between governance and sustainability, with particular regard to flexible forms of coordination and bottom-up partnership underlying the mushrooming networks for sustainable development and more recently climate change worldwide (Bulkeley et al., 2012). While the effectiveness of the Open Method of Coordination (OMC), which has been the main governance tool for the implementation of sustainable development in the EU, has been heavily criticised (Berger and Steurer, 2007), our knowledge about other experimental forms of governance promoted by the EU across a variety of policy areas (Zeitlin, 2016) has been limited. Being underpinned by the principles of flexible coordination and learning, these new modes of governance have been expected to become a valuable tool for improving policy implementation in the EU by increasingly involving local authorities and private actors in different forms of strategic partnership (Bulkeley et al., 2012). However, there is still not enough evidence on whether and how these forms of governance actually improve policy effectiveness and enable the achievement of better policy outcomes.

Against this background and in view of the profound crisis that the EU currently faces in terms of political credibility, a deeper reflection on the impact, relevance and potential of its policies is urgently needed. In this context, understanding the EU governing capacity in the field of sustainable development appears to be compelling considering both the utmost importance of this agenda and the fact that no overwhelming steering mechanism could be reasonably adopted in this field. The question spontaneously arises if the EU is and has been able to shape all relevant actors’ behaviour by creating an appropriate regulatory context and promoting a mix of incentives encouraging policy actors to align their strategies towards pro-sustainability patterns.

Therefore, distinct from previous research that has mainly focused either on the success of macro policy coordination within the OMC or on member states’ compliance with the EU environmental regulations, this study adopts a policy design perspective in order to unpack the changes of the EU policy agenda for sustainability over time and assesses whether and how its selected policy programmes have enhanced policy and governance transformations on the ground. Hence, drawing on analytical insights provided by the concept of usage (Jacquot and Woll, 2003; Woll and Jacquot, 2010), the EU governing capacity is here conceived in terms of its relevance for enabling (Kern and Bulkeley, 2009) and shaping target actors’ strategies, which deploy various EU opportunities and work around constraints. From there the aim has been to understand whether and under which conditions a mix of EU regulatory, financial and coordination measures embedded in policy programmes, underpinned by the so-called sustainable development mainstreaming approach, have contributed to modify actors’ strategies and performance by producing better convergence to and ownership of common objectives and principles.

Thus, after having outlined the main characteristics of the EU political agenda on sustainable development, including its normative foundations and governance
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architecture, the analysis presented in the volume will focus on the design and implementation of selected policy programmes with the objective to spell out the nature of the target policy actors’ response to policy inputs and incentives channelled by the EU throughout these programmes.

Based on the assumption that policy actors do not simply respond to the institutional contexts, but “can choose and learn, thus engaging with, interpreting, appropriating or ignoring the dynamics of European integration” (Woll and Jacquot, 2010: 220), particular attention has been paid to the scenarios of usage of EU instruments by their policy addressees. To this end, the relevance of such policy variables as actors’ existing strategies, objectives, interests and underlying motivations has been considered, reflecting also on whether and how domestic context conditions may provide additional explanations of actors’ behaviour. Remarkably, these aspects have been largely overlooked in the research on EU policies so far, which has put an overarching emphasis on the institutional accounts of policy change (Radaelli et al., 2012).

The following three policy areas, with their respective policy programmes underpinned by the sustainable development mainstreaming approach, have been selected for in-depth analysis: EU cohesion policy and its regional programming for sustainable urban development; the Covenant of Mayors programme for promoting sustainable energy policies at the local level and the Eco-Innovation Programme launched within the framework of innovation in order to promote the development and market uptake of environmental technological innovations. Although their specific objectives differ from each other, the common rationale of their design is to encourage the prioritisation of sustainable development objectives in a cross-sectoral manner and increase coordination between sectors, scales and actors in the long run. Significantly, these programmes do not target central governments, but identify regional and local authorities, and private companies as their main policy addressees. An integrated policy approach and multilevel governance architectures involving public and private actors have been at the core of the operational scheme of these programmes.

More specifically, the objective of sustainable urban development has been mainstreamed into national and regional development programmes supported by EU cohesion policies and co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) since 2007. These interventions aimed, among others, at boosting local economic potential, encouraging physical regeneration and social inclusion, and improving the environmental conditions in urban areas. A highly decentralised pattern of implementation of measures was expected to be established by these programmes, allowing for a major role for local authorities in the definition and implementation of policy interventions.

The Covenant of Mayors (CoM) programme was launched by the EU Commission in 2008 within the EU Climate and Energy package, with the objective of promoting local sustainable energy strategies by mobilising a great number of local authorities to develop their Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs) and direct investments towards climate change mitigation measures. This programme has been based on the voluntary commitment of signatories, who are coordinated...
and supported by a dedicated CoM Office at the EU Commission in their effort to meet and exceed the EU 20% CO₂ reduction target by developing cross-sectoral energy efficiency and renewable energy measures at the local level.

The Eco-Innovation Programme was implemented by the EU Commission between 2008 and 2013 as a pilot initiative to support the development and market uptake of technological innovations reducing the environmental impact of production processes and products, especially among small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs). Beyond advanced level of technological innovations, the creation of transnational partnerships involving private companies, research and public bodies has been defined as an important added value for obtaining financial support from this programme.

In sum, the core governing principle underlying these programmes implied that target actors would pro-actively deploy a set of EU policy guidance and incentives in order to align their strategies to common policy goals. The process of policy change and convergence was supposed to be driven by a series of thematic guidelines, methodologies, coordination and socialisation mechanisms instead of relying on steering and compliance mechanisms. As a result, the implementation success of these programmes has been associated with the degree to which policy addressees increased their ownership of EU policy objectives and adopted their strategies to common policy targets and operational principles by deploying all available resources (financial, political, relational, etc.).

Thus, a detailed analysis of implementation of the aforementioned programmes has been carried out in order to understand whether and how the EU has shaped target actors’ strategies in the perspective of specific sustainable development goals. Besides an extensive desk-source analysis, including EU legislation and guidance; national, regional and local plans and other relevant documents; statistic data, etc., a survey and a number of interviews with policy addressees have been conducted with the purpose of revealing their perceptions and opinions with regard to the programmes under examination.

Considering that the great variety of contextual conditions across EU member states has been considered one of the crucial difficulties for effective policy-making and implementation, two very different countries – Italy and the UK – were chosen for in-depth analysis in order to spell out the interplay of policy and institutional variables determining the success and failures of the selected programmes.

The analysis presented in the volume confirms the validity of policy variables for explaining the scenario of policy implementation and change in the EU, illustrating how a closer look at policy actors and their response to EU guidance and incentives may be extremely helpful for understanding the potential and limits of given policy solutions. By providing evidence of the divergent scenario of usage of EU resources by policy addressees within and between the two countries, the empirical research brings to light how implementation dynamics have been largely determined by such variables as pre-existing target actors’ strategies, motivations, interests, capacities and resources. In addition, this approach has allowed for a more nuanced view on contextual factors that also matter and on the way in which they may shape actors’ choices.
Overall, the research presented in this volume enriches our knowledge on policy-making in the EU in two important ways. First, it provides a rich cross-sectoral empirical evidence of how the novel modes of governance (Héritier and Rhodes, 2011) have been evolving in the EU, contributing to further consolidate the trend according to which the border between hard and soft forms of regulation has increasingly blurred (Graziano and Halpern, 2016). In fact, in the EU strategy for sustainable development, the method of “governing by authority” (regulations and directives) (Kern and Bulkeley, 2009) applied for promoting the EPI principles across sectors during the past decades, has progressively been complemented and replaced by the sustainable development mainstreaming approach underpinned by the principle “governing through enabling” (e.g. networking, persuasion, subsidies, etc.). This approach has encouraged the diffusion of integrated policies and inclusive governance architectures across different territorial levels, which complement EU regulatory measures across a variety of policy sectors (e.g. energy, innovation, transport, etc.).

Second, by illustrating that under certain conditions policy actors effectively deploy a mix of regulations, guidelines and incentives to adjust their policy strategies to EU objectives and targets, this research has offered a promising analytical pathway contributing to a better understanding of drivers of policy change in the EU, as the logic of compliance seems to have exhausted its expected impact, and there are also signs of fatigue (Graziano and Halpern, 2016) in analytically grasping the relevance of the ever-changing governance architectures such as OMC or post-Lisbon Strategy (Europe 2020). The presented findings appear to confirm the feasibility of the hypothesis that socialisation and learning may be effective in bringing to the alignment to common goals in the EU (Radaelli, 2008), especially among actors other than national governments. At the same time, evidence is provided that EU policy instruments that intended to lead to bottom-up learning need to be carefully fine-tuned, taking into account the peculiarities of contexts in terms of existing policy needs, resources and capacities.

Having presented here our research perspective in broad-brush terms, the volume proceeds as follows.

Chapter 1 introduces the field of study in full, highlighting matters that remained underexplored by previous research and illustrating the methodological approach adopted by the book. Stemming from the literature on policy design and the research on EU public policies, this research elaborates on the concept of usage, illustrating how it may further improve our understanding of policy-making in the EU if applied to the policy domain. Chapter 2 presents an overview of the EU policies and governance architecture for sustainable development, focusing in particular on its recent development and policy programmes developed within the framework of the so-called sustainable development mainstreaming approach. A comparative analysis of the UK and Italian national strategies for sustainable development is provided in Chapter 3, paying particular attention to the degree of political commitment, ambition of goals and specific policy priorities and instruments identified at the national level. The scenarios of implementation of the selected policy programmes in the two countries are presented in Chapter 4,
which focuses on actions for sustainable urban development; Chapter 5, focusing on analysing the implementation of the Covenant of Mayors and Chapter 6, which analyses the Eco-Innovation programme. Conclusions are drawn in Chapter 7.

The findings presented in the book contribute to a better understanding of the current dynamics and change of the EU sustainable development policies and governance by providing answers to the following questions: What has been the scenario of policy change in the EU strategy for sustainable development? To what extent has an alteration of policy objectives affected the design of EU policy programmes? To what extent do policy variables account for the macro (policy) and meso (programme) level goals to be successfully translated into policy practices on the ground and how do they shape the scenario of policy and governance change in different contexts?
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8 Introduction


1 Understanding policy change in the EU

What is missing in our knowledge of policy implementation?

1.1 Perspectives on policy change in the EU: policy discourse and practice

As is commonly known, a policy perspective in the research on the European Union has developed over two main phases. A “first generation studies” on European integration has focused on explaining the process of construction of a European sphere characterised by the debate between intergovernmental and neo-functional perspectives, while a “second generation” of studies has analysed the process of adjustment of national policies and systems of governance through the perspective of the process of Europeanisation (Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004).

In the scholarly debate on the latter, different explanations have been provided regarding factors that best explain policy change in the process of adjustment to the EU – whether these are external pressures and problems, the “fit” between EU policies and national policy legacies or actors’ preferences and problem-solving capacities in a given political-institutional setting (Héritier, 2001; Cowles et al., 2001; Graziano and Vink, 2008).

An attempt to provide a comprehensive view on the aforementioned factors has been made by discursive institutionalism (Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004), which tried to bring components of interest-based rationality, historical and institutional path-dependence and social construction and identity into a single conceptual framework. This approach has stressed the need to integrate structure and agency for explaining policy change in the EU, emphasising how discourse matters in this sense, in terms of both institutional settings embedded in a vast rage of culturally framed and path-dependent rules, as well as policy ideas guided by interest-based rationality affecting policy-making in any given socio-political setting (Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004: 184). Thus, the discourse has been conceived as one of five main mediating factors of policy change, assuming that ideas represent the necessary conditions for collective action by serving to redefine interests and reconfigure interest-based political coalitions, constituting also the policy narratives and frames of reference that serve to reconstruct actors’ understandings of interests and redirect their actions within institutions (Schmidt and Radaelli, 2004: 195). While providing a convincing argument about how the ideational and interactive dimensions of discourse matter at the stage of policy formulation, as well
as how they influence the diffusion of EU policy ideas across the national political arenas in terms of narratives, this approach lacks accounts of how and why the acceptance of the EU ideas and the usage of the related policy resources varies not only across but also within the countries, and whether and how the diffusion of EU ideas is related to the nature of instruments the EU adopts to channel its policy priorities into national policies. If it is true that policy ideas speak to soundness and appropriateness of policy programmes (Schmidt, 2000) and there is an intrinsic linkage between policy discourse and policy design, how can we explain a significant variability in implementation scenarios and divergent policy responses to EU inputs across member states? In fact, despite a wide consensus and consolidated policy narratives on a range of issues, including sustainable development, the implementation gap remains among the most puzzling aspects for the research agenda on European integration (Knill and Tosun, 2014; Treib, 2014; Heidbreder, 2017). Thus, the relation between the rhetoric dimension and substantive impact of discourse on policy programmes and policy practices appears to be far from unproblematic, and this gap in our knowledge of EU policy process is still to be filled in.

The research on policy implementation in the EU, which has mainly developed within the framework of Europeanisation studies, has adopted a top-down institutionalist perspective, suggesting that the degree of compatibility between EU demands and domestic institutions and policy traditions (goodness of fit) is one of the central factors determining implementation performance (Duina, 1997, 2007; Knill and Lenschow, 1998, 2000) and the degree of compliance (Börzel et al., 2010) in the EU. In this perspective, policy variables related to agency were most often conceived as “mediating factors” to be considered only if the institutional context was not able to explain the outcomes (Cowlès et al., 2001; Featherstone and Radaelli, 2003).

Although a limited explanatory capacity of the aforementioned approach has been recognised (Falkner et al., 2005; Knill and Lenschow, 1998, 2001; Mastenbroek, 2005; Treib, 2014), a relatively low number of studies have attempted to assess the impact of actor-relevant factors on policy implementation, such as political preferences of governments or political parties (Treib, 2003), or more general mobilisation of domestic actors that might pressurise public authorities to implement the “misfitting” policy (Börzel, 2000). These studies have suggested that voluntary and involuntary non-alignment depends on costs and benefits of adaptation and on the costs of defiance (Héritier et al., 2001), as well as on political will or administrative capacity (Treib, 2014).

Over the last decade, the issue of practical implementation of EU legislation has been more closely addressed, opening a more nuanced bottom-up perspective on how EU policies are translated into practice. Some studies have brought to light the fact that member states can not only transpose, but also enforce (Liefferink et al., 2011; Falkner, 2016) and “customise” common policy guidance (Thomann, 2015), going even beyond the minimum requirements prescribed by the EU.

Overall, the EU impact has been mainly analysed in the areas of application of “hard” forms of regulation (i.e. regulations and directives) focusing mainly on
the role of national governments, while considerable blank spots still exist in our knowledge base about policy change within those domains in which the EU influence is exercised through voluntary coordination and funding schemes that aim to influence the policy behaviour of a wider range of target actors by providing them with a system of flexible guidance and incentives, and leaving them ample margins of manoeuvre within which they can develop their policy response to EU initiatives.

Therefore, as nowadays the EU capacity to solve problems more effectively than individual member states appears to be at stake as never before (Graziano and Halpern, 2016), a deeper understanding of the policy process in the EU is clearly needed, supported by a wider reflection on its policy outputs and results. With this in mind, assessing how different policy addressees (regional and local governments, enterprises, organised civil society and individual citizens) engage with, interpret, appropriate or ignore the opportunities created by the process of integration appears to be fundamental for spelling out the critical junctions of the EU problem-solving capacity and finding clues on how the EU may increase its fragile legitimacy on the side of output (Scharpf, 2003).

Against such backdrop, this book aims to shed light on the EU governing capacity in the field of sustainable development by examining a number of recent policy programmes that have been promoted by the EU with the objective of channelling the energies of disparate actors towards acting for common sustainability goals through a variety of instruments. Such a vital policy sphere represents indeed an inspiring case for assessing whether and to what extent the EU can claim the existence of meta-governance (Jessop, 2016), with it being viewed as a policy space where common guiding objectives and principles are established and implemented relying on diffused ownership, willingness to coordinate and learn by different policy actors. In fact, the EU exceptionally combines the formal transfer of decision-making authority to a supranational centre, which has progressively limited the margins of what national governments can do and the instruments they can employ, with a range of soft guidance policy mechanisms (Kassim and Le Gales, 2010). At the same time, however, some studies on policy implementation in the EU has shown that despite the EU effort to promote common policy goals and convergence, the restrictions on national governments’ abilities to employ various policy tools on their own have been less significant than often assumed (Halpern, 2010).

Over the last two decades, aware of the aforementioned weaknesses and the limits of compliance mechanisms (European Commission, 2001), the EU Commission has increasingly promoted EU soft law and the so-called “new policy instruments” in an attempt to increase policy effectiveness and reduce the “democratic deficit” (Smismans, 2006) through decentralised and participatory policy-making. Policy networks have been at the basis of the implementation scheme of these new instruments (Jordan and Schout, 2006), representing a new way to “circumvent the traditional limitations (budgetary, formal competence) that characterise the EU by new methods of rulemaking and norm-shaping, and developing imaginative ways to overcome vetoes” (Heritier, 1999). Although the
relevance of new decision-making modes for strengthening the democratic legitimacy of EU policy-making have been extensively discussed by the literature, their impact on policy performance has been underexplored.

A policy design perspective has been primarily adopted in the study of EU policy instruments in the environmental field by addressing the question of whether national governments are influenced by the EU in the selection of policy instruments (Damonte, 2014; Halpern, 2010) or by comparing the degree to which the New Environmental Policy Instruments (NEPIs) have diffused in the EU and individual member states’ environmental policies (Wurzel et al., 2013). As a result, the EU capacity to make member states’ governments to comply with common rules and objectives established at the EU level has been considered the main indicator of policy effectiveness, though many gaps still exist in our knowledge of how EU policy ideas are translated into policy programmes and how the actions promoted by these programmes are perceived and reacted upon by policy addressees that are different from central governments.

Instead, a wider perspective on policy design embracing all three policy levels (policy agenda, programmes and instruments) may provide additional advantages for understanding EU individual policies and its more complex agendas. While embracing a great wide variety of instrument-centred approaches and methodologies (Wurzel et al., 2013), the literature on policy design (Howlett, 2011) provides an insightful framework for bridging discourses and ideas underlying EU policy programmes and their impacts viewed in the perspective of policy response by target actors that deploy the related policy resources. First of all, this perspective invites a more comprehensive view of how particular policy philosophies translate into goals and outlooks, while at the same time providing for concrete manifestations of policy actions (Hall, 1993). Second, it implies looking at a complex activity conducted by a number of actors with the purpose of improving policy outcomes through the application of policy-relevant and policy-specific knowledge to the policy-making process (Cahill and Overman, 1990), and specifically in the crafting of possible alternative courses of action intended to address social, political, economic and other kinds of policy problems (Bobrow, 2006). Finally, a policy design perspective looks at how resources are mobilised in the use of instruments and assesses the effectiveness of policy implementation in terms of institutional, administrative, territorial, distributive and other consequences that are greatly relevant for improving our understanding of EU policies. Thus, this analytical angle connects policy ideas with the necessary policy actions by drawing attention to linkages existing between different levels of public policy and considering how different governing modes and strategies are reflected in the use of particular policy instruments.

Drawing on this analytical perspective, this study analyses the EU strategy for sustainable development aiming to understand whether and how EU policy programmes underpinned by the principle of sustainable development mainstreaming and composed of a mix of instruments (regulations, guidance, financial incentive, soft coordination, etc.) have been deployed by target actors and what kind of impact they have produced on the ground in terms of the enhancement of target
actors’ ownership of EU objectives, their commitment to common targets and the propensity to adopt to the related governance principles. Thus, in contrast to previous studies on policy implementation in the EU, which have mainly focused on the macro policy level, this study will explore the meso and micro dimensions of policy change, exploring whether and how a set of policy arrangements established by the EU has enabled a range of policy actors to address the challenge of sustainable development in a coordinated manner.

1.2 EU strategy for sustainable development: shifting policy discourse and evolving governance architectures

As already mentioned, the EU policy agenda for sustainable development offers several important insights for understanding EU governing capacity and policy change. As is known, since its origin it has been characterised by a double-fold nature, being composed of two policy agendas initiated at the very beginning of the 21st century aiming to respond to the challenge of global economic competition on the one hand, and climate change on the other. After the launch of the Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs (European Council, 2000), which mainly focused on social and economic dimensions, the EU Sustainable Development Strategy (SDS) was adopted at the Gothenburg European Council with the purpose of providing an EU-wide policy framework “to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (European Council, 2001). The strategy called for a coordinated approach to policy-making, meaning that the economic, social and environmental consequences of all policies are taken into account when those policies are being drawn up and adopted. To improve synergies and reduce trade-offs, a more integrated approach to policy-making was proposed, based, among others, on better regulation and impact assessments, enhancing in particular the precautionary and the polluter pays principles (European Commission, 2001, 2005), which have been progressively integrated in various sectors.

Initially, the implementation of both strategies mainly relied on an iterative and coordinated process of evaluation and revision of national strategies, while their governance architectures aimed at establishing a strategic framework within which to develop common objectives, identify means for achieving them, monitor the progress and learn from results. The founding principles of this mechanism emphasised a crucial role of networks in procedural and institutional aspects, highlighting the need for horizontal (cross-sectoral) and vertical (territorial) integration, participatory practices and high political commitment of all concerned. Monitoring and reviewing were considered crucial for the process of evidence-based learning about success and failures of the strategy. However, a more structured version of the so-called Open Method of Coordination (OMC) was adopted within the framework of the Lisbon Agenda, envisaging a new governance architecture in the EU (Borrás and Jacobsson, 2004; Radaelli and Borrás, 2011), which was based on the following four founding pillars: (i) fixing guidelines and timetables, (ii) establishing indicators as a means of benchmarking
best practice, (iii) translating the European guidelines into national policies, and (iv) periodic monitoring and peer reviewing to support mutual learning (European Council, 2000: However, no definite EU governance scheme was created for the implementation of the Gothenburg objectives until 2006, when a “light form of OMC” was established (Berger and Steurer, 2007; Berger and Zwirner, 2008), within which individual member states relied on sets of loose guidelines formulated by the United Nations (UN) and Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) (UNCED, 1992; IIED, 2002), combining formal planning and incremental learning (Steurer and Martinuzzi, 2005). The actual implementation of the EU guidelines in national contexts was totally left to the discretion of the member states.

Despite the efforts to bring the two strategies into a single framework, the EU capacity to guarantee their true complementarity and coherence (Steurer and Berger, 2011; European Council, 2006) has been consistently doubted. The revised EU SDS (European Council, 2006) has claimed to have complemented the Lisbon Strategy by including in its perspective such components as the quality of life, intra- and intergenerational equity and coherence between all policy areas, including external aspects, and by recognising the role of economic development in facilitating the transition to a more sustainable society. The Lisbon strategy, in its turn, was expected to make an essential contribution to the overarching objective of sustainable development focusing primarily on actions and measures aimed at increasing competitiveness, economic growth and employment (European Council, 2006: 6). However, evidence has been provided that the Council rhetoric regarding the horizontal complementarity of the two strategies did not materialise in everyday governance routines and strong horizontal linkages (Steurer and Berger, 2011). Moreover, although the overall political consensus about its general objectives has been high and widely diffused, the degree of coherence in terms of policy and governance architectures established across EU countries within the framework of implementation of the EU sustainable development agenda has been considered rather low (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008).

The essential divide between these two strategies could hardly be overcome as two distinguished governance architecture have been reproduced over time. Strong coordination and enduring review have characterised the Lisbon process, with the key role of the Secretariat-General, annual assessment of the progress at the March European Council at the EU level and the commitment of high-level politicians (often ministers) or public administrators from economic affairs ministries at the national level. The implementation of the SDS has been definitely less structured and its political salience has been significantly lower. Since 2006, the SDS progress was supposed to be reviewed bi-annually at December European Council, with mid-level public administrators – most often from environment ministries – engaged at the national level. But the “SDS coordinators group” was convened only twice in 2007, and never since. Bi-annual reports on SDS indicators have been published by EUROSTAT, but no comprehensive assessments or benchmarking by the European Commission has been produced, except for a few peer reviews of national SD strategies. A certain number of initiatives for
coordination and learning has been carried out within the European Sustainable Development Network (ESDN), which brings together in an informal network public administrators and experts dealing with SDS in Europe, but the low frequency and restricted scope of these activities appear to be insufficient for substantiating the ambition of the EU to act as a wide-scale coordinating and learning platform (Radaelli, 2000).

The loose mechanism of intergovernmental coordination in the field of SDS described above has further declined over the last decade. In parallel, taking into account several limitations and implementation failures of both agendas (European Commission, 2007; European Council, 2006), a range of additional policy instruments has been endorsed by the EU. As far as SDS is concerned, beyond specific regulations and directives aimed at strengthening the legal foundations of environmental protection through specific principles (e.g. precaution, polluter pays, etc.) and procedures (Environmental Impact Assessment, Strategic Impact Assessment) across different sectors, the New Environmental Policy Instruments (NEPIs) have been increasingly promoted, including economic incentives, communication, self-regulation and voluntary schemes (Wurzel et al., 2013), in order to encourage a better environmental sustainability. Subsequently, the so-called sustainable development mainstreaming approach has been endorsed by the Europe 2020 Strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth (European Commission, 2010a) with the purpose of enlarging the scope of cross-sectoral policy action and engaging a wider array of actors, comprising industries, public institutions at different territorial levels, organised civil society as well as citizens, in the implementation of the agenda.

While strengthening the economic pillar of action and introducing some measures for enhancing social inclusion, the renewed strategy has also definitely diluted the environmental dimension across energy, transport and innovation packages. Accordingly, the related policy measures and targets have mainly been developed within the aforementioned thematic areas, being shaped by a series of overlapping policy narratives strongly underpinned by the economic rationale (low-carbon economy, circular economy, bio-economy, sustainable mobility, etc.) (Steurer, 2016). Importantly, a structured political guidance, a well-defined coordination mechanism and a dedicated monitoring scheme has been established only for the economic and employment parts of the agenda, leaving the governance setting of the environmental dimension unspecified and split across a number of specific sectors. Such a trend can be seen as the consolidation of the paradigmatic shift moving the EU further away from the original version of the SD strategy, in which a more ambitious vision of the principle of Environmental Policy Integration (EPI) has been promoted (Lafferty and Knudsen, 2007), to the concept of ecological modernisation (Mol and Sonnenfeld, 2000). Notably, the new strategy has stressed the need to strengthen the coherence and deploy all available policies, legal instruments and financial resources to pursue the EU strategic objectives.

A renewed attention to sustainable development agenda has re-emerged at the highest political level in EU in 2015 on the occasion of the launch of the United Nations Agenda 2030. The EU has clearly delineated its position in support to
the global action framework and formulated a list of internal and external priorities to pursue in order to implement the ambitious 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). However, there is still much uncertainty about how the announced priorities are going to be achieved, as neither a list of well-defined actions with a clearly identifiable European added value has been formulated, nor has a clear governance architecture for the implementation of the renewed strategy been designed. The EU Commission has presented an overview of various actions currently performed by the EU to enhance the sustainability objectives across different sectors (European Commission, 2016), but no ambitious and forward-looking action plan has been formulated so far. In the absence of such a plan, there is a high risk that the commitment of the Commission to carry out detailed and regular monitoring of the Sustainable Development Goals in EU will not provide solid knowledge-based grounds for evaluating the progress of the strategy, until a precise framework of concrete lines of intervention is designed and indicators are fine-tuned for measuring specific policy impacts instead of tracing a wide range of trends related to the existing indicators across various policy areas.

In the same way, the contours of the new governance architecture appear to be rather blurred. It has been emphasised that Agencies, European External Action Service, and Member State Cities and local authorities will have a particular role to play in the 2030 Agenda implementation with a specific dedicated goal (SDG 11), as well as the other urban targets. Moreover, the Commission’s guidance stresses the importance of a joint effort of citizens, civil society, organisations and businesses in order to fulfil the SDS goals, but the only concrete tool proposed for such a purpose appears to be a multi-stakeholder platform with “a role in the follow-up and exchange of best practices on SDG implementation across sectors in Member States and at EU level, in order to create a dynamic space bringing together different stakeholders of the public and private sphere” (European Commission, 2016). This platform is expected to act as a peer-learning hub where stakeholders can engage in debates about sustainability activities and inform others about ongoing successful initiatives, but it is not clear how far it is going to empower these actors and enhance their ownership of the strategy. In sum, it seems that voluntary commitment and loose coordination have been definitely endorsed by the new strategy as the main pillars for policy and governance transformations across different territorial levels.

Surprisingly, prior to the launch of the new strategy, no comprehensive evaluation of the previous efforts to mainstream sustainable development objectives across various policy sectors has been carried out in order to understand whether and how coordination and learning measures have actually contributed to enhancing ownership and commitment to the strategy objectives among various policy addressees. The aforementioned aspects, along with the linkage between policy discourse and programmes, has been largely overlooked by academic research as well.

Therefore, it seems crucial to address these issues, as previous studies have brought to light that not one but multiple discourses on sustainability exist in Europe and that the lines around which these discourses coalesce are not clearly
discernible (Barnes and Hoerber, 2013). The scenario of a Europe of “multiple speeds” based on voluntary commitment of member states certainly threatens to jeopardise the idea of political unity on a continental scale.

1.3 Unpacking policy mixes: overcoming institutional determinism and national level bias

Evidently, there are still a number of analytical puzzles to be solved about the effectiveness of policy designs and accordingly, conspicuous amount of research has been carried out over the last decades in the attempt to understand the reasons of policy success and failures (Howlett, 2011). Most of these studies have adopted an instrument perspective, aiming to understand how governments select policy instruments to achieve given policy goals (Wurzel et al., 2013), to what extent the effectiveness of policy implementation depends on the characteristics of the instruments, such as, for example, automaticity, visibility, intrusiveness, cost and precision of targeting (Linder and Peters, 1989) or how policy actors perceive the appropriateness of these instruments for meeting their policy demands (Schneider and Ingram, 1990). The debate on these issues is ongoing, as there are still many gaps in our understanding of factors that determine the effectiveness of policy designs and a more extensive empirical analysis of policy instruments in different sectors, both individually and in combination, appears to be needed (Howlett, 2011).

The EU context shows several blank spots in this perspective, as a policy design perspective has been implicitly but primarily employed by scholars when dealing with the regulatory power of the EU and assessing the appropriateness of policy instruments for better compliance (Knill, 2006; Tömmel and Verdun, 2009) in relation with timely and correct transposition of EU law. Limited knowledge exists on how policy ideas consolidated at the EU level become embedded into specific policy programmes and whether and under which conditions these programmes produce the expected policy impact on target actors’ strategies.

In particular, the Europeanisation research has suggested that the implementation performance is not affected by the choice of instruments per se, but by the degree of “misfit” – that is by the degree of incompatibility between EU policies and domestic policy structures (Graziano, 2013; Knill and Lenschow, 1998, 2000; Börzel, 2000). Studies on EU “old” (Knill and Lenschow, 2000) and “new” environmental policy instruments (Wurzel et al., 2013) have suggested that the logic of path-dependence and policy legacies were the main explanatory factors of cross-country variations in implementation performance. However, a number of scholars have brought to light a limited analytical leverage of the “institutional filter”, as evidence has been provided to show that the usage of policy instruments varies significantly not only across but also within different political systems (Padgett, 2003; Tews et al., 2003) and that the compatibility of policy instruments with a particular kind of domestic institutional setting may not be the only explanation of implementation effectiveness. Besides, a number of studies have shown how preferences of crucial players (often conceptualised as veto players)
Understanding policy change in the EU (Treib, 2003) as well as administrative capacities and experiences (Haverland and Romeijn, 2007; Kaeding, 2007) may change the scenario of transposition of EU legislation in the domestic political arenas (Falkner et al., 2005). Therefore, it has been recognised that a lower level of abstraction would be needed, with a more careful analysis of the given interest constellations and the strategic interactions of domestic actors, which have remained seriously under-theorised (Treib, 2014: 9) in the study of policy implementation in the EU.

Obviously, a compliance-oriented approach (Börzel et al., 2012), appears to be of limited help if the objective is to understand the implementation trajectories of the complex and multifaceted nature of the EU agenda for sustainable development, which embodies a mix of regulatory, financial and coordinating tools aiming not only to shape the strategies of central governments but also to directly influence the behaviour of industries, non-governmental organisations, sub-state governments and communities. Oftentimes, EU programmes have applied soft forms of coordination and have not required specific policy implementation provisions at the national level. Instead, they rely on a pro-active action by target actors that are expected to be triggered by voluntary commitment and attracted by a range of opportunities that would help engage them with common principles through coordination and learning. In this bottom-up perspective, Europeanisation has been conceived as a context offering shared solutions to common problems, which leaves sufficient space for tailor-made and context-sensitive solutions (Treib, 2014).

Although an actor-centred perspective (Scharpf, 1997) is not at all new to the study of European integration and the relevance of the micro policy dimension has been recognised as important for explaining cross-country variations in policy performance in the EU (Treib, 2003), only a few studies have elaborated on it (Marks, 1996), as this perspective naturally entails a number of methodological challenges, including the extremely heterogeneous multiplicity of potentially relevant factors to be taken into account, high variability of actors’ characteristics, the lack of aggregated quantitative data for a representative sample of EU countries and a problematic qualitative in-depth analysis due to, among other factors, the linguistic diversity in the EU.

Notwithstanding the above limitations and concerns that have been raised with regard to the feasibility of this approach, an actor-centred analytical perspective appears to provide a number of advantages for understanding policy process in the EU, as it offers a much more nuanced view on policy implementation dynamics along with specific insights on how policy addressees respond to EU policy inputs bringing policy failure or success. In fact, some scholars have highlighted the fact that there might be more theoretical leverage in starting from actors’ constellations in a given policy domain first, and then adding institutional complexity to account for the variation that policy variables do not explain (Radaelli et al., 2012). The relevance of policy addressees has been particularly emphasised with regard to the processes of policy learning and transfer in the EU (Radaelli, 2000), which mainly develop through voluntary or self-regulatory instruments and for which the importance of institutional accounts appears to have been over-stated too (Bulmer and Padgett, 2005).
The only comprehensive framework that has attempted to develop a bottom-up sociologically inclined perspective to the study of the process of Europeanisation has been offered by the concept of “usage of Europe” (Jacquot and Woll, 2003), which provides a number of valuable insights on how the role of policy actors can be reconsidered in the context of European integration and how we can trace the ways in which governments actually utilise the multiple types of policy arrangements available to them, in particular in the absence of significant institutional pressure from the EU (Jacquot and Woll, 2003, 2010). This perspective has been applied meaningfully to the analysis of whether, where and how EU resources have been mobilised by the main political actors in the course of national welfare reforms (Graziano et al., 2011), though its analytical potential appears to be promising also for understanding the implementation dynamics of wider EU policy agendas in which the question whether and how “Europe matters” (Jacquot and Woll, 2003) seems to be the crucial one. Considering the high political salience of the EU strategy for sustainable development, combined with its complex policy and governance design, elaborating on this approach seems to be indeed suitable for operationalising research efforts aiming to reveal to what extent the EU has been able to encourage a range of target actors to commit to EU governance principles and policy targets.

1.4 The concept of usage and policy implementation in the EU: building missing linkages

The pertinence of the analytical framework that has provided the concept of usage for analysing the relevance of the EU strategy for sustainable development, resides in its double-fold perspective, suggesting that it is not an a priori “degree of coercion” of policy instruments that matters, but the usage that is made of them, their concrete implementation and the meaning that actors attach to them (Jacquot and Woll, 2003). Furthermore, the notion of political usage draws attention to the cognitive and strategic dynamics of European transformations by emphasising the role of agency and suggesting that institutional contexts need to be interpreted and actors do not give automatic responses to political pressure: “they can choose and learn and, thus, develop agency independent of structural conditions” (Jacquot and Woll, 2010: 220). Therefore, actors may choose to engage with, interpret, appropriate or ignore the dynamics of European integration, whereas EU resources and constraints are considered to be important elements that usages are based on, which provide necessary but not sufficient conditions for strategic behaviour (Jacquot and Woll, 2010: 116).

While offering useful insights for understanding general policy-making in the EU, the analytical potential of this approach with regard to policy implementation can be further elaborated on. In particular, this concept helpfully distinguishes between three main types of usage: strategic, cognitive and legitimating, in order to describe how the role of actors materialises and how they appropriate the tools and resources offered by European integration to reach their goals by acting strategically (Jacquot and Woll, 2010). These resources are mainly legal, financial,
Understanding policy change in the EU cognitive, political and institutional (Graziano et al., 2011). Finally, this approach highlights that the explanation of various scenarios of usage lies in actors’ motivations and underlying beliefs, while resources and constraints are considered to be necessary but not sufficient condition for strategic behaviour.

Based on such a framework, further reflections on the analytical leverage of the concept of usage for understanding policy implementation can be developed. First of all, there might be situations in which actors’ activation within an EU initiative appear to be sporadic and do not bring about any substantial changes, denoting a “symbolic” type of action (Newig, 2007) or usage. Furthermore, the analytical framework according to which different categories of actors are expected to develop specific types of usage appears to be somewhat restricted: for example, it was originally stated that politicians develop the legitimating type of usage, bureaucratic actors the strategic type, while experts the cognitive one, etc. (Jacquot and Woll, 2010: 117). It seems feasible to suggest, however, coherently with the general propositions of the concept, that any of the listed (and other) policy actors (e.g. experts, bureaucracies, politicians) may opt for any type of usage (strategic, cognitive or legitimating) depending on their interests and preferences or context conditions. Besides, many other (nonpolitical) actors, such as private companies, NGOs, etc., are affected by EU policies and are potentially capable of developing a certain type of usage of related policy programmes and, consequently, should be embraced by the framework. Accordingly, the interpretation of the scenarios of usage can be further completed by including additional elements that may take into account characteristics of various actors – not only political but also social and economic ones. Finally, although the original analytical framework of the concept of usage warns against institutionalist analysis that treat individual actors as simple transmission belts (Jacquot and Woll, 2010: 116), this approach has not been clear enough about how to conceive “context conditions” and to what extent they matter in determining the scenario of usage and policy outcomes. It seems, however, that it is implicitly accepted that the underlying beliefs and motivations are somewhat embedded in a system of social norms that actors will generally respect. Consequently, it seems feasible to suggest that along with motivations, such variables as policy actors’ orientations and capabilities, as well as actors’ constellations and modes of interaction (Scharpf, 1997: 38–39) play a relevant role in shaping actors strategies in the context of European policies.

In this way, when appraising the effectiveness of policy designs in the EU, the analysis will follow a micro policy perspective, observing not only government institutions’ capacity “in a plentiful supply of resources, but also a corresponding belief or endowment on the part of target groups which would allow that capacity to be utilized effectively” (Schneider and Ingram, 1990: 92). Accordingly, policy implementation is considered more effective the more policy addressees engage with policy programmes, commit to their targets and adjust their strategies by deploying various EU resources. As a consequence, the EU governing capacity in the field of sustainable development is here conceived in terms of its capacity to resonate with interests, concerns and demands of policy addresses at different
territorial levels and in its ability to enhance the required policy transformations through a mix of legal, financial, information and other instruments.

1.5 Research methodology

Building on the theoretical and conceptual insights illustrated above, the main endeavour of this research is to shed light on how “Europe matters” in the field of sustainable development and to what extent policy ideas and principles embedded in EU policies have been internalised by policy addressees as a consequence of participation in specific policy programmes and deployment of policy instruments activated by the EU within the framework of the sustainable development mainstreaming approach.

The analysis will depart from a comprehensive overview of the EU agenda for sustainable development, illustrating the evolution of its normative and legal foundations, and describing the main policy and governance instruments that have been created in order to accomplish sustainability objectives. It will then proceed by unpacking the policy mix embodied by the selected policy programmes that are underpinned by the sustainable development mainstreaming approach, showing how regulatory requirements, financial, learning and coordination tools have been combined in their design. Against this background, the implementation of the three programmes will be analysed in detail, focusing on the target actors’ response to the EU system of guidance, opportunities and constraints.

As already mentioned, the three policy programmes (regional programming for sustainable urban development within EU cohesion policy, the Covenant of Mayors Programme for sustainable energy and climate, and the Eco-Innovation Programme within the framework of policies for green and circular economy) aimed at promoting sustainable development objectives into the respective policy sectors, while at the same time encouraging coordination between public authorities at different territorial levels, as well as collaborative networks based on public-private partnership. These programmes targeted respectively regional governments, local authorities and private companies, being underpinned by the idea that target actors have flexibility and autonomy for adjusting EU policies in the light of particular local circumstances, policy needs, and local knowledge. In other words, target actors were expected to adjust their strategies to EU objectives and principles by deploying various resources available through the programmes. Thus, a pro-active approach of target actors has been assumed to be the main driver for successful implementation of these programmes, although once they joined, policy addressees had to comply with a range of rules and well-established procedures, including monitoring and evaluation.

Drawing on the analytical insights discussed in the previous paragraph, the following four scenarios of usage of the three programmes will be considered by this research:

- Symbolic – corresponds to occasional and sporadic activation of policy actors within the EU programmes without any substantive changes in strategic or cognitive terms.
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• Strategic – EU resources are actively transformed into practices with the intention of achieving a specific goal. The goal is clearly defined and consciously pursued, be it in order to increase actors’ capacity of action or resources.

• Cognitive – refers to policy interpretation and persuasion. It applies to the diffusion of specific ideas and knowledge that provide a framework for developing new strategies or actions.

• Legitimising – includes a mix of cognitive and strategic elements, implying justification of a choice that has already been made by a policy actor. EU policy instruments are employed to strengthen the existing actors’ strategies or consolidate positions.

These scenarios indicate different ways in which the participation in EU programmes may bring about transformations in target actors’ strategies and behaviour, depending on how and to what extent they are disposed to acquire new policy ideas, adopt innovative operational principles, modify their strategic priorities, etc.

Consequently, the strategic and ideational scenarios of usage are characterised by a more significant degree of policy change, as they entail considerable transformations in target actors’ strategies in terms of strategic goals and objectives in the former case, and policy ideas or expertise in the latter. In contrast, the degree of change is limited or null in both symbolic and legitimating types of usage. The scenario of symbolic usage indicates only sporadic and superficial activation of target actors within the framework of programmes, which is not followed either by growing commitment or by transformative learning. In contrast, the legitimating usage can be observed when policy actors possess sufficient policy knowledge in a given field and they have already developed their own strategies showing a high degree of ownership of EU objectives.

In this perspective, the underlying logic of policy change mainly develops along the dimensions of ownership and learning, which at the same time appear to be the ultimate political ambition of the EU policy programmes under examination. While the meaning of ownership is rather straightforward being related to the degree of commitment to common objectives and targets, the process of learning can be effectively captured by the following three typologies: instrumental learning, that is learning about how to redesign instruments for carrying out the policy; social learning – the redefinition of policy problems via new policy discourses; and political learning – that takes place when political actors learn about more sophisticated ways of pushing their favourite solutions (Radaelli, 2008). Literatures also distinguish between thin learning and thick learning (Checkel, 1998), referring in the former case to the situation in which an actor learns how to cope with a problem without changing preferences, whereas thick learning implies a change in preferences. As is known, socialisation, monitoring and benchmarking have been univocally mentioned among the main learning mobilising mechanisms in the EU (Radaelli, 2008). Socialisation makes actors more aware about their interdependence, providing also the preconditions for ideation, while monitoring
enables those involved to keep track of progress and to compare what has been achieved by others, individually and as a whole. Benchmarking, in contrast, consists of a process of systemic comparison of results, allowing to compare own performance to that of others, considered to be the best (Vesan, 2008: 249–252) and thus, enhances the shared definitions of success and failure. All three instruments aim to enhance the development of a reflexive policy-making style and encourage policy improvements based on self-evaluation without necessarily conforming to or replicating practices of others.

Thus, the dimensions of ownership and learning appear to be particularly relevant for assessing the success of the selected policy programmes, since their impact is as high as the extent to which they manage to encourage the process of diffusion of common policy ideas, targets and goals, and enhance ownership of EU objectives among policy addressees. Ideally, the process of policy change through these instruments should bring policy convergence, which is different from convergence at the level of discourse – people speak the same language but their preferences do not change as a result of new vocabulary (Radaelli, 2008). Substantive policy change entails variations at the level of ideas, which alter preferences and are translated into decisions and actions following decisions, as well as implementation. Moreover, it has been emphasised that what is learnt is more important than what is actually achieved in terms of other policy results/objectives.

Different scenarios of usage reflect how intensely involved policy actors become in the process of learning and to what extent their sense of ownership of EU policy goals increases as a consequence of participation in specific policy programmes. Figure 1.1 is a graphical representation of this dynamics.

Therefore, when analysing the implementation trajectories of the selected policy programmes, the focus has particularly been on these two dimensions, investigating on how and to what extent target actors have actually aligned their strategies and practices to EU policy priorities and targets, and how much they have learnt through such experience.
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Accordingly, the empirical enquiry has focused on the following core aspects of target actors’ performance:

- The degree of commitment to general and specific objectives promoted by the programmes;
- The extent to which EU policy goals, targets and principles are translated into policy measures and practices through specific operational provisions included into programming and planning documents and projects by deploying a wide range of instruments;
- Policy addressees’ perceptions about the importance of EU programmes for acquiring or consolidating specific knowledge and policy ideas in the field of sustainable development.

Beyond describing the implementation trends of the three programmes, the research sheds some light on factors that shape the different scenario of usage by unveiling policy addressees’ preferences and their underlying motivations regarding responding to the EU system of incentives and guidance. Consistent with the analytical assumptions of the concept of usage, it has been suggested that the implementation dynamics for all selected programmes would converge along the following characteristics of policy actors, rather than being determined by institutional contextual conditions:

- Motivation (strategic orientation) for action (obtaining new knowledge, financial resources, partnerships, etc.)
- Perceived relevance of the established common objectives
- Existence of previous strategies
- Appropriate capacities (technical expertise, human resources, etc.)

Based on this analytical framework, the analysis will illustrate the degree and direction of policy change, revealing whether, when and how EU policy objectives become embedded in target actors’ strategies and practices; how far do they have influenced governance transformations on the ground; to what extent policy actors rely on various EU resources for developing and improving their strategies for sustainable development and whether the uptake of new policy ideas, principles and operational methods promoted by the EU has actually taken place.

Two domestic contexts – Italy and the UK – have been selected for empirical analysis in order to demonstrate the interplay of factors influencing the scenario of policy implementation, as these two countries differ considerably in terms of two core criteria that determine policy and governance preconditions within which target actors develop their policy responses to EU guidance and incentives for sustainable development: the advancement of the national strategy for sustainable development and the pattern of decentralisation. The UK has been among the EU leaders in SD policies and performance, while Italy has showed one of the highest number of infringement procedure in the environmental sector and performed worse than several other EU counterparts, according to EU sustainable
development indicators (Eurostat, 2015). As far as the pattern of territorial governance is concerned, over the last decade the UK has gone through significant devolution reforms empowering its four nations (Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and England), followed by more recent strengthening of the local level, in particular in the field of economic development policies. Its sub-state system of governance has been characterised by considerable flexibility, with a long tradition of public-private partnerships (PPP) and the presence of numerous non-elected agencies. In contrast, the process of regionalisation in Italy has remained incomplete, although wider legislative competences and powers have been transferred to regions as a consequence of constitutional reforms of 2005. Importantly, the central government still detains the main decision-making power as far as economic development is concerned and establishes the overall legal principles and political guidance in the environmental field. The Italian system of local government is regulated at the national level, and it has been characterised by rather hierarchical and top-down procedures, with very embryonic experience of PPPs.

Against this background, the volume offers a comparative analysis of strategies of the core policy actors targeted by the EU agenda for sustainable development, including national, regional and local governments, as well as enterprises. Therefore, the National Sustainable Development Strategies (NSDS) will be first reviewed in detail, followed by an in-depth analysis of regional operational programmes developed within the framework of cohesion policy, local sustainable energy plans implemented through the CoM and projects realised within the framework of the Eco-Innovation Programme. To this end, two regional and four local cases in each country have been chosen for in-depth analysis, representing similar territorial contexts with regard to such relevant characteristics for the definition of sustainable development strategies as the level of social and economic development and industrialisation, investments in research and development (R&D) and population. An analysis of regional operational programmes, with regard to their actions for sustainable urban development, will consider the Emilia-Romagna and Veneto Regions in Italy, and England and Scotland in the UK. One city in each of these regions: Bologna for Emilia-Romagna, Padua for Veneto, Glasgow for Scotland and Poole for England have been selected based on the population criteria, taking also into consideration their long-term experience of participation in the CoM. The study of the Eco-Innovation Programme has taken into consideration the entire population of enterprises that have taken part in the programme in the two domestic contexts.

The empirical research covers the decade between 2007 and 2017, and relies on a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods. The data and information collected from desk sources, including regional programming documents, local sustainable energy plans, eco-innovation projects, the EU legislation and other official documents, statistics, reports, etc. has been completed by in-depth interviews and a survey. All regional Managing Authorities (MA) except for England have been interviewed for the regional development programmes co-financed by the ERDF. Seven in-depth interviews were conducted in Italy and four in the UK in the cities participating in the Covenant of Mayors. As for the
Eco-Innovation Programme, a survey has been administered to all lead partners of projects implemented in the two countries: 28 completed questionnaires (18 from Italy and 10 from the UK) were collected and analysed by the research against the total number of 45 and 21 project lead partners respectively in Italy and the UK. Four in-depth interviews with Italian enterprises that acted as lead project partners have been carried out.
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2 EU agenda for sustainable development

Evolving policy instruments and governance architectures

2.1 Political discourse on sustainable development in the EU: legal and normative foundations

As both past and current scholarly and political debates clearly show, the conceptualisation of sustainable development in the EU has been far from unproblematic. According to some studies, an EU-wide political discourse on sustainability has consolidated over the recent decades, progressively becoming a context in which decisions are made about how to resolve the tension existing between economic growth, environmental protection and social justice (Barnes and Hoerber, 2013). Other scholars have emphasised that the development and implementation of the EU’s policies for sustainable development has so far been disappointing (Pallemaerts, 2013), despite a legally formalised commitment to this principle included in the treaties. Moreover, there is no consensus even on the interpretation of the principle of environmental policy integration (EPI), which has been conceived as an essential pillar of sustainable development allowing for channelling sustainable development goals across sectoral policies (Lafferty, 2004). A contrasting view on this aspect exists, according to which these two related concepts have developed in parallel rather than together, with EPI being mainly concerned with ensuring that environmental protection is factored into all governmental decision-making, whereas sustainable development is concerned with balancing economic, social and environmental issues (Steurer, 2008). In fact, several tensions and ambiguities can be observed in the evolving EU agenda for sustainable development in terms of both prioritisation of goals in the context of a problematic balance between environmental, economic and social pillars, and policy and governance tools for achieving them.

Hence, the normative concept of sustainable development has started to make headway since the early 1990s, being increasingly embedded in EU treaties and secondary legislation. Following the growing political acknowledgement of the need to promote sustainable development announced in the fifth Environmental Action Programme (EAP) in 1992, the EU first established the legal basis for this commitment through the Treaty of Amsterdam (1997), stating that the “Union shall set itself [. . .] to promote a harmonious, balanced and sustainable development” (Art. 2, Treaty on European Union (TEU)). Therefore, the
obligation to integrate environmental protection requirements into the definition and implementation of other Community policies and activities has been included in Article 6 of the Treaty (now Art. 11, Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU)).

Since then, the EU legal commitments to sustainable development have significantly amplified, primarily through the codification of the principle of environmental policy integration, as well as through provisions aiming at the prevention and remedying of the environmental damage, ensured by the polluter pays, precautionary and prevention principles.

Beyond EU, secondary legislation that has widely incorporated the aforementioned principles since the end of the 1990s, a renewed legal commitment to these principles, has been enshrined in the Lisbon Treaty. A general commitment to sustainability was announced in Article 3(3) TEU, stating that “the Union . . . shall work for the sustainable development in Europe based on balanced economic growth . . . and a high level of protection and improvement of the quality of the environment”, while Article 5 enlarged the scope of action stating that “the Union . . . shall contribute to the sustainable development of the Earth”. The Treaty has also emphasised that with regard to the external policy dimension, “EU policies commit to foster sustainable economic, social and environmental development of developing countries . . . help develop international measures preserve quality environment and sustainable management global natural resources, in order to ensure sustainable development” (Art. 21(2) TEU). It was further specified that the Union shall respect the principles and pursue the objectives set out in paragraphs 1 and 2 (check) in the development and implementation of the different areas of the Union’s external action . . . and of the external aspects of its other policies (Art. 21(3) TEU).

The principle of EPI has been further strengthened by the new Article 11 and Article 191 (TFEU). Accordingly, EU policies commit to contribute to preserving, protecting and improving the quality of the environment, protecting human health, prudent and rational utilisation of natural resources, promoting measures at international level to deal with regional or worldwide environmental problems, and in particular combating climate change. Furthermore, the prevention principle has been confirmed (Art. 191(2)TFEU) as already defined by the Single European Act, establishing that preventive action should be taken, that environmental damage should as a priority be rectified at source and that the polluter should pay. The precautionary principle states that scientific uncertainty must not be used as excuse to postpone measures against potential environmental damage. Lastly, the Treaty has recognised the need to extend the use of scientific and technical data in the evaluation of the potential benefits and costs of action or lack of action, and define environmental policies in close junction with the economic and social development of the Union as a whole and the balanced development of its regions (Art. 191 (3) TFEU).

Regardless of the increased recognition of the normative value of sustainable development in EU policy-making, along with the consolidation of its legal foundations concerning environmental protection, the political ambition of this
strategy appears to have gradually declined over the last decade, while its operational scope still remains to be defined. Thus, after a decade of growing political attention to sustainability agenda, which followed the Rio Earth Summit in 1992 and culminated with the approval of the EU Strategy for sustainable development in 2001, the EU’s political priorities have definitely turned to economic concerns, guided by the concept of “sustainable growth respecting the environment” first announced by the Treaty of Maastricht. As will be illustrated in greater detail, this process has progressively evolved from the original idea of a stronger version of environmental sustainability built on the EPI principle towards the concept of ecological modernisation (Steurer and Meadowcroft, 2013), which considers economic growth and environmental protection not as antagonistic, but rather as mutually reinforcing.

Such trend has definitely consolidated with the “Europe 2020” Strategy that explicitly promotes the “win win” approach, highlighting synergies between economic, social and environmental objectives. Putting its primary emphasis on economic growth, this new strategy has restricted the environmental component to energy and resource efficiency targets, while very modestly addressing the social dimension in terms of employment, education and inclusion measures. Besides, the increasing prioritisation of climate policy objectives, which have not been clearly framed in the perspective of a wider policy agenda for sustainability, seems to have further undermined the consistency of the latter.

Remarkably, the very words “sustainable development” have not been mentioned in the main Europe 2020 policy document, and it was considered ironic that at the very moment of its elevation to an overriding objective of the EU in the Lisbon Treaty, sustainable development was fading from high-level political discourse to be replaced by the reductionist notions of “sustainable growth” or “green economy” (Pallemaerts, 2013).

The United Nations Organisation’s Agenda 2030 with its 17 ambitious development goals has put forward a number of new challenges for the EU, offering also the opportunity to carry out a comprehensive review of the EU strategy for sustainable development, which has been missing since 2006. Surprisingly, neither a systematic political assessment of implemented actions has been carried out – except for the Commission’s overview of how the existing policies have been contributing to the achievement of a number of these objectives (European Commission, 2016), nor a detailed policy guidance has been formulated in order to identify a clear European added value of the EU commitments to Agenda 2030. Although for the first time the EU Commission has endeavoured to bring the internal and external dimensions of the EU action for sustainable development within a unique framework (European Commission, 2016), it still appears to lack a clear vision of how the coherence and complementarity of these two components will be guaranteed and in what way their progress and impact will be evaluated in the medium and long term.

To proceed in this direction, it appears to be crucial to reconsider the relevance of the substantive normative and legal foundations of the concept of sustainability developed by EU legislation, along with the impacts produced by
the implementation of the so-called “sustainable development mainstreaming” approach that has aimed to promote sustainable development objectives across various sectors since 2008. In sum, a number of challenges are still to be addressed for the principle of sustainable development to be conceptualised as a meta-principle (Cordonier Segger and Khalfan, 2004) of EU policy-making, which is an overarching cross-sectoral policy paradigm covering both the internal policy drivers, as well as the external relations and cooperation.

First, some scholars emphasise the uncertain legal consequences and limitations of EU treaty provisions for sustainable development (Nowag, 2016), highlighting that they lack the coherence and clarity needed in a legal context, rather embodying a political compromise with which everyone can agree and which can be given its political content according to the political actors who use it (Kingston, 2013). Moreover, it seems that the legal basis for the EU sustainable development agenda shows a number of features of “symbolic” legislation (Newig, 2007), as it is characterised by a low prospective issue-related effectiveness and a high prospective political-strategic effectiveness. In fact, they have been positioned at the top of the EU legal rule and its main provisions were primarily passed at a tactically “right” point in time, coinciding with major international agreements on sustainable development and climate change in order to ensure more public attention and political support to action. No doubt that these provisions were highly suited to enhance political acceptance but the legal consequences in the case of non-compliance appear to be not sufficiently clear. In fact, the appropriateness of these provisions for attaining the objectives of the Treaty and their enforceability has been considered limited, as is the availability of resources required by the implementing administration or the structural ability and disposition of the addressees to comply with the law (Van Hees, 2014).

The attempt to guarantee the respect for this principle ex ante through the Better Regulation agenda has been assessed as rather modest too. Since 2009, the EU Commission has been promoting horizontal policy coordination as the central means of placing sustainable development at the core of EU policy-making, including impact assessment covering both new internal and external Commission policy initiatives, stakeholder consultation and regulatory simplification. The quality of this process was expected to be guaranteed, primarily through the Better Regulation Guidance and Reports of the European Commission, but a number of outstanding challenges have been identified for the Better Regulation agenda to really embrace the sustainable development goals (Renda, 2017), particularly in the way in which the indicators associated with each of the SDGs refer to similar values and benchmarks. For example, the following elements appear to be unsettled in the current better regulation framework: (i) a methodological framework that considers sustainable development as the framework within which to locate policy impacts, rather than one of several policy impacts; (ii) a way to measure distance from SDG targets; and (iii) criteria to prioritise certain impacts over others in the case of trade-offs (Renda, 2017: 9).

Overall, although ideas and principles related to environmental sustainability have progressively diffused in the political discourse at the EU level, no substantial
empirical evidence exists to show how and to what extent these transformations have entailed changes at the *meso* level of policy instruments and at the *micro* level encompassing policy styles, perceptions and behaviour of policy actors.

Bearing in mind these weaknesses in the political narrative and legal framework for sustainability, the next few paragraphs will illustrate policy and governance framework as well as the main instruments that have been designed by the EU to translate the sustainable development mainstream approach into concrete policy practices on the ground.

### 2.2 Policy and governance architectures for sustainable development

As numerous studies of international and European contexts have brought to light (Berger and Steurer, 2007; Bulkeley *et al.*, 2013; Jordan and Lenschow, 2008; Jordan and Lenschow, 2010), the overall relevance of the concept of sustainable development in policy and governance terms can be summarised (Table 2.1) through the three governing principles: cross-sectoral integration, cross-jurisdictional coordination and inclusive patterns of decision-making.

Accordingly, integrated policy approach requires combining different sectoral policy measures in a unique operational design and establish appropriate governance settings enabling both the coordination of different organisational units and participatory modes of decision-making involving all actors concerned, across different territorial and functional jurisdictions.

As the overview given above has illustrated, the normative and legal foundations of the EU strategy for sustainable development has mainly contributed to the implementation of the EPI principle, which implies taking into particular consideration environmental concerns when making decisions in any policy sector. The EU has committed to this principle since the end of the 1980s, applying it as a driver for policy change across a number of sectors. Originally, the EU approach was totally in line with the spirit of the seminal report “Our Common Future” (1987), that paved the way to the international agenda for sustainable development, conceiving EPI as an essential tool for achieving sustainability goals and attributing foremost priority to environmental objectives in the process of “balancing” economic, social and environmental concerns (Lafferty and Hovden, 2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Governing principle</th>
<th>Components to integrate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cross-sectoral integration</td>
<td>Sectors: economic, social, environmental, transport, energy, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross-jurisdictional coordination</td>
<td>Sectors and scales: EU, national, regional, local</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclusiveness/partnership</td>
<td>Actors: public authorities, civil society, economic and social interests, enterprises, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on Steurer (2008)
In fact, the pattern of policy integration developed between 1980s and 1990s has promoted a rather "strong" idea of EPI (Lafferty, 2004), by promoting specifically two core policy directions established by Environmental Actions Programmes (EAPs). On the one hand, the need to incorporate environmental objectives into all stages of policy-making in non-environmental policy sectors was emphasised, with a specific recognition of this goal as a guiding principle for the planning and execution of policy. On the other, a commitment was taken to aggregate presumed environmental consequences into an overall evaluation of policy and minimise contradictions between environmental and sectoral policies by giving principled priority to the former over the latter. In sum, the primacy of environmental dimension over any other sectoral interest has been stressed, aiming to ensure that environmental objectives become principle or overarching societal objectives, referring to both a state of affairs, which is the aim of policy-making, as well as to the process necessary for achieving change (Lafferty, 2002).

In this perspective, the Cardiff process that took its name after the meeting of the European Council in Cardiff, was launched in June 1998. It required different Council formations to integrate environmental considerations into their respective activities, putting article 6 of the EC Treaty into practice. This process has been considered one of the most ambitious projects ever launched for EPI, as numerous legislative and policy provisions were formulated to guide the EU effort of "greening" the various sectors through specific regulatory and organisational instruments, such as, for example, Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) introduced by Directive 85/337/EEC (amended and codified by Directive 2011/92/EU) and Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) established by Directive 2001/42/EC. Moreover, a significant number of regulations and directives were adopted across different sectors, encouraging higher environmental standards, including water, agriculture, etc. (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008).

However, the effectiveness of this process still remains to be assessed and sceptical views have been expressed with regard to its success, emphasising that the various instruments that were supposed to deliver more integration have themselves been poorly coordinated with one another (Jordan et al., 2005) and the normative principle of EPI has failed to permeate all the stages of the policy-making process, especially the earliest ones (Jordan and Lenschow, 2010).

Against this background, some observers have further highlighted that the launch of the EU agenda for sustainable development in 2001 and the subsequent shift from EPI to an equilibrium between the economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainability was not a semantic matter. In fact, such a shift in the political discourse has entailed the move from the “principle priority” of environmental factors in decision-making to a process of balancing of the three factors, which would conceivably involve weakening the last (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008).

More specifically, the Gothenburg declaration included in the Presidency Conclusions Document of June 2001 welcomed the EU Commission’s communication on sustainable development (European Council, 2001) and announced the decision to launch a strategy for sustainable development, aiming to complete
the Union’s political commitment to economic and social renewal by adding a third, environmental dimension to the Lisbon process initiated in 2000 (European Council, 2000).

Besides affirming EU commitment to promote sustainable development at a global level, which was further explicated in the declaration of the European Council in Barcelona held in view of the World Summit on Sustainable Development in Johannesburg (2002), the EU strategy targeted the following four areas for pursuing environmental priorities in internal policies: climate change, transport, public health and natural resources. A list of actions to be promoted in these areas was drawn, building on the Commission’s communication on sustainable development (European Commission, 2001), the 6th EAP and the sector strategies for environmental integration. The principle of EPI was referred to at §32 of the Strategy, which invited the European Council to complete and further develop sectoral strategies for integrating environment into all relevant community policy areas.

However, no concrete proposals in this sense have followed. Instead, according to some observers, the adding of an environmental dimension to the Lisbon priorities on growth and jobs appeared to be imbalanced and ineffective from the outset (Steurer and Berger, 2011). In fact, evidence has been provided that the political commitment to EPI – which was more sharply and forcefully expressed in the 1990s – tangibly weakened, as jurisdiction has pledged itself to implement the somewhat broader and less explicitly environmentally focused goal of sustainable development (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008). In the course of re-conceptualisation of the EPI foundations aimed at integration of this principle in the newly formulated sustainable development strategy, concerns about the economic competitiveness and employment became more pronounced than environmental objectives. This trend has further consolidated as a consequence of subsequent revisions of the SDS.

In 2006, at the explicit request of the Council (European Council 2005) and following the commitment of the EU Commission to review the strategy at the start of each new mandate, the strategy was revised by the new office guided by José Manuel Barroso. Based on the assessment of progress since 2001 and acknowledging a number of drawbacks in the implementation of the strategy, the initial proposal of the Commission highlighted the challenge of reconciling economic development, social cohesion, north/south equity and protection of the environment (European Commission, 2005), reiterating the need to strengthen the linkage and complementarity between the Lisbon process for growth and jobs and sustainable development. When defining its strategic objectives for the next five years, the Commission suggested that policy coherence and coordination should be improved within the framework of the Cardiff process by increasing the use of market and coordination mechanisms, encouraging investments in science and technology, and involving social and economic stakeholders and civil society.

Hence, the revised strategy emphasised the need to further integrate sustainable development objectives into the Lisbon process and increase the role of economic factors in facilitating the transition to a more sustainable society. In continuity with the previous strategic guidance adapted in 2001, such areas as
climate change, sustainable energy, public health, social inclusion, sustainable management of natural resources and transport, sustainable production and consumption, global poverty and development were included among the strategic fields of action (European Commission, 2005). At the same time, the attention to EPI has further declined: neither specific indicators related to this principle were included in the final text, nor dedicated policy instruments were designed in order to maintain the importance of environmental objectives that were placed high in the new integrated strategy (European Council, 2006a), establishing four principal objectives: environmental protection, social equality and cohesion, economic prosperity and international responsibilities. The revised strategy has committed to a wider version of the principle of policy integration, suggesting to bring economic, social and environmental considerations together. It called for coherent and mutually reinforcing action across the three dimensions, also by making full use of instruments for better regulation, such as balanced impact assessment and stakeholder consultations, best use of available knowledge, precautionary principle and polluter pays principle. Importantly, a number of relevant governance principles have been formulated in the strategy, including the promotion and protection of fundamental rights, inter and intra-generational equity, open and democratic society, involvement of citizens, business and social partners, policy integration, coherence and governance (European Council, 2006a).

In the review carried out in 2009, the Commission traced the main achievements and unsustainable trends across a number of EU policies, anticipating the data presented by Eurostat in its extensive report on sustainable development (Eurostat, 2009). This new document has endorsed a three-dimensional nature of sustainable development as the cornerstone of the strategy: “a development that can only be achieved if economic growth, social inclusion and environmental protection go hand in hand, both in Europe and in other parts of the world” (European Commission, 2009: 19). A number of policy achievements have been registered across several sectors, in particular the “greening” of energy and transport, sustainable production and consumption, including eco-labelling and other types of environmental certification, eco-innovation, green public procurement and resource efficiency.

The Commission’s document (European Commission, 2009) has once again highlighted a number of weaknesses of the strategy, stressing the need for improvement, especially with regard to the definition of its specific objectives compared to other EU strategies (Lisbon strategy, Climate and Energy package, etc.). The necessity of establishing more effective monitoring and evaluation instruments has been emphasised, but no specific proposals were advanced in this sense. Instead, the linkage between Lisbon and SD strategies has been further strengthened, mainstreaming eco-innovation, resource efficiency and green growth as leading themes for developing measures with visible positive results on growth, jobs and environment. Importantly, although the EU Commission urged the EU Council to decide on a revised strategy by 2011, when a comprehensive review of the strategy was supposed to be launched, the Council has shown a rather weak sense of ownership and commitment to the strategy, and no comprehensive political revision of the SDS followed. The Council’s Presidency Report of 2009 recognised that the
results of EU actions for SDS were limited and generally reiterated that the EU SDS should contribute to a further change in order to avoid irreparable damage and to create a future of prosperity, equity and well-being. The Report emphasised the need to ensure that the SDS had a real influence on EU policies, including other cross-cutting EU strategies, and called for a better coherence between short and long-term objectives and between different sectors. Accordingly, the Commission was invited to propose appropriate measures to enhance the links and synergies between the SDS and the upcoming EU 2020 strategy, as well as to integrate sustainability objectives in its 5-year work programmes and in the future EU budgetary proposals. However, no comprehensive review of the strategy’s progress since 2006 has been conducted (European Council, 2009a).

In 2015 the EU confirmed its commitment to sustainable development goals announced by the UN Agenda 2030. Following the EU Commission’s Communications (2013, 2014), the Council of the EU (2015) invited the European Commission to elaborate, by mid-2018, an implementation strategy outlining timelines, objectives and concrete measures to reflect the 2030 Agenda in all relevant EU internal and external policies, taking into account the global impacts of the EU’s domestic actions. This strategy should be based on a clear vision of how all relevant EU policies will contribute to the realisation of the 2030 Agenda, by considering existing gaps in all relevant policy areas in order to assess what more needs to be done until 2030 in terms of EU policy, legislation, governance structure for horizontal coherence and means of implementation. The EU’s better regulation agenda has been suggested to be one of the key instruments for enhancing policy coordination in the implementation of the strategy, although it was recognised that the current tools and methods used in both ex ante impact assessment and ex post policy evaluation need to be improved in order to link better regulation with SDGs more effectively (European Commission, 2016).

The developments reported above bring to light a number of critical aspects in the EU policy framework for sustainable development. Not only has it lacked consistency over time, but it often failed to provide a clear concept of how to integrate and balance environmental, social and economic objectives. Moreover, the challenge of identifying a specific added value of EU actions within the framework of the global agenda for sustainable development has so far not been met. Lastly, no systematic monitoring and evaluation mechanisms have been established to measure the impact and results of specific policies and programmes in the medium-long term, although an extensive set of social, environmental and economic indicators has been built by Eurostat in order to collect data on the EU member states’ performance in relation to SDGs.

2.3 Governance architecture for sustainable development: loose patterns of intergovernmental coordination

Since its early years, the EU SDS has aimed to establish an appropriate governance architecture in order to enable the achievement of shared objectives, but it still remains largely dependent on member states’ action. The fundamental
weakness of the EU in this sense consists in the fact that the EU has mainly relied on the Open Method of Coordination (OMC) for implementing this agenda, within which the EU mainly supports, coordinates and complements member states’ policies. A similar pattern of intergovernmental coordination has been adopted for its “sister” Lisbon Strategy that, however, has gradually strengthened the system of mutual monitoring and the political leadership of the Council ensuring a better accountability of national governments for specific commitments.

Thus, member states were invited to develop their own SDS as well as a set of indicators that would be in line with those designed by Eurostat in order to enable a periodic informal exchange of information between governments. However, although bi-annual reporting obligations at the EU level were recommended by the Commission, neither a regular assessment mechanism was designed, nor was systematic monitoring of progress launched. In the same way, the benchmarking exercise that was supposed to enhance the process of learning and policy innovation among states was limited too due to a very low number of peer reviews of national strategies drawn by the EU Commission. Additionally, while the annual review of the Lisbon process was scheduled for the March meeting of the European Council, the evaluation of results and recommendations for SDS was planned to take place in autumn.

As a consequence of the revision in 2006, the intergovernmental coordination mechanism of the strategy was expected to be strengthened by a new enhanced policy coordination approach, according to which “the economic, social and environmental effects of all policies should be examined in a coordinated way and taken into account in decision-making” (European Council, 2006a). The EU institutions were invited to improve policy coordination between different sectors, whereas the Commission was asked to include this new principle in its action plan for better regulation mechanism to ensure that all major policy proposals “include a sustainability impact assessment covering their potential economic, social and environmental consequences”. Moreover, the EU Council called on member states to make use of the existing European Sustainable Development Network (ESDN) in order to facilitate the exchange of good practices and experiences, enhance the mainstreaming of sustainable development issues across sectoral policies, and promote vertical integration and coherence between the EU, national and sub-national levels of policy-making. National governments were invited to set up or strengthen national advisory bodies for involving stakeholders and were suggested to improve horizontal coordination at the level of EU institutions to verify the coherence of strategy implementation in their respective areas.

Unlike previous times, a range of measures and targets to be promoted directly by the EU through its regulatory and financial instruments was clearly listed (European Council, 2006a) and the EU Commission’s commitment to mainstream sustainable development across policies and communication campaigns was announced (European Commission, 2005). As in the case of the NEPIs (Wurzel et al., 2013), the EU Commission aimed to empower social and market actors in implementing environmental policies, in those policy fields where the impact of public authorities was limited or insignificant (e.g. green technologies,
consumption, buildings and constructions, etc.). Although characterised by uneven diffusion and scope of action, these instruments have widely relied on self-regulation, as well as on market-based and information devices for achieving their objectives, and contributed in increasing the involvement of non-state actors in sustainable development governance.

However, no substantial measures have been designed for monitoring the strategy, and bi-annual reviews by the EU Council and Parliament based on EU Commission’s reports remained the only tool for assessing its progress. It is also worth mentioning that by that time, many of the EU member states had already developed their SDS, following in particular the international guidance provide by the United Nations framework and best practices (Steurer and Martinuzzi, 2005).

In sum, although the existence of National Sustainable Development Strategies (NSDS) can be considered in itself an important indicator of political commitment to the role that the EU plays in the achievement of sustainable development goals, the overview of the national documents shows that the implementation of SDS has been quite poor (European Commission, 2004). By 2009, only a few countries had collected and shared the data required by the system of indicators on social, economic and environmental dimensions of sustainable development strategy, showing a deep gap between the general commitment to the strategy in terms of political discourse and the respective political action on the ground (Steurer, 2008). Significantly, no mechanisms were established to guarantee that coordination and complementarity between the NSDS and EU regulatory and other policy instruments underpinned by EPI are ensured at both EU and domestic levels.

Finally, the citizens’ mobilisation and individual action have been considered crucial for the implementation success of the EU SDS. In fact, EU institutions (European Commission, 2001; European Council, 2001) have stressed that in order to channel SD objectives crosswise policies and levels, a widespread popular “ownership” of the goal of sustainable development is needed, depending not only on more openness in policy-making but also on the perception that individuals can, through their own actions, make a real difference. While emphasising that public authorities have a key role in providing a clear long-term framework, the EU Commission has highlighted that clear, stable, long-term objectives should be established in order to deliver the changes in consumption and investment patterns by creating the conditions in which businesses have the confidence to invest in innovative solutions, and to create new, high-quality jobs. It also stressed the fact that public policy has a key role to play in encouraging a greater sense of corporate social responsibility and in establishing a framework to ensure that businesses integrate environmental and social considerations in their activities. In this context, sustainable development was seen as an opportunity for business that should be encouraged to take a pro-active approach and adopt investments strategy accordingly.

The Europe 2020 Strategy has highlighted the importance of establishing an appropriate governance framework as a powerful tool for promoting sustainable development through cross-jurisdictional integration. More specifically, it suggested a stronger role for the European Parliament not only in its responsibility as
co-legislator on key initiatives, but also as a driving force for mobilising citizens and their national parliaments. It also highlighted that the partnership approach should extend to EU committees, to national parliaments and national, local and regional authorities, to social partners and to stakeholders and civil society—so that everyone is involved in delivering on the vision. The role of public authorities at different levels has been considered to be crucial, as they should explain clearly why reforms are necessary and what contribution they are looking for from citizens, businesses and their representative organisations. Against this background, it is striking that the role and contribution of sub-state governments has not been duly taken into account in the definition of various actions and no specific governance settings have been created for enhancing the multilevel perspective of the strategy already developed in many EU member states (Committee of the Regions, 2009).

In continuity with this framework, the EU Commission guidance for the implementation of the 2030 Agenda has stated the objective to create a dynamic space bringing together the different stakeholders of the public and private sphere. Thus, the Commission has committed to launch a multi-stakeholder platform with a role in the follow-up and exchange of best practices on SDG implementation across sectors, at member state and EU level. This platform is expected to act as a peer-learning hub where stakeholders can engage in debates about sustainability activities and inform others about ongoing successful initiatives. Moreover, a European Sustainability Prize has been established to award initiatives that bring relevant contribution to the achievement of the global 2030 Agenda. The communication has highlighted that in line with the principle of subsidiarity, the EU will only act in areas outside its exclusive competences when the objectives can be better achieved at Union level rather than by action of member states. Therefore, close cooperation with member states would be required on many issues affecting sustainable development as national governments are currently in the process of establishing their own national frameworks for the achievement of the SDGs and for reporting to their own citizens and to the UN. In sum, a very loose pattern of intergovernmental coordination has been confirmed as the main governance tool for the strategy’s implementation, whilst also highlighting the relevance of local authorities and especially cities for its success. In this context, the Commission intends to play a central role by implementing the Urban Agenda for the EU, keeping in mind the diversity of cities and their responsibilities and interactions with the wider territory, providing expertise, implementing actions and facilitating the multilevel governance process (European Commission, 2016: 16).

2.4 Sustainable development mainstreaming: towards a new generation of policy instruments

As already mentioned, the efforts for increasing horizontal policy coordination within the sustainable development mainstreaming approach has developed after the last review of the SDS in 2006. In the premise to its first progress report published in 2007, the EU Commission has highlighted the need to increase
convergence between the overarching long-term objectives of sustainable development, namely, focusing on quality of life, equity between generations, the long-term viability of European society; and the medium-term goal of growth and jobs under the Lisbon Strategy. Therefore, it has committed to build a long-term vision and an overarching policy framework providing guidance for all EU policies and strategies and including a global dimension, with a timeframe of up to 2050 (European Commission, 2007). This commitment came in response to the European Council (2007) invitation to provide a second progress report on SDS and to propose appropriate measures to enhance the links and synergies between sustainable development goals, as well as to integrate sustainability objectives in its 5-year work programmes and in future EU budgetary proposals.

However, in its communication “Mainstreaming sustainable development into EU policies: 2009 review of the European Union Strategy for Sustainable Development”, the EU Commission has presented an overview of policy measures implemented across various sectors to promote sustainable development goals and provided a few suggestions on the future strategy, without delivering an in-depth analysis on achievements and implementation gaps. While generally recognising that “there may still be room for further clarification of the specific role of the EU SDS in relation to other EU strategies and for it to be streamlined accordingly” (European Commission, 2009: 14), the Commission identified a set of cross-cutting issues considered crucial for the strategy’s success, including education, training, research and development, financial and economic instruments. Energy security, adaptation to climate change, food security, and land use were mentioned among the new challenges on which the EU SDS should focus.

Particular emphasis has been put on the need to strengthen the monitoring mechanism of the strategy and improve its coordination with domestic systems of monitoring, as individual States and regions have developed their own strategies in line with international recommendations of best practice (European Commission, 2009: 13). For this purpose, the Commission has committed to developing a sustainable development scoreboard, based on the SDIs suggested by Eurostat, while the intergovernmental coordination was suggested to be the main tool for facilitating exchange of best practices or innovative approaches across member states.

The Europe 2020 Strategy for “smart, sustainable and inclusive growth” (European Commission, 2010), which is considered to be the next step in the development of the EU SDS, has brought a number of novelties. While keeping the main focus on economic growth, it has attempted to mainstream environmental objectives into a range of sectors and tackled the problems of social inclusion and poverty reduction under the social dimension.

Within this framework, the environmental component has been mainstreamed into energy and climate policy measures, being translated more specifically into measures for “promoting a more resource efficient, greener and more competitive economy”, targeting the “20/20/20 energy package”. Furthermore, the environmental dimension has been spotlighted in one out of seven “flagship initiatives” of the strategy “Resource efficient Europe”, calling for decoupling of
economic growth from the use of resources and for the shift towards a low-carbon economy based on an increased use of renewable energy sources, modernisation of transport sector and higher energy efficiency. Member states were expected to translate the aforementioned priorities into national targets and trajectories, while the EU Commission committed to undertake actions for mainstreaming the strategy objectives in the following non-energy development sectors: disaster prevention and response, harnessing the contribution of cohesion, agricultural and rural development, maritime policies to address climate change, in particular through adaptation measures based on more efficient use of resources, which will also contribute to improving global food security (European Commission, 2010). Remarkably, reference to the term sustainable development has been used only once in the documents when referring to the international context of the EU strategy (European Commission, 2010: 16), while the concept of sustainable growth has become the red thread running through the document. Moreover, the environmental dimension has not been included in the monitoring grid proposed by the Commission for evaluating the implementation progress to be carried out in conjunction with the Stability and Growth Pact annual evaluation, which focused on macro-economic and investment policies and fiscal and social issues of reform (European Commission, 2010).

Instead, a separate scoreboard has been created by Eurostat in relation to the Roadmap to a Resource Efficient Europe (European Commission, 2011b), which outlined how Europe’s economy can be transformed into a sustainable one by 2050. The EU Commission has proposed a number of measures to increase resource productivity and decouple economic growth from resource use and its environmental impact, focusing in particular on the evaluation of whether the EU as a whole is using resources more efficiently, decreasing pressures on “natural capital” like biodiversity and ecosystems, addressing key sectors and shifting towards a circular economy. Key resources (land, water and carbon) were analysed from a life cycle and value-chain perspective. Nutrition, housing and mobility were suggested to be the sectors primarily responsible for environmental impacts and actions in these areas are being proposed to complement existing measures. Scoreboard was updated for three years from 2013 through 2014–2016. While providing an extensive overview of the trends in resource efficiency, these reports do not provide insights on whether and how EU measures have affected these trends in different states.

Overall, a significant shift in the EU political discourse on sustainability can be observed (European Commission, 2010), as it has become strongly underpinned by the focus on the dimension of economic growth that embraced the environmental component within its priority for “building a resource efficient, sustainable and competitive economy, exploiting Europe’s leadership in the race to develop new processes and technologies, including green technologies, accelerating the roll out of smart grids using ICTs, exploiting EU-scale networks, etc.”. Such approach was expected to help in moving out from the devastating economic crisis 2008–2009 and prosper by investing in cleaner, low-carbon technologies, fighting climate change and creating new business and employment opportunities.
Thus, while enhancing the sustainable mainstreaming approach, the EU has shifted further from the original idea of sustainable development based on a “stronger” EPI to a policy framework underpinned by the concept of ecological modernisation as the dominant ideology (Eadson, 2013), in which strong environmental commitments have been “watered down” being overridden by the economic rationale for reforms (Kernevez, 2013).

The analysis above has shown how the EU has gradually moved in this direction, elaborating on how the environment might benefit through the innovation encouraged by market mechanisms and vice versa. This trend is in line with the so-called ecological modernisation theory, assuming that “policies to protect the environment can enhance efficiency and accelerate innovation, thereby providing an engine for further economic development” (Baker, 2007: 299). Although a significant variety of approaches exists in the conceptual development of ecological modernisation, the Europe 2020 Strategy appears to have adopted all five fundamental clusters (Mol and Sonnenfeld, 2000: 7) constituting the core of this approach:

• *Changing role of science and technology* – actual and potential impact in curing and preventing environmental problems;
• *Increasing importance of markets and economic agents* – producers, customers, consumers, etc. as carriers of economic restructuring and reform;
• *Transformations in the role of nation states* – more decentralised, flexible and consensual styles of governance emerge, with less top-down, national command-and-control environmental regulation and emergent supranational institutions playing important roles in environmental reforms;
• *Modifications in the position, role and ideology of social movements* – those that are increasingly involved in public and private decision-making institutions regarding environmental reforms;
• *Changing discursive practices and emerging new ideologies* – overcoming counterpositioning of economic and environmental interests (Spaargaren and Mol, 1992; Hajer, 1995), increasing support to the principle of intergenerational solidarity in dealing with the sustenance base.

The first explicit reference of this shift can be traced back to the fourth edition of the EAP and it was definitely consolidated in the EAP7. The former document laid down the basis for this approach by stating that “the protection of the environment can help to improve economic growth and facilitate job creation” and that environmental protection has become “an essential element in the future economic success of the Community” (Council of European Communities, 1987). In its turn, the 7th EAP has promoted a wider vision of the Union’s commitment to transforming itself into an inclusive green economy that “secures growth and development, safeguards human health and well-being, provides decent jobs, reduces inequalities and invests in, and preserves biodiversity, including the ecosystem services it provides (natural capital), for its intrinsic value and for its essential contribution to human well-being and economic prosperity” (European Council, 2013a).
These developments seem to confirm that the Cardiff process that has pushed for implementation of the EPI principle since the end of the 1990s has been definitely overshadowed by the Lisbon Process. Remarkably, no overwhelming appraisal of the EU SDS progress has been carried out since 2006, and its political leadership appeared definitely weak compared to the Lisbon agenda for growth and jobs.

Against this background, a comprehensive assessment would have been indeed essential for developing EU actions for fulfilling the Agenda 2030 goals. However, while declaring full commitment to be a frontrunner in implementing this agenda (European Commission, 2016), the EU has so far failed to articulate sustainable development goals into a system of specific objectives and targets for its context. While stressing that economic, social and environmental dimensions of sustainable development should be addressed together, the EU Commission has announced a two-step process for implementing the strategy by fully integrating the SDGs in the current European policy framework and identifying the most relevant sustainability concerns in the long-term perspective after 2020. In his way, the ten political priorities covering the internal EU policies have been defined in continuity of the strategy Europe 2020 and refer to actions to be implemented in order to enhance synergies between SDGs and the EU current policy agenda, including such aspects as a new boost for growth, jobs and investments, circular economy, climate change and resilience, sustainable finance and capital market, a deeper economic union and social pillar, corporate social responsibility, area of justice and fundamental rights, gender equality and a new migration policy. In this context, most environmental priorities, especially those related to waste and pollution, have been interpreted in the perspective of circular economy agenda, while the implementation of the EU’s environmental acquis has been considered vital for long-term sustainability and is inseparable from the broader economic and societal challenges (European Commission, 2016). The main directions of the international role of the EU have been set out in two dedicated communications of the EU Commission, “A new European consensus on development” and “A renewed partnership with African, Caribbean and Pacific (ACP) countries, tracing the path for the foreign and security policy, and cooperation for development”.

In the run-up to the adoption of the 2030 Agenda, the Commission issued the first communication, “A decent life for all: ending poverty and giving the world a sustainable future” in February 2013. It was followed by Council Conclusions on “An overarching post-2015 framework” in June 2013. A second communication titled “A decent life for all: from vision to collective action” was issued in June 2014 and was followed by Council Conclusions on “A transformative post-2015 agenda” in December 2014. On 5 February 2015 the Commission published its third communication, “A global partnership for poverty eradication and sustainable development after 2015”, which puts forward ideas on the appropriate enabling policy environment; on financing – public and private, national and international; and on monitoring and accountability. This was followed by Council Conclusions on “A global partnership for Poverty Eradication and Sustainable Development after 2015” on 26 May 2015.
An overview of key existing European initiatives related to the achievement of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development has been presented in the EU Commission Staff Working Document “Key European action supporting the 2030 Agenda and the Sustainable Development Goals” (European Commission, 2016). It has summarised EU actions and policy tools for each of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), including both domestically oriented and external actions.

Notably, the EU system of SD indicators managed by Eurostat has been rapidly updated by reorganising them in line with the 17 SDGs announced by Agenda 2030. However, the aforementioned weakness in the system of monitoring appears to persist, as the indicators are not attributable to precise EU policy measures and therefore does not allow us to assess impacts and outcomes of policy programmes implemented across various sectors over time.

Hence, the overall scenario of policy change in this field seems to have followed the logic of incremental layering rather than the one of a comprehensive and strategic development and reconsideration. The recent attempts to balance economic, social and environmental objectives across different sectors have contributed to strengthen the social dimension, while at the same time bringing replacement of EPI as a guiding political principle of the strategy. Indeed, a progressive decline of the EU environmental regulation has brought about the hypothesis of dismantling of EU environmental policy (Gravey and Jordan, 2016).

In this way, the principle of policy integration has remained at the core of the EU strategy for sustainable development. But it currently embodies rather complex patterns of policy coordination across various sectors. At the same time, the political discourse on sustainability has acquired a much wider perspective compared to the past, developing beyond the EPI normative and legal foundations that have consolidated in the treaties and secondary legislation over the last two decades (i.e. Water Framework Directive CE/60/2000; Air Framework Directive 2008/50/EC).

The proliferation of integrative environmental concepts in the field of sustainable development has taken place since 2009 onwards, referring to sustainable growth in a low-carbon, bio-based, climate resilient economy and bringing above all the integration of climate change mitigation in all carbon-emitting sectors. At the same time, a strong project-based logic has underpinned thematic programmes promoted by the EU, including those co-financed by the EU budget (Life+; Horizon; Territorial Cooperation, etc.).

Such a high complexity and the absence of a detailed evaluation scheme of results risk undermining the credibility of the strategy. The question whether ex ante tools for sustainable development mainstreaming could suffice for ensuring its overall effectiveness spontaneously arises, as the continued effort to mainstream SD into new policy initiatives has recently been reiterated by the EU Commission, as well as the necessity to enable policies and funds into practice and showcase concrete results on the ground (European Commission, 2016: 2).
In this perspective, an in-depth understanding is needed of whether and to what extent the EU insights have been collected by the target actors and to what extent they have shaped their action within the perspective of SD. To this end, more knowledge would be required on the impact of complex policy programmes that have been promoted by the EU Commission since 2008 with the purpose of encouraging the implementation of the policy integration principle across various sectors. These programmes have targeted in particular regional and local authorities, business and civil society, aiming to engage them with the EU sustainable development agenda through a system of opportunities and guidance.

The analysis presented in the next paragraphs will unpack the complex policy mix boxes developed on the initiative of the EU Commission in the field of regional development, energy efficiency and innovation policy, focusing respectively on sustainable urban development programmes, the Covenant of Mayors programme and the Eco-Innovation Programme.

These policy programmes were launched shortly before the adoption of the Strategy Europe 2020. Distinct from the past generation of environmental policy instruments, these programmes were underpinned by the sustainable development mainstreaming approach aiming at integrating environmental concerns into policies having broader socio-economic impacts. While important progress had been made in dealing with traditional environmental policies by that time, we know little about the effectiveness and impact of the aforementioned programmes.

The design and operational logic of the three programmes under examination differ significantly from the so-called New Environmental Policy Instruments that have contributed to the transformation of environmental governance by integrating the environmental dimension increasingly into sectoral policies and involving non-state actors, private companies and communities into decision-making over the previous decades (Wurzel et al., 2013)

Being reinforced by the sustainable development mainstreaming approach, the new generation of programmes oftentimes do not target national governments and administrations, but aims at promoting a more strategic bottom-up approach encouraging sub-state authorities, private companies or citizens to develop their own strategies in order to achieve the EU sustainable development goals. Second, even if no steering mechanisms are established to implement these programmes, specific commitments and requirements should be met by those who are willing to join. Third, these programmes rely on networked or polycentric patterns of governance and promote a strategic approach, leaving ample margins of manoeuvre to policy addressees. Fourth, they highlight the role of awareness, commitment and learning as the main factors of policy change and innovation. Lastly, these programmes rely on a combination of various policy tools, combining regulations, financial incentives, knowledge and capacity building activities in their operational designs.

The characteristics of these programmes will be described in greater details in the next paragraphs, describing the pattern of policy integration and governance settings adopted to promote sustainable development goals in specific sectors.
2.4.1 Regional policies for sustainable urban development

Regional policy was among the first EU policy areas to have embraced the principles of policy integration and sustainable development. In fact, the need to adopt an integrated approach to regional development policies can be traced back to the first programming period of structural funds (1989–1993), when early embryonic forms of substantive and procedural elements aiming to enhance cross-sectoral policy integration and inclusive modes of governance were introduced. In the 2000–2006 programming period environmental sustainability was included in the SF regulations as a horizontal theme, while Article 17 of the SF general regulation for the 2007–2013 programming has made the framework of sustainable development a binding principle for all funding objectives, establishing that “The objectives of the funds shall be pursued in the framework of sustainable development and the Community promotion of the goal of protecting and improving the environment as set out in art.6 of the Treaty” (Ferry et al., 2008).

The consolidation of these elements has been particularly dynamic in the field of urban development policies, which called for similar policy process in which a multisectoral and multilevel coordination challenge could be met. It was highlighted already in the first programming period in 1989 that the various dimensions of urban life, including its environmental, economic, social and cultural components, were interwoven and thus, the success in urban development could only be achieved through an integrated and participatory approach (European Commission). Therefore, policy measures for physical urban renewal were to be combined with actions promoting education, economic development, social inclusion and environmental protection and required the development of strong partnerships between local communities, business and the various levels of government as a pre-requisite (European Commission, 1998, 2000).

During the subsequent decades, the design of EU policies for sustainable urban development (SUD) has progressively acquired the ambition to replace, say it with Rayner and Howlett (2009), “patchworks of public policies in specific issue areas with a more coordinated of integrated policy strategies”. Hence, the earliest attempts to promote an integrated approach with specific regard to urban areas have been undertaken with the launch of the Urban Pilot Projects (UPP), which were promoted within the framework of innovative actions foreseen by art.10 of the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) (Council of European Communities, 1988). In 1994, the URBAN Community Initiative Programme (CIP) was launched declaring the objective of promoting an integrated approach to urban regeneration by taking account of all dimensions of urban life. In this way, a package of actions was proposed at EU level in order to combine the rehabilitation of obsolete infrastructures with economic and labour market actions, as well as measures to combat the social exclusion inherent in run-down neighbourhoods, and measures to upgrade the quality of the environment. A participatory bottom-up approach to the design and implementation of interventions was encouraged, being underpinned by the principle of partnership intended to bring together public authorities, social and economic
stakeholders and civil society. Hence, the Managing Authorities of Urban CIPs, which were responsible for running the programmes and normally coincided with municipal administrations, were required to work in partnership with social and economic actors and civil society. In this way, a number of operational bodies were established, such as steering committees composed of public authorities at different territorial levels concerned (national, regional and local) and local forums encompassing wider local networks made of social and economic stakeholders and local community representatives (non-governmental organisations, district committees, spontaneous groups of individuals, etc.). Such networked form of governance was expected to enable cooperation and coordination between different parties across all phases of CIPs: from the definition of actions to implement to the selection of projects to finance. The commitment of the URBAN CIPs to including local citizens in the development and implementation of the programmes was stressed by the Commission, highlighting the belief that the problems of urban deprivation should be solved at grass root level (European Commission, 2014b).

After being implemented throughout two successive periods, 1994–1999 and 2000–2006, the CIP URBAN was not renewed for the 2007–2013 programming, though the objective of sustainable urban development and the related operational method (entitled URBAN) were to be mainstreamed as a horizontal priority into three main cohesion policy objectives (Convergence, Regional Competitiveness and Territorial Cooperation). Therefore, wider potential possibilities to implement actions for integrated urban development were enshrined in the Regulations for the 2007–2013, allowing for an increase of both the geographical scope of their application and the amount of investments. The Community Strategic Guidelines (European Commission, 2005) and the Commission’s communication on “Cohesion policy and cities” (European Commission, 2006) have provided a more specific outline of how actions for integrated urban development could be included in the National Strategic Reference Frameworks (main national programming documents) and Operational Programmes co-financed by the ERDF at national and regional levels. Hence, either a specific operational programme could be designed or a priority axis could be included within an operational programme, absorbing up to 10% of resources or up to 15% under the regional competitiveness and employment objective falling within the scope of regulation (EC) No 1081/2006 (European Council, 2006b).

By adopting a wider perspective on sustainable development, the regulation has highlighted that specific problems of the urban areas such as social exclusion, high and rising crime rates, and the general worsening of the quality of life in deprived areas should be accounted for. The ERDF Regulation further specified (Art.4, European Council, 2006b) that as far as the convergence areas were concerned, the assistance had to focus on supporting sustainable integrated regional and local economic development and employment by mobilising and strengthening endogenous capacity through operational programmes aimed at the modernisation and diversification of economic structures and at the creation and safeguarding of sustainable jobs.
In its turn, the objective “Territorial Cooperation” (Art.6, European Council, 2006b) suggested that the development of transnational networks should be conducive to integrated territorial development, concentrating primarily on the following priority areas: innovation, environment, accessibility and sustainable urban development. In regard to urban areas, the regulation (Art.8, European Council, 2006b) has further specified that the ERDF may, where appropriate, support the development of participative, integrated and sustainable strategies to tackle the high concentration of economic, environmental and social problems. These strategies aimed to promote sustainable urban development through such activities as strengthening economic growth, rehabilitating physical environment, brownfield redevelopment, the preservation and development of natural and cultural heritage, the promotion of entrepreneurship, local employment and community development, and the provision of services to the population, taking account of changing demographic structures.

The regulation stressed, however, that the precise policy mix to implement depended on the specificities of each member state, which could combine the following priorities: research and technological development, innovation and entrepreneurship, information society, environment, prevention of risks, tourism, investments in culture, transport, energy.

Finally, the relevance of participatory and integrated strategies capable of tackling the high concentration of economic, environmental and social problems affecting urban agglomerations was highlighted, with particular attention to the role of cities and local authorities in achieving regional policy objectives. Therefore, the preparation of a medium-to-long-term development plan for urban regeneration has been suggested to be a precondition for success of integrated strategies, as it would ensure the coherence of investments and of their environmental quality, also helping to secure the commitment and participation of the private sector in urban renewal. Under the new legislative framework, member states were given the possibility to delegate the management of funds addressing urban issues to cities, with the responsibility of designing and implementing the sub-delegated portion of the programme (European Commission, 2005).

As far as urban governance more in general is concerned, the Commission has proposed a range of actions aimed at establishing good cooperation between the different territorial levels (e.g. by developing partnerships between cities, regions and the state or improving coordination between urban, rural and regional authorities), raising the participation and involvement of citizens and establishing networks for the exchange of experience (European Commission, 2006).

In sum, the diffusion of integrated approach in EU policies for sustainable urban development has evolved in parallel with the consolidation of the territorial dimension of cohesion policy, which was also associated with a holistic approach to development, combining different sectoral measures so as to enable their complementarity and coherence in a given territorial context.

In the same period, 2007–2013, a new initiative for SUD – Joint European Support for Sustainable Investment in City Areas (JESSICA) – was launched with the purpose of increasing resources, strengthening public-private cooperation and
attracting private investments for integrated sustainable urban development. The implementation mechanism of this initiative required the establishment of Urban Development Funds (Urban Authority) that would be based on well-established public-private partnerships and to which regional or national MA could delegate the management of the part of funding for sustainable urban development. The JESSICA mechanism offered the possibility of financing expenditures to support financial engineering instruments for enterprises, primarily small and medium-sized, such as venture capital funds; guarantee funds and loan funds, as well as guarantee for urban development funds, that is, funds investing in public-private partnerships and other projects included in the respective local integrated plan for sustainable urban development (Art. 44, 78, European Council, 2006b). Thus, a strong inter-sectoral nature and an evident objective intending to involve private companies and investments has characterised this initiative.

As the analysis of 316 ERDF Operational Programmes covering all three EU Cohesion Policy Objectives showed (Van der Zwet et al., 2014), the availability of funding to cities has progressively increased as a consequence of the introduction of specific actions for SUD in the period 2007–2013. Around 3% of the ERDF budget (approx. €10 billion) was specifically programmed for urban development at Priority Axis level. At the same time, it has been recognised that the mainstreaming of the URBAN approach into operational programmes has led to a stronger sectoral focus (especially in “convergence regions”) and that community involvement seems weaker than it was in the context of the URBAN Community Initiative Programme (European Commission, 2010). In fact, though the objective of integrated urban development has been highlighted throughout the EU policy guidelines, no specific guidance has been provided on how the integrated approach should be operationalised, which sectors should be integrated, how they should be balanced and most importantly, how the results should be monitored and measured.

Remarkably, since its very origins, the principle of policy integration principle in the field of regional policy has been conceptualised in a wider perspective, aiming to bring together economic growth, infrastructural restructuring, environmental protection, employment and social inclusion, combined with participatory governance.

It is also worth mentioning that in parallel to this top-down trend, a bottom-up coordination process has developed around the issue of sustainable urban development in Europe, being supported by a series of declarations and agreements – the so-called “Urban Acquis” – approved in Lille (2000), Rotterdam (2004), Bristol (2005), Leipzig (2007), Marseille (2008), Toledo (2010), Riga (2015), Amsterdam (2016). These documents have established a set of shared common principles and strategies for sustainable urban development policy agreed by ministers responsible for Urban Development of EU member states, who committed themselves to initiate a political debate in their states on how to integrate the common principles and strategies into national, regional and local development policies, and how to use the tool of integrated urban development and the related governance for its implementation by establishing any necessary
framework at national level. In line with the EU guidelines described above, these declarations highlight that all dimensions of sustainable development should be taken into account at the same time and with the same weight, including economic prosperity, social balance and a healthy environment. They have also highlighted the relevance of holistic, participatory and coordinated action at local level in order to develop a new sense of responsibility for integrated urban development policy. To this end, an integrated approach has been considered crucial, as it has offered a set of instruments that proved their effectiveness in numerous European cities in developing modern, cooperative and effective governance structures, which are indispensable for facilitating early beneficial coordination of housing, economic, infrastructure and services development by taking into account, inter alia, of the impact of existing ageing, migration trends and energy policy conditions (Leipzig Charter, 2007).

The regulatory framework for the programming period 2014–2020 aimed to embrace the above propositions, recognising that an integrated approach is especially important at this time, given the seriousness of the challenges European cities currently face, which range from specific demographic changes to the consequences of economic stagnation in terms of job creation and service providing, to the impact of climate change. The ability to meet these challenges has been considered to be critical for achieving the smart, sustainable, inclusive society envisaged in the Europe 2020 Strategy, and a number of provisions have been introduced aiming to foster integrated urban policies and enhance sustainable urban development.

The policy frame for sustainable development of the programming period 2014–2020 has been characterised by increased attention to coordination between the European Structural and Investment Funds (ESIF), cross-sectoral policy integration and integrated strategies to develop at national, regional and local levels. In fact, not only does the new ESI policy guidance based on the Strategy Europe 2020 requires tackling of environmental, social and economic challenges simultaneously, but it also calls for expanding the number of sub-systems involved in the policy-making processes, which are expected to enhance the implementation of integrated strategies offering more effective solutions for cross-cutting development problems in EU countries and regions.

Overall, the principle of policy integration has been reinforced, as the General Regulation highlighted the need to strengthen the arrangements to promote an integrated use of the ESIF, the arrangements for coordination between the ESIF and other relevant Union policies and instruments, horizontal principles and cross-cutting policy objectives for the implementation of the ESIF, the arrangements to address key territorial challenges and priority areas for cooperation activities under the ESIF (European Council, 2013a). Due to the complex and interrelated nature of these challenges, the regulation suggested that the solutions supported by the ESI funds should be of an integrated nature, multisectoral and multidimensional. Moreover, in order to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the policies, it should be possible for the ESI funds to be combined into integrated packages which are tailor-made to fit the specific territorial needs (§18).
An integrated approach designed by the Common Strategic Framework shall establish arrangements to promote an integrated use of the ESIF at EU level. Accordingly, Partnership Agreements (PA) (Art.15, European Council, 2013a) had to indicate an integrated approach to territorial development supported by the ESIF, based on the content of the OP, setting out, among others, the arrangements to ensure an integrated approach to the use of the ESIF for the territorial development of specific sub-regional areas, in particular the implementation arrangements for Articles 32, 33 and 36 (European Council, 2013a) accompanied by the principles for identifying the urban areas where integrated actions for sustainable urban development are to be implemented.

More specifically, member states were asked to ensure that the selection of thematic objectives, investments and Union priorities addresses development needs and territorial challenges in an integrated manner and seek to make maximum use of the possibilities for ensuring coordinated and integrated delivery of the ESI funds. Moreover, member states and where appropriate, regions, were invited to ensure that the interventions supported through the ESIF are complementary and are implemented in a coordinated manner with a view to creating synergies. They were required to ensure the existence of arrangements for the effective coordination of the ESIF in order to increase the impact and effectiveness of the funds, including, where appropriate, through the use of multi-fund programmes encouraging cooperation between managing authorities of different ESIF in the areas of monitoring, evaluation, management and control, and audit (Annex 1, European Council, 2013a). The operational programmes should set out the contribution to the integrated approach for territorial development, including – where appropriate – a planned integrated approach to the development of urban areas (Art. 11, 14, 87, European Council, 2013a).

Thus, the sustainable urban development approach has been shaped by the principle of policy integration, requiring to addressing the specific needs of geographical areas most affected by poverty, or of target groups at highest risk of discrimination or exclusion – as set out in the Partnership Agreement and the operational programmes.

A number of specific governance instruments were established in order to enhance the development of integrated strategies across member states. The regulations stressed that member states should, where appropriate, combine the ESI funds into integrated packages at local, regional or national level, which are tailor-made to address specific territorial challenges in order to support the achievement of the objectives set out in the PA and OP. This can be done using different policy instruments foreseen by the regulations, namely, Integrated Operations, Joint Action Plans, Integrated Territorial Investments (ITIs) and Community-Led Local Development (CLLD).

The adoption of the aforementioned instruments has been suggested to be particularly suitable for sustainable urban development, as they allow to combine resources from different funds in order to support integrated investment strategies with a more strategic and holistic approach. As a basic principle, the ERDF committed to support sustainable urban development through integrated strategies that tackle the economic, environmental, climate and social challenges of the urban areas (Art. 7, 8, European Council, 2013c). The meaning of this principle is twofold: it signifies
that resources should be concentrated in an integrated manner to target areas with specific urban challenges; and at the same time, that ERDF-funded projects in urban areas should be integrated into the wider objectives of the programmes. EU member states were encouraged to use the European Social Fund (ESF) in synergy with the ERDF, to support measures related to employment, education, social inclusion and institutional capacity, designed and implemented under the integrated strategies. Moreover, at least 5% of the ERDF resources at national level were to be invested into integrated actions for sustainable urban development where cities, sub-regional or local bodies responsible for implementing sustainable urban strategies (“Urban Authorities”) shall be responsible for tasks relating, at least, to the selection of operations (Art.7(2), European Council, 2013c).

According to the regulations, the implementation of integrated urban development strategies could be enhanced by the possibility of combining actions financed by ERDF, ESF and CF either at programme or operation level, and the instrument of ITI would be ideal to support integrated actions in urban areas, as it offers the possibility to combine funding linked to different thematic objectives, including the combination of funding from those priority axes and operational programmes supported by the ERDF, ESF and Cohesion Fund (Art. 88, European Council, 2013b). The indicative amount to be dedicated for ITIs shall be set out in the operational programme or programmes concerned, while cross-financing between ERDF and ESF of a part of an operation (up to 5% of each priority axis of an Operational Programme) will remain to complement the multi-fund approach (Art.55, 88, European Council, 2013b).

The actions were to be concentrated on four thematic priorities listed under art.5 of the ERDF regulation (European Council, 2013c), aiming at promoting low-carbon strategies for urban areas, an improved urban environment, sustainable urban mobility, and social inclusion through supporting the physical and economic regeneration of deprived urban areas, embedding them in the integrated urban development strategy of the city to implement the principle of integrated urban development.

Finally, the creation of urban development platform and networking mechanism was proposed for making the contribution of cities under cohesion policy to the Europe 2020 Strategy more visible, facilitating integrated and innovative actions for sustainable urban development and capitalising on the results (Art. 9, European Council, 2013b).

Overall, since 2007 all EU regions have been encouraged to develop policies for sustainable urban development, based on an integrated policy approach combining complementary measures from different sectors and enhancing local ownership of interventions through the creation of participatory governance arrangements.

2.4.2 Local sustainable energy strategies: the EU Covenant of Mayors

While the EU urban agenda has aimed at enhancing the potential of cities within the framework of social and economic development policies, in particular at regional level, the Covenant of Mayors has targeted local authorities with the purpose of addressing some specific climate and energy policy challenges.
There were two main reasons behind the creation of the programme. On the one hand, local authorities in most countries have direct jurisdiction over a number of sectors relevant for greenhouse gas emission and energy efficiency. Besides, they are also in charge of managing energy relevant local public services, including public lighting, waste and water management, municipal fleet and public transportation. Thus, they are directly concerned with energy saving and renewable energy production in the aforementioned sectors. Last but not least, local authorities are central in influencing the behaviour of local productive sector and local communities. It has been estimated that behavioural change and raising awareness of the public contribute with 26% to the total estimated GHG emission reduction by 2020, being one of the major policy instrument deployed by local authorities to mobilise public interest in sustainable energy policies and climate change. Establishing monitoring and management standards, green public procurement and financial incentives available at local level represent important policy instruments that can be used by local authorities to promote energy efficiency and deployment of renewables.

Therefore, the programme was launched by the European Commission’s Climate and Energy Package in 2008 to endorse and support the efforts deployed by local authorities in the implementation of sustainable energy policies, in collaboration with a number of influential networks of local authorities such as Energy Cities, Climate Alliance, CEMR, EUROCITIES and FEDARENE, working in close cooperation with ECOFYS, Fresh Thoughts and IFOK. The main top pillars of the CoM’s governance architecture have been composed of the Covenant of Mayors Office (COMO) established at the EU Commission and the EU Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC). Besides being in charge of the overall coordination of the initiative, the COMO had the task of administering the Covenant web-page and coordinating all the related activities of the network, providing also local authorities with the necessary technical guidance at all stages of development and implementation of Sustainable Energy Action Plans (SEAPs). The JRC was expected to contribute to the implementation of the programme by providing specific methodological expertise required for the development of local Baseline Emissions Inventories (BEIs), SEAPs, the system of monitoring and benchmarking. Hence, the initiative has been underpinned by a number of instruments aiming at enhancing learning, innovation, coordination and mutual trust among its participants.

The main objective of the CoM has been to bringing together local authorities voluntarily committing to reduce CO₂ emissions through a range of cross-sectoral local interventions. Such commitment should be formalised by a SEAP to be prepared and implemented by each municipality participating in the Covenant. The SEAP has been conceived as the main tool of policy innovation at local level, contributing to identify the appropriate mixture of actions for the reduction of emissions, improving energy efficiency and increasing the use of local renewable source, while at the same time encouraging the integration of energy systems across several policy sectors (transport, buildings, industry, etc.) covered by the so-called Effort Sharing Decision (European Council, 2009). Templates have been
prepared by the COMO in collaboration with JRC for all types of activities (BEIs, SEAPs and monitoring) in order to ensure a common framework of reference for developing and implementing local sustainable energy strategies. Moreover, local authorities were invited to develop or reinforce public-private partnerships, and increase public and private investments in energy efficiency. These actions were considered crucial to local economic growth, employment, innovation and a reduction in fuel poverty in households, positively contributing to economic, social and territorial cohesion.

The CoM activities were significantly strengthened as a consequence of the approval of the Energy Efficiency Directive (European Council, 2012) that acknowledged the importance of local governments in achieving significant energy savings. It called for member states to encourage municipalities and other public bodies to adopt integrated and sustainable energy efficiency plans by “developing innovative practices in the transition towards a more competitive, secure and sustainable energy system with an internal energy market at its core”.

The ambition and the scope of the programme have amplified over time. The minimum commitment for local authorities to reduce the emissions was originally established by the initiative at 20%, compared to the BEIs reference year. In 2015, with the launch of the “Mayors Adapt” initiative, which full title was “The Covenant of Mayors Initiative on Climate Change Adaptation”, the programme’s target increased. When joining the programme, new signatories pledged to reduce CO₂ emissions by at least 40% by 2030 and to adopt an integrated approach tackling mitigation and adaptation to climate change together. Accordingly, starting from 2016, SEAPs were substituted by Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plans (SECAPs), amplifying the scope of local actions for sustainable energy in a wider climate policies perspective. During the same year, the CoM signatories endorsed a shared vision until 2050: accelerating the decarbonisation of their territories, strengthening their capacity to adapt to unavoidable climate change impact, and allowing their citizens to access secure, sustainable and affordable energy (CoM, 2015).

In sum, the CoM’s design has combined a flexible pattern of coordination with a number of learning tools encouraging policy and governance transformations on the ground. More specifically, several specific tasks had to be performed by local administration in order to comply with the CoM activities, including the construction BEIs, filling in the templates for SEAP and monitoring, identifying best practices, etc. After having been approved first by the respective municipal council and then by the COMO, SEAPs had to be published on the CoM website. The monitoring activity has been considered crucial for the effectiveness of the programme and signatories were required to design and implement monitoring within two years after approval of SEAPs, thereby enabling greater transparency, accountability and mutual trust among participating municipalities. Although the accomplishment of the aforementioned steps is based on voluntary commitment, once joined, local authorities had to comply with the CoM rules, procedures and targets.

Furthermore, a number of capacity building activities, such as joint training, thematic webinars and guidance, benchmarking, conferences and workshops have
been organised in order to help local authorities to develop, implement and improve their sustainable energy strategies. Besides, the CoM has established a complex system of territorial coordinators and supports in order to enhance wider cooperation and partnerships between local authorities, intermediate territorial bodies (i.e. regions and provinces) and other entities having specific expertise or technical capacity in the field of sustainable energy. These networks were expected to help in mobilising local authorities’ efforts to reach the CoM objectives and develop synergies with other existing national and EU initiatives.

Finally, a number of financial opportunities have been envisaged in the EU budgetary framework in order to support the various activities related to the preparation and implementation of SEAPs. Although there was no an ad-hoc financial heading for this objective, a number of EU direct thematic programmes, including ELENA initiative, Life, Horizon 2020, as well as EU structural funds introduced specific actions for funding local actions related to the implementation of the CoM.

In ten years of activity, the membership of the CoM has reached 7,204 signatories and 5,679 SEAPs were approved by the JRC (as of January 2017), with the highest number of participants coming from Italy and Spain. Recently, the geographical scope of the CoM has further expanded, involving the Eastern Partnership, Central Asia and ten southern Mediterranean countries. Regional offices in North and Latin America will soon follow, while at the beginning of 2017 a new partnership with the Compact of Mayors and the global Covenant of Mayors for Climate Change and Energy was launched thereby strengthening the cross-cutting links between the CoM and other transnational city networks, such as ICLEI, C40 or Climate Alliance, in which it has been strongly embedded since its very origins (Busch, 2015).

2.4.3 Technological innovation for environment: the Eco-Innovation Programme

The Eco-Innovation Programme, or as it is officially entitled “The Competitiveness and Innovation Programme. Eco-Innovation Application and Market Replication Projects” (European Commission, 2005), was implemented between 2008 and 2013 with the objective to support innovation among SMEs and to improve their competitiveness while at the same time developing products, techniques, services and processes that reduce CO₂ emissions and increase resources efficiently. This pioneer grant scheme, with the total budget of nearly 200 million euros has offered support to the first application and further market uptake of a range of advanced eco-innovative products and services in Europe, showing how this kind of support may contribute to overcome the existing critical barriers to the diffusion of eco-innovation in the productive sector and its commercial success.

Initially, the Eco-Innovation Programme was part of the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme (CIP) – in particular under the Entrepreneurship and Innovation Programme (EIP), aimed at encouraging the competitiveness of European companies, in particular SMEs. In the EU Commission terminology, eco-innovation refers to any form of innovation aiming at significant and
demonstrable progress towards the goal of sustainable development. This can be achieved either by reducing the environmental impact or achieving a more efficient and responsible use of resources. Therefore, eco-innovation projects aim to produce quality products with less environmental impact, whilst innovation may include moving towards more environmentally friendly production processes and services.

Starting from 2011, the EIP has been included as one of the measures to implement the EU Eco-innovation Plan (EcoAP), which aims at accelerating market uptake of eco-innovation by addressing its barriers and drivers. Currently, the EcoAP pursues a wider objective of promoting eco-innovation policies across Europe though enhanced policy coordination, indicators and common certification schemes, including the Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS), the EU Ecolabel, the Environmental Technology Verification (ETV) scheme as well as the Product Environmental Footprint pilot. The Eco-Innovation Scoreboard (Eco-IS) has been established in order to provide a comparative assessment of how EU member states perform in this field.

During the period 2008–2013, the Eco-Innovation Programme awarded grants in the following five sectors:

- Recycling and recycling processes;
- Sustainable building products;
- Food and drink sector;
- Water efficiency;
- Treatment and distribution and greening business.

Besides the criteria related to the ability of companies in terms of technological innovation, environmental benefits, replication potential, marketability and economic impact, the programme highlighted the value of building transnational networks and public-private partnerships. According to it, anyone from an individual legal entity to a large consortium could apply for financing, but the needed to demonstrate “European added value” was highlighted, implying that the benefits of the project on a European scale must be clearly shown, as required by award criterion 5 of the Call for Proposals. The EAV indicates the benefits of addressing the proposal at European level as opposed to purely national/regional/local projects, and the level of European cooperation in the project (Eco-Innovation Contract and Finance, 2015).

The projects submitted to the Eco-Innovation Programme had to share the same strategic approach, that is consider the entire life cycle of the proposed solution, from production to disposal, covering the whole supply chain and not focusing on a single domain i.e. energy consumption. Although it was not a legal requirement or a precondition for an applicant to conduct a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA), but they had to demonstrate that their proposals take a life cycle oriented approach.

Each project could receive a maximum EU contribution of 50% of its total eligible costs (the “grant”). This means that the funding rate per participant could be higher or lower, as long as the total requested funding from the EU would not
exceed half of the total eligible costs of the project. The remaining 50% had to be co-funded from applicant’s own resources, from other private or public sources or from income generated through the project. If it came from income, the proposed project should not be profitable during the project lifetime. There was no formal minimum or maximum amount for the grant. On average, an eco-innovation project had an approximate budget of €1.6 million – of which €800,000 is EU funding (European Commission, 2013).

The Programme was managed by the Executive Agency for Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (EASME), set up by the European Commission to manage on its behalf several EU programmes, including, more recently, SME instrument, COSME, Enterprise Europe Network, in close cooperation with the European Commission’s Environment Directorate General.

The description of project activities has been shared through the web-page, providing detailed information on objectives, financing, partnerships and results. Moreover, the Programme has established stringent reporting obligations. Projects had to submit financial and technical progress reports at different stages of the project in order to help keeping track of progress, and enable the EASME to ensure the funds are properly used. The frequency and number of reports, usually five, was defined in the grant agreement for each project. The payments – set out in the Model Grant Agreement – were generally divided into three installments (EASME, 2008). First pre-financing amounting to 30% of the EU grant within 45 calendar days from the date when the signed grant agreement and all the mandates are officially received by the EASME. Second pre-financing could be requested by project coordinators if the first 30% of the total budget was spent. All requests had to be accompanied by a report including technical and financial descriptions, proving the transfer of the funds made available under the first pre-financing agreement. The final payment could be carried out only when all project activities were completed.

All eco-innovation funded projects had to undertake a variety of communication/dissemination activities, including the creation of project website, project information sheets, additional information materials (e.g. videos and pictures), contribution to events and conferences, production of a layman’s report, evaluation of project’s economic and environmental impacts for contractual obligation (European Commission, 2013). In these activities beneficiaries were required to use the European emblem to acknowledge the support received, mentioning “Co-funded by the Eco-innovation Initiative of the European Union”.

In sum, the programmes were underpinned by the idea that technological innovation for environment can be achieved is more effectively and efficiently if private companies and public bodies operating in this sphere collaborate, exchange knowledge and invest their own and the available EU resources into joint projects developed at the transnational level.

In fact, the majority of projects financed by the Programme (more than 70%) based on international partnerships. The highest share of EU funding was obtained by organisations from Italy, Spain, Germany, Netherlands, the UK, and France. Although most consortia were led by private companies (mostly SMEs), academic
and research institutes as well as industry associations and chambers of commerce also played a significant role. The evaluation reports highlight that even if the eco-innovation initiative is now closed, the lessons learnt from the initiative inform EU action under the LIFE and Horizon programmes in the current period 2014–2020, and around 60% of all respondents reported that the knowledge content of their innovation can easily be copied or further developed by other market operators in the EU (EASME, 2013).

Against this backdrop, the questions that arise are whether and how the EU sustainable development agenda and discourse has generated commitment among those policy actors who were supposed to implement them; whether and how they used various resources offered by the EU; to what extent they have changed their priorities and habitual practices and whether they have ultimately become socialised to new knowledge and policy ideas.

While evidence has been provided to prove that multiple discourses on sustainability exist in Europe and the lines around which these discourses coalesce are not clearly discernable (Barnes and Hoerber, 2013), the effectiveness of policy programmes that have been implemented across EU countries in order to enable tangible improvements in the achievement of a variety of ambitious policy goals will be further explored in the following chapters.
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3 National sustainable development strategies
A comparative overview

3.1 Italy: from laggard to follower

3.1.1 Stepping forward and turning back

The Italian strategy for sustainable development has been described as rather ceremonial with a clear trend for stop and go dynamic (Pizzimenti, 2008). Not only has the implementation of concrete policy instruments related to the sustainability agenda been sporadic and incomplete, but a more general acceptance of the new policy paradigm in the domestic political discourse and policy structures was slow and problematic as well.

In fact, after the initial interest in the new political agenda on the occasion of the Rio Summit in 1992, no substantial steps followed between 1993 and 1996. Although the first National Plan for Sustainable Development was drawn in 1993, it was purely a symbolic document that brought no substantial changes either at the systemic level of political institutions or in terms of policy instruments (Capozza and Garrone, 2007; ISSI, 2004). During that period, the Italian environmental legislation remained strongly framed by the command and control style, with scarce implementation performance and no attempt for cross-sectoral or territorial coordination (Lewanski, 1997; Giuliani, 1998). Between 1997 and 2001, as a consequence of alternation of political majority in the national government that then included the communist party and greens, the sustainable development discourse acquired higher salience. In fact, in 1997 the Agenda for Sustainable Development was approved by the Parliament and a Commission for Sustainable Development was established under the Interministerial Committee for Economic Programming (ICEP – CIPE), which was the main body in charge of economic development. Although the Commission had a very limited role in coordinating decisions with potentially high environmental impacts, its creation has been a very important step, as it was the only body allowing for horizontal coordination and the integration of environmental concerns into national economic policies.

Importantly, as a consequence of administrative decentralisation reform in 1996 (the Bassanini Law) and the constitutional reform of 2001, greater powers in the environmental and development policies were delegated to Regions and their environmental protection agencies. According to the renewed Title V of the
Constitution, Regions were assigned the responsibility of defining environmental priorities, coordinating environmental action and allocating the related financial resources (Capozza and Garrone, 2007).

Moreover, a Sustainable Development Office was established at the Ministry of Environment in 2000, which co-financed the first call for proposals for Agenda 21 local and promoted the creation of a fund for Sustainable Development (Law 388/2000). During subsequent years, a number of institutional innovations aiming to strengthen the institutional framework of reference for sustainable development policies have been introduced, including the establishment of a sustainable development department and a dedicated Directorate General at the Ministry for Environment. In the same period, a new Environmental Action Strategy for Sustainable Development was elaborated and a technical committee for sustainable development was supposed to be established at the ICEP with executive and monitoring functions. The committee was supposed to include a representative forum having the task of encouraging public participation and consultation during the implementation of the strategy.

However, none of the aforementioned reforms have been fulfilled due to the alternation in government from the center-left to the center-right coalition guided by Silvio Berlusconi at the end of 2001. Indeed, the political guidance that aimed to institutionalise the environmental sustainability dimension was disrupted and a step back taken to the sectoral approach focused on economic growth above all else, regardless of the fact that the Environmental Action Strategy for Sustainable Development in Italy (EASSD) drafted by the previous government was formally approved by the ICEP in August 2002. The strategy aimed at mainstreaming the environmental dimension into sectoral policies and achieving a decoupling between economic growth and pressure on the use of natural resources and on the environment, especially in agriculture, energy and transport sectors. Specific indicators for the use of material, soil, energy, water, resources and waste production per unit of economic wealth were defined in order to measure the strategy’s outcomes. In line with the EU 6th Environmental Action Plan, the strategy contained four broad priority themes: climate change and protection of ozone layer; protection and valorisation of natural resources and biodiversity; environmental quality and the quality of life in urban areas; resource and waste management (MATT, 2002). This document was considered the most advanced, albeit poorly implemented, document ever drafted in Italy on sustainable development at that time (Diamantini, 2004; ISSI, 2004).

Following the priorities outlined by the strategy, the Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA) built a set of 150 indicators covering the key issues. Additionally, the main environmental indicators identified by Barcelona’s European Council in 2002 were included in the document. Besides, the “Environmental Data Yearbook” was issued on annual basis, providing a comprehensive overview on the environment and sustainable development performance of the country. This dataset offered a detailed picture of environmental conditions and responses across various productive sectors, with a specific focus on the matter of prevention and recovery interventions. The number and precision of indicators
has progressively increased, reaching 311 in the edition of 2017, 167 of which covered the regional level.

Moreover, in 2011, the National Institute for Statistics (Istituto Nazionale di Statistica – ISTAT) and the National Council for Economics and Labour (Consiglio Nazionale Economia e Lavoro – CNEL) established a Steering Committee and a Scientific Commission in charge of identifying a common set of indicators for broader measure of progress within the framework of the international activities on development indicators complementing GDP. The Steering Committee – composed of representatives of civil society – identified 12 dimensions of well-being relevant to the country, while the Scientific Commission then selected 134 high-quality statistical indicators appropriate for measuring the dynamics in the domains identified by the Committee. Extended consultations with public opinion (through online surveys) have also been carried out to fine-tune the dataset. The first comprehensive report of these activities aimed at defining the indicators of the equitable and sustainable well-being (“benessere equo e sostenibile” – BES) was published in March 2013. In 2017, the four BES indicators were for the first time introduced in the Economy and Financial Document, coherently with the commitment to integrate these indicators into the national economic programming established by Law 163/2016.

Beyond the aforementioned actions, the implementation of the Strategy’s environmental measures has been extremely fragmented and mostly channeled through sector activities that have mainly concentrated in the following areas:

i. Local Agenda 21 (300 projects);
ii. Sustainable development in the depressed areas of Southern Italy;
iii. Promotion of environmental certification for small and medium enterprises;
iv. Promotion of programme agreements with industries for the creation of low emission systems and technologies with high environmental and energetic efficiency;
v. Research and development aimed at experimenting with innovative systems for the production and exploitation of energy by means of renewable sources and hydrogen and of highly efficient technologies for distributed generation of electricity, heat and cold;
vi. Participation of scientific institutions and universities in research programmes, both European and international, for the protection and understanding of global environment.

Starting merely since 2008, Italy has increasingly assigned priority to some specific aspects of sustainable development, such as, for example, the Green Public Procurement (GPP) and the Sustainable Consumption and Production patterns (SCP). A National Action Plan for the environmental sustainability of consumption in the public administration sector was approved (MATT, 2008), setting out the general framework of action and encouraging national and local authorities to adopt a GPP approach. It established the national target of at least 30% of goods to be purchased by the PAs in compliance with ecological criteria, and at
least a 30–40% reduction of electricity consumption. Public authorities have been required to include “minimum environmental criteria” in the calls for tenders for goods and services listed in the Plan (e.g. paper for printers, furniture for offices, electrical devices, food services, vehicles, etc.). In subsequent years, a series of criteria have been defined, providing public authorities with further operational instructions and guidelines on how to employ social criteria in the definition of tenders for goods and services, as well as in the execution of interventions. These criteria mainly referred to a range of standards that guarantee fundamental human rights and appropriate working conditions, such as social protection, minimum income, equality, non-discrimination, etc.

Thus, the lack of political leadership for the strategy has been somehow compensated by scientific efforts and administrative provisions contributing to implement selected objectives and principles related mainly to the environmental dimension of sustainability. The issue of sustainable development definitely downcaled in the domestic political agenda as a consequence of the economic crisis of 2008–2009, resurfacing only in 2015, on the occasion of the adoption of the UN Agenda 2030.

A working group was established at the Ministry of the Environment, Land and Sea with the objective of laying the foundations for a renewed strategy and adjusting the path of national reforms in a long-term perspective. The newly formulated strategy aims to integrate the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) of the 2030 Agenda into the National Sustainable Development Strategy (NSDS) 2017–2030. It is organised in five core areas: People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership. The first four areas mainly cover the domestic dimension, while the last one covers the principles and purposes of international cooperation as integrating and qualifying part of Italian foreign policy, drafted by Law 125/2014. The strategic topics identified by the document cover a wide range of issues, including decreasing poverty, inequality, discrimination, unemployment (particularly among youth and women), ensuring an environmentally sustainable economic development, increasing the opportunities for training, education and social progress, restoring the competitiveness of Italian companies through a “fourth industrial revolution” based on innovative and sustainable technologies.

The monitoring activities for the strategy have been naturally incorporated in the system of indicators previously elaborated by the National Statistical System, which has progressively released a new set of indicators covering the 17 SDGs. Many of them are based on the already mentioned BES measures, highlighting the fact that economic parameters alone are inadequate to evaluate the progress of societies and should be complemented by social and environmental information and by measures of inequality and sustainability.

The effort to connect more closely the implementation of this renewed NSDS with the economic programming documents, namely, the National Reform Programme and the Document on Economy and Finance, has been announced. Moreover, in keeping with the binding objectives set by the European Semester (i.e. EU2020 targets), the government has declared its intention to largely deploy the resources of EU structural funds included in the Partnership Agreement.
2014–2020 for its strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. Furthermore, a number of existing national plans and initiatives have been listed under each priority without, however, illustrating how each of them will contribute to the achievement of specific sustainable development goals.

In 2015, the intention to formulate a National Green Act was announced with the purpose of designing a set of integrated measures for environmental protection, energy and climate, which would help bring Italy to an advanced position at the EU level. At the same time, the so-called Environmental Attachment (collegato ambientale) was envisaged by Article 31 of Legislative Decree on Economy and Finance (Documento di programmazione economica finanziaria – DEF, 2013), introducing environmental provisions for promoting green economy measures and limiting the excessive use of natural resources. It established a ministerial Committee for Natural Capital with the task to integrate environmental concerns and costs in the main financial law and other governmental legislative acts concerning economic programming and budgetary issues. The Committee is chaired by the Minister for Environment and includes nine other sectoral ministers: Minister of Economy and Finance, Minister of Economic Development, Minister of Jobs and Social Policies, Minister of Infrastructure and Transport, Minister of Agriculture, Minister of Regional Affairs and Territorial Autonomies, Minister of Territorial Cohesion, Minister of Public Administration and Minister of Culture. The Committee also included representatives of the National Association of Italian Municipalities (Associazione Nazionale dei Comuni Italiani – ANCI) and of the Conference of Regions, as well as representatives of five public entities for research (ISPRA, CNR, ENEA, Banca d’Italia) and nine independent experts nominated by the Ministry of Environment. Soon after, Law 221/2015 was passed, establishing a wide range of measures on environmental protection, sustainable development, energy, green public procurement, waste and water management. This was the first attempt to introduce the concepts of green economy and circular economy in the country’s formal institutional political agenda, providing also insights on the integration of environmental dimension into a range of public policies, concerning water and resource management, soil protection, sustainable energy production and consumption, etc.

More specifically, the Committee’s task has been to provide the government with appropriate policy instruments for assessing how the state of environment and natural resources affects the economic performance of the country and the level of citizens’ well-being, identifying in particular economic and social consequences deriving from the lack of prevention of environmental damage in productive activities. Until now, the Committee has produced two assessment reports (in 2017 and in 2018), contributing to integrate the environmental dimension into sectoral decision-makings by providing specific recommendations on future actions, based on the evidence of major environmental risks and pressures, as well as related economic costs to be taken into account.

Therefore, although the new strategy undoubtedly represents a significant progress in terms of the overall upgrading of the Italian policies for sustainable development and might eventually bring the country from being a group of
3.1.2 Governance of the Italian strategy for sustainable development

Until recently, the Italian governance architecture for their strategy’s implementation has been rather blurred and strongly centralised, although regional and local authorities were assigned increased responsibilities who filed and developed their own strategies that to varying degree coordinated with the central government agenda. Therefore, the Prime Minister and his office held the overall coordination and management of the strategy, being supported by the Ministry of Environment, Land and Sea and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, respectively for the internal and external dimensions. The Ministry of Finance had been tasked to identify appropriate models for creating strong synergies between the NSDS implementation and the ordinary economic policies.

While recognising the importance of implementing the SDGs at the local level and considering the fact that several competences and responsibilities in this field lie not only with the central administrations, but also on regional and local authorities, the government has committed to enhance the participation of sub-state authorities in the implementation process, as established by Article34, of Legislative Decree 152/2006, following the constitutional reform of 2005, which transferred some competences in the environmental field from national to regional and local levels. In this framework, the national level has maintained its competence in the definition of general objectives and guiding principles of environmental protection policies. Regions instead were responsible for strategic planning and the definition of specific measure of environmental protection. Within this framework, many Regions have adopted innovative policies and strategies for environmental field and in a wider sustainable development and climate policies perspective, extensively referring to the European and international guidance. More specifically, Regional governments have developed their respective environmental protection plans, along with a number of economic and planning documents, covering such policy areas as public investments, urban planning, social and health services and territorial development. In addition, a network of Regional Environmental Protection Agencies (Agenzie Regionali per la Protezione e Prevenzione Ambientale – ARPAs) has been established in order to enable policy coordination in the field of environmental policies, particularly for monitoring and environmental statistics. The National Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA) has worked in close collaboration with all ARPs, for promoting the implementation of national objectives at the regional level and developing a harmonised methodological and operational guidance.

Local authorities (provinces and municipalities), in their turn, were in charge of implementation of regional plans and programs as well as of control measures on waste, air and noise pollution, and the management of a wide array of environmentally relevant public services. Many Italian cities have developed their
Agenda 21, catching up with multiple European and international networks. A nation-wide network of Agenda 21 municipalities has been established with the purpose of coordinating the local efforts for sustainable development by collecting and sharing data, knowledge and practices delivered by municipalities in this field.

Lastly, the system of “permanent conferences” composed of the State-Regions Conference bringing together regional representatives, and the State-Local Authorities Conference, made of representatives of municipalities, inter-municipal aggregations and metropolitan areas, was expected to enable interactions and coordination between the centre and sub-state authorities in the implementation of the strategy.

Despite the existence of these numerous instruments potentially supporting the overall cooperation between the national and regional levels, the results of this activity appear to have been rather poor so far and indeed, the environmental protection has been a field of frequent clashes of interests between the centre and the periphery.

Importantly, the initiative to create a nation-wide network bringing together Regional Environmental Authorities and the Managing Authorities for the EU Structural Funds was taken in order to facilitate the integration of environmental issues into socio-economic development policies co-financed by EU funding, in particular in the south of the country. Furthermore, the National Observatory for Organisation and Management of regional agencies (Osservatorio Nazionale sull’Organizzazione e sulla Gestione delle ARPA – ONOG – ARPA) was established to prepare technical studies and guidelines on funding and management. These cooperation mechanisms were quite effective at the start, but after an intensive period of work in the early 2000s, their activities slowed down and the ONOG’s work was discontinued.

Overall, the Ministry of the Environment, Land and Sea has been the main governmental body in charge of regulations, coordination and control related to environmental management. Its activities are supported by a range of specialised agencies, including the Italian Institute for Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA – IEPR), the Department of the Marine Environment of the Italian Coast Guard, the Carabinieri Corps for Environmental Protection, an environmental unit of the national military police (carabinieri) at the disposal of the Ministry, and the State Forestry Corps, and an autonomous unit of the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Forestry.

In a broader perspective, the search for horizontal integration and coherence through integrated environmental policies has been one of the most explicit objectives of the NSDS. Therefore, attempts have been made to create a unique forum for dealing with environmental sustainability in development policies, involving Interministerial Committee for European Community Affairs, the National Council for Economy and Labour (an advisory body to the government), the Parliament and the regional governments. Interdepartmental coordination at the central level has been carried out through task forces and steering committees, such as the Steering Committee for preparing the National Action Plan for Green
Public Procurement and the interministerial Technical Committee for Emissions of GHGs.

A number of initiatives have been launched to encourage the private sector to contribute to the strategy by conducting responsible business. In particular, the National Action Plan for Corporate Social Responsibility has been developed by the Ministry of Economic development and Ministry of Labour in compliance with the European Commission Communication 681 (2001) “A renewed EU strategy 2011–14 for corporate social responsibility”.

Remarkably, the gap in the national political leadership for sustainable development, which became especially evident between 2009 and 2015, has to a certain extent been filled in by a number of voluntary initiatives undertaken by non-governmental organisations, private foundations or research institutions. There have been two outstanding actors in this field: the Foundation for Sustainable Development (FSD) and the Italian Alliance for Sustainable Development (ASViS). The former was established in 2008 with the objective of promoting policy initiatives for sustainable development with particular regard to climate and economic policies. It was directed by the then-minister for environment (1996–2000) Edo Ronchi and sponsored numerous policy and governance activities for integrating environmental concerns into different sectors, including energy and climate, circular economy, eco-innovation and waste. In fact, besides conducting studies, organising events and drawing policy reports on a wide range of issues, the FSD has consolidated an extensive collaborative network involving private companies, agencies and individual experts working on sustainability issues, also through thematic observatories and working groups. The most important initiative of this organisation has been the “General States of the Green Economy”, which aims at developing proposals and recommendations for policy makers in order to enhance the greening of Italian economy by involving companies and business organisations directly. The National Council of the Green Economy has been established within the framework of this activity, in collaboration with the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry of Economic Development, which brings together 64 business organisations. Its activities are conducted through a multi-stakeholder participatory process based on a bottom-up consultation process involving the core green economy actors. The whole process annually concludes with a wide-scale, two-day public event included in the “Ecomondo” initiative held at Rimini Fiera, which gathers over 2000 participants.

The other important actor – the Italian Alliance for Sustainable Development (ASViS) was established in 2016, at the initiative of the Unipolis Foundation and the University of Rome “Tor Vergata”. Its mission is to raise awareness among the Italian society, economic stakeholders and institutions about the importance of the Global Agenda 2030 for sustainable development, bringing together actors who already deal with specific aspects related to the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). More specifically, the activities of ASViS include the following: making the environment favourable for the development of a culture of sustainability at all levels; reorienting production and consumption models to that end; analysing the implications and opportunities of the sustainable development Agenda for Italy;
contributing to the definition of an Italian strategy for the implementation of the SDGs (also employing analytical and forecasting tools to help define policies for sustainable development) and to the establishment of a monitoring system to track the progress of Italy in attaining the SDGs.

Regardless of its relatively recent history, the Alliance has already built a wide network of supporters, including associations representing social partners (businesses, trade unions and third sector associations); networks of civil society associations operating in specific areas (health, education, employment, environment quality, gender equality, etc.); associations of local public administrations; public and private universities and research centres; associations working in the field of communication and information; organisations that are members of international networks dealing with the SDGs. Among other activities, the Alliance conducts an extensive communication and information campaign through its website and newsletters, providing thousands of readers and users with a continuous flow of information on the implementation of the 2030 Agenda in Italy and worldwide, as well as on the results of ongoing research on issues related to the SDGs.

Lastly, two national research institutes, ENEA (Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development) and ISPRA, have contributed to build an extensive and solid knowledge base in the fields of environmental policy integration and sustainable development.

In sum, the consolidation of the discourse on and policy agenda for sustainable development has been slow and cumbersome. The low political priority regarding the issue is also reflected in its being one the highest in the EU in number of infringement procedures (Börzel et al., 2012), which has only recently been reduced. After the approval of the early version of the strategy in 2002, no coordinated cross-sectoral action has been performed and only fragmented legislative initiatives have been undertaken, being mainly guided by EU mandatory requirements. In spite of increased awareness about the relevance of environmental and sustainability issues among Italian businesses and society, which is reflected by high scores of the eco-innovation index concerning the propensity to invest into eco-innovation and green jobs, or the participation in environmental certification schemes (European Commission, 2011–2016), as well as by growing community movements for sustainable consumption (Forno and Graziano, 2011), there has been an obvious reluctance of the government to establish a comprehensive policy agenda for sustainability (Ronchi and Colucci, 2011).

A qualitatively new phase has recently opened during the new left-wing government led by Matteo Renzi, which has tried to catch up with the new challenges of the evolving international and EU agenda for sustainability and climate change mitigation and adaptation. However, the country needs to overcome a number of bottlenecks in order to move forward to achieve the 17 ambitious SDGs, which go beyond the concept of environmental sustainability.

Despite some recent efforts to enhance policy coordination “from the top”, most domestic policies are still developed within distinct sectoral domains. Thus, the improvement of policy coherence and integration for the pursuit of the goal of
sustainable development is on the agenda, requiring institutional efforts for changing policy and governance practices.

In addition, the balance between the economic and environmental dimensions represents a challenge, as the development of policy measures aimed at sustainable growth cannot avoid taking into account the need of cutting public expenditure and inverting the growing public debt, which the country has had to address over the last few decades. Some recent measures, such as the National Action Plan for the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions approved by the Department for Economic Programming and Coordination (CIPE) has undertaken some efforts in this direction, but it is still far from being systematic. Consistent with the goals of the new National Energy Strategy, the plan encourages the process of decarbonisation of the economy through actions supporting the green economy, including the extension of tax reduction for energy efficiency in buildings, the extension of white certificates for energy savings until 2020, the promotion of renewable energy sources, the green technologies database – just to mention a few.

Finally, there has been limited recognition and involvement of regional and local governments as well as of other non-governmental actors in the past NSDS. Instead, as the overview above shows, there has been a considerable amount of initiative aimed at increasing sustainable modes of production and consumption, and at enhancing more general awareness about the opportunities of sustainable development.

In this perspective, the preparatory process that preceded the approval of the new strategy seems to have paved the way for a wider, more inclusive and hopefully, more straightforward strategy. A forum on the strategy for sustainable development was established by the Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea in order to conduct a multilevel consultation process by ensuring the participation of civil society and relevant stakeholders in the definition of the new strategy. Fully in line with the spirit of the 2030 Agenda, civil society engagement and consultations with public and private institutions have been organised in order to ensure a reliable context analysis and effective identification of main strengths and weaknesses to be addressed, leading to the definition of widely shared national objectives. More than 200 NGOs have been involved in the consultation procedure, together with a range of public research agencies (for instance, CNR, ISPRA, ENEA, ISTAT) and universities. Public national administrations cooperated throughout an ad hoc process in order to set shared National Strategic Choices and Objectives, as well as to identify viable and existing means of implementation. Regional authorities have been involved too in order to bring together territorial issues and priorities. The final steps in the elaboration of a National Strategy has been conducted in strong coordination with the National Reform Programme (PNR), dealing with social and economic programming in the context of EU policies and processes and containing the bulk of present and future government actions.

The new SDS was endorsed by the Italian Council of Ministers in 2017 and a Plan of Action will be developed by the end of 2018, which will include numerical and quantitative targets in 2030, as well as monitoring and review mechanisms.
and analytical models capable of measuring the impacts of policies on the NSDS objectives. It has been established that the NSDS will undergo an annual review and monitoring process. Moreover, a three-year Strategic and Planning Document for Development Cooperation has been approved for the 2016–2018 period, designing the scope and the structure of actions in this domain. Its macro-areas have been arranged so as to take into account the integrated nature and the structure of the 17 SDGs and include new sectors for action – such as data for development and domestic resources mobilisation – together with those of more traditional engagement. The three-year document served as a basis also for the active commitment of Italy in the elaboration of the new EU Consensus on Development.

3.2 The UK: from leaders to pioneers

3.2.1 The origins and progress of the UK strategy for sustainable development

The current UK policies and governance for sustainable development was built on a long-term experience of environmental institutions and policy integration instruments dating back to the 1970s, when the Department of Environment – the world’s first such department (Russel and Jordan, 2010) was created embracing many of the most important central government-level environmental structures. At the same time, a Central Unit on Environmental Pollution in the Cabinet Office and an independent scientific advisory board known as the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollution were established to enhance the environmental dimension of policy-making. In the following years, the UK dissolved its integrated environmental department (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008) by merging the environmental portfolio first with transport (until 2001) and later with agriculture in a newly established Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs – DEFRA (Wurzel et al., 2013).

As far as policy instruments are concerned, in particular in view of EU regulatory impact, the development of environmental policy in the UK between the late 1970s and early 1980s has been described as a story of “reluctant Europeanisation” (Bulmer and Burch, 2005), with the central government adopting a minimalist approach to compliance with EU standards and requirements. Voluntarism, discretion and practicability characterised UK environmental policy throughout the 1970s and 1980s (Weale, 1997), the dominant philosophy of which was that the central government should only ever set the broad legislative or policy framework, leaving the detailed aspects of policy fine-tuning and implementation either to specialist agencies or to local/regional government bureaucracies (Wurzel et al., 2013).

Its overall policy style that developed over subsequent years has been described as embodying “a strong commitment to co-operation, administrative discretion and technical specialisation” (Weale et al., 2000: 180–181), emphasising consultation and negotiation, rather than imposition and confrontation. Contrary to the continental European states that have widely been applying fixed legislative standards and deadlines, the UK more frequently opted for unwritten agreements,
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general legal guidelines and flexible implementation systems (Wurzel et al., 2013). However, a paradox has been observed in this regard: while the UK can be said to have pioneered the use of voluntary approaches, it has been very selective in promoting the main EU voluntary schemes or market based instruments. In fact, the UK was among the laggards in adopting the EU eco-label scheme, while strongly supporting the use of EMAS and a much broader, integrated product policy approach to greening production referring to international certification schemes (Zito and Egan, 1998).

At the same time, many large businesses in Britain have been opposed to government and EU supported eco-labels and have instead preferred self-declaratory schemes such as “fair trade” and “red tractor” labels (Jordan et al., 2003: 172). Although industry has been broadly committed to the adoption of more voluntary approaches, some economic sectors have warmly embraced voluntary schemes, others have been ambivalent, and some flatly opposed them (Wurzel et al., 2013). At the same time, there is little evidence that UK voluntary schemes were inspired by development abroad. Much more significant were domestic developments between UK regulatory bodies and producer groups, evolving according to a path-dependent pattern based on a sort of gentleman’s agreements.

The UK NSDS was launched in 1994, two years after the Rio Summit and largely anticipating the formulation of EU strategy for sustainable development. The UK strategy has predated the EU effort to pursue the EPI principle and strongly advocated EPI at the EU level since the beginning of the 1990s (Jordan, 2002: 41), as a new approach was announced by the White Paper on environment, outlining a comprehensive cross-governmental approach to sustainable development (Russel and Jordan, 2010: 159). Thus, by the end of the 1990s, the UK policy priorities shifted from the EPI approach to a wider perspective of “sustainable development integration”, with the Green Ministers renamed Sustainable Development Ministers and environmental policy appraisal supplanted by Regulatory Impact Assessment – RIA (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008).

In 1999, the UK government refined its approach to SD in its new White Paper “A better quality of life: a strategy for sustainable development for the United Kingdom”, suggesting a series of headline indicators for measuring how economic, social and environmental outcomes can be simultaneously delivered (HMG, 1999). The following priorities have been defined by the document:

- More investment in people and equipment for a competitive economy;
- Achieving higher growth whilst reducing pollution and use of resources;
- Sharing the benefits of growth more widely and more fairly;
- Improving towns and cities and protecting the quality of the countryside;
- Contributing to sustainable development internationally.

Hence, while clearly prioritising the dimension of economic growth, this strategy included the environmental and – to a less extent – social components while also introducing an explicit territorial focus. Furthermore, the strategy emphasised the role of individuals for achieving sustainability goals and as a consequence,
a number of actions were launched with the objective of promoting behaviour change, including the most prolific and high profile campaign “Are you doing your bit (AYDB)?”. AYDB was a national awareness initiative that aimed to encourage environmental action and sustainability oriented patterns of behaviour. It distinguished from previous campaigning by a broader definition of sustainable development, supported by the Labour administration, calling for the first time for sustainable consumption. The second important novelty was regarding the method: the strategy used the multimedia channels widely, using short, snappy and clear messages focused on a different type of targetted behavior/lifestyle change each month, such as energy, water, waste. The assumption was that citizens’ awareness and information were central to changing behaviour, and that environmental consciousness would enable them to transfer environmental messages into everyday lifestyle with ease (Barr, 2008).

In 1999 the UK was ranked 16th in the World Economic Forum (WEF) Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) that measured the overall progress towards and the capacity to achieve environmental sustainability for 122 countries, considering a broad spectrum of indicators contributing to long-term sustainability, such as baseline environmental conditions and natural resource endowments, pollution flows and resource stresses, human welfare, social and institutional capacity to respond to environmental challenges and national contributions to global stewardship.

Since 2003, the concept of low-carbon economy has started to make its way, being considered one of the main pillars of sustainable development strategy. The White Paper on Energy has introduced the related policy goal, setting out a long-term target of reducing carbon dioxide emissions by some 60 percent by 2050, with real progress to be shown by 2020 (DTI, 2003).

The NSDS was reviewed again in 2005, taking account of policies and developments since the 1999 Strategy, both domestically and internationally, and covering the period up to 2020 (HMG, 2005). The reviewed Strategy entitled “Securing the future delivering UK sustainable development strategy” called for enhanced action in a number of policy sectors, including in particular energy, transport and waste, and paid particular attention to the territorial and societal dimension of action.

More specifically, it put greater emphasis on the new relationship between the central government and local authorities, also taking into consideration the devolution reforms that empowered Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. Thus, the revised strategy established a new set of principles of sustainable development and identified new political priorities that were agreed to by the central and the devolved administrations within the framework of the Community Action 2020 document (HMG, 2005). Building on the 1999 Strategy, the document has promoted a new integrated vision of SD strategy, focusing on a range of environmental and societal challenges and identifying four distinct priorities: sustainable consumption and production, climate change, natural resource protection and sustainable communities.

Therefore, a set of measures for encouraging transformations of models of production and consumption towards green economy has been identified, including
the delivery of new products and services with lower environmental impacts across their life cycle. The development of new business models that would meet this challenge while also boosting competitiveness has been welcomed, along with an increased emphasis on reducing waste and on resource efficiency. In regard to these measures, the strategy recognised the crucial importance of people’s growing awareness about social and environmental concerns, and the relevance of their roles as citizens and consumers.

A package of interventions was defined with the purpose of promoting the vision of sustainable communities across the country, enhancing the delivery of sustainable development at the local level. Key commitments in this sense can be summarised under the following four main strands:

• Collaborating effectively at the local level around the vision of sustainable communities with the local planning and development strategies, concluding the Local Development Framework (LDF), the Sustainable Community Strategies, the Local Area Agreements, etc.;
• Providing better information and participation of communities in decision-making at the local level;
• Empowering local authorities under the Clean Neighborhoods and Environment Bill;
• Helping to improve international environmental governance.

Moreover, a strong emphasis was put on measures that would enable and encourage behavioural change, enhance the engagement of communities, also looking for ways to catalyse changes helping people to get involved by providing skills training, improved access to funding and mentoring. For example, as far as local communities are concerned, a number of actions have been envisaged aimed at promoting the creation of deliberative forums helping in understanding how to develop more sustainable lifestyles; piloting open and innovative ways to allow stakeholders to influence decisions about the kind of projects that would deliver the goals of the strategy; enhancing new commitments to support education and training in sustainable development.

Besides, within the framework of the Community Action 2020 document, the UK Government and the Devolved Administrations in Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland agreed to provide a consistent approach to the implementation of the strategy across the UK by producing a strategic framework for sustainable development until 2020. The following five guiding priorities have been set out in order to enable an overarching approach that would be followed by the four separate national strategies (HMG, 2005):

• Living within environmental limits
• Ensuring a strong, healthy and just society
• Achieving a sustainable economy
• Promoting good governance
• Using sound science responsibly
Accordingly, a shared priority for action has been agreed upon in the field of sustainable consumption and production, climate change and energy, natural resource protection and environmental enhancement and sustainable communities. Overall, the strategy has been strongly embedded in the UK international commitments framed by the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs).

The aforementioned changes were a result of a new thinking, supported by DEFRA, concerning the creation of capacity for behaviour change based on the lessons learnt from the past experience. As a range of evaluations has brought to light, previous campaigns did not succeed enough in this endeavour (Demos/Green Alliance, 2003; Darnton, 2004; Jackson, 2005). In fact, an extensive survey of small and medium-sized enterprises conducted in 2003 found that only 6% of respondents thought that they undertook activities that could be damaging to the environment and that only 18% could name environmental legislation unprompted. The same survey also found that while just over 50% of businesses acknowledged that good environmental practice can reduce operating costs, only 23% of respondents had implemented measures to reduce environmental damage (NetRegs, 2003). These results have clearly showed that while environmental impacts and legal obligations are extremely important for the strategy’s success, the awareness about the relevance of these aspects among businesses has been quite low. A study regarding potential savings in the agricultural sector via improved environmental performance produced similar evidence, confirming a strong lack of awareness about opportunities, including economic ones, provided by sustainable development (DEFRA, 2008).

One more important elements of the renewed sustainable development strategy approved in 2005 has been the UK government’s commitment to the reduction of the country’s greenhouse gas emissions within a wider perspective of climate change and energy policies. In fact, the Climate Change Communications Initiative was launched, with funding of around £12 million over the period 2005–2008, with the objective of tackling public attitudes towards and understanding of climate change, stressing how each one can help reduce our personal contribution to climate change. Besides, climate change was indicated as a top priority for both the UK’s G8 and European Union presidency in 2005.

A further update of the strategy took place in 2011, when the coalition government published its document “Mainstreaming sustainable development – The Government’s vision and what this means in practice” (DEFRA, 2011). This document has renewed the commitment to the core principles underpinning the strategy adopted in 2005 and highlighted the interconnections between the three pillars of SD – economic, social and environmental. The new strategy included a package of implementation measures for delivering the strategy through actions for Green Economy tackling climate change, protecting and enhancing the natural environment, improving fairness and well-being, and empowering local-level and tailor-made solutions. An approach for cross-sectoral sustainable development mainstreaming has been agreed upon, consisting in broad terms of ministerial leadership and oversight, leading by example, embedding sustainable development into policy, and transparent and independent scrutiny.
Accordingly, a number of cross-sectoral provisions have been further defined by the policy paper “Greening government commitments” (GGC) published by DEFRA, referring to the period 2011–2015. In particular, a range of new sustainable public procurement rules were introduced concerning the way of running buildings and purchasing goods and services at the central governmental level in such sectors as energy (e.g. New rules for procurers of energy-using goods under the Energy Efficiency Directive 2012/27/EU; timber (Timber Procurement Policy (TPP)), etc. The decision was taken that all departmental business plans should contain actions contributing to sustainable development and the DEFRA would take the leading responsibility for reviewing these plans in relation to sustainable development principles. The Minister for Government Policy will then hold departments to account through the quarterly business plan review process.

Moreover, the document announced the objective to develop real and measurable indicators to monitor sustainability performance across government and report results publicly. Therefore, independent monitoring of sustainability in government operations, procurement and policies by the Environmental Audit Committee and more frequent and up-to-date publishing of information and statistics were planned. An overview of GGC reporting requirements was attached to the document, introducing a set of criteria to be met by all central governmental bodies in order to enable monitoring and transparency of implementation. DEFRA in its turn committed to collect and publish statistical data built on a range of indicators of sustainable development, linking with other national and international initiatives. Among others, central government departments and agencies were required to use the green business strategy to comply with the GGC, and they were also expected to collect and publish information about the impacts of their supply chain.

The last revision of the strategy was completed in 2016 by the policy paper “Greening government commitments”, setting out the actions that UK government departments and their agencies will take to reduce their impacts on the environment in the period between 2016 and 2020. This document defined targets for UK central government departments and their agencies, aiming at reducing their greenhouse gas emissions, the overall amount of waste, in particular to send to landfill, and water pollution. It reiterated the commitment for the central administrations to take into account sustainability in decision-making, as well as improve sustainable procurement and reporting. A set of reporting requirements have been established for the same period of 2016–2020, replacing the initial guidance that was attached to the previous strategy published in 2011.

### 3.2.2 Governance for sustainable development in the UK

The UK governance architecture for sustainable development has been characterised by a rather complex and strongly decentralised structure, with DEFRA playing a central role in overseeing sustainable development across central government since 2001. Besides defining general guiding principles in order to help in developing sustainable development tools and capabilities across Whitehall,
DEFRA has issued additional sustainable development guidance for departments on impact assessments and policy appraisal, and a cross-government sustainable development e-learning module with Civil Service Learning. All central government departments have committed to make sure that their own policies and activities contribute to sustainable development, and they review their progress towards sustainable development every year and report on it in their annual reports and accounts. Moreover, a Parliamentary Environmental Audit Committee (EAC) was established in the House of Commons towards the end of 1997, with the principle task of scrutinising and reporting on how EPI and sustainable development is implemented across government (Jordan, 2002). A Sustainable Development Commission acting as an independent advisory body to government and the devolved administrations on sustainable development was created in 2000, being assigned the responsibility of monitoring the governments’ progress on sustainable development. Without going too much into detail on various administrative and organisational reforms undertaken in this field and the consequent redistribution of powers, it is worth mentioning that the activities of both bodies have been recognised as significant in opening up the working of the government to greater scrutiny and evaluation (Russel and Jordan, 2010: 162).

Since 2011, the ministerial leadership and oversight has been announced. Within this mechanism, the Environment Secretary sits on the key domestic policy cabinet committees, including the Economic Affairs Committee, to enforce the government’s commitment to sustainability across policy-making. A Ministerial Steering Group oversees delivery of new Commitments for Greening Government’s Operations and Procurement.

The UK Environment Agency has been among the most relevant actors in the implementation of the national policies and commitments, especially contributing to monitoring and overview of environmental aspects in various policy sectors, collecting environmental statistics, carrying out consultations and supporting projects. It has also engaged in partnership with other governmental bodies, such as DEFRA, the Department of Transport, Local Government and the Regions (DTLR), the Regional Government Offices; the Regional Development Agencies; industry and commerce; local authorities; non-government organisations in the environmental and social sectors; trusts; researchers, consultants and academia. Lastly, annual reports (Greening Government Commitments) on the progress of the strategy have been published regularly since 2015.

Besides the emphasis on policy coordination at central level, the UK Strategy for SD has been distinguished by a clearly multilevel nature. An extensive governance network for sustainable development has developed at the sub-state level, as the UK’s devolution reforms have developed in parallel with the consolidation of the national and European policy discourse on sustainability. Thus, as literature suggests, the process of developing “common ideas” within the sustainability discourse in the UK has not been limited to an exchange of abstract ideas, but that hegemonisation has also involved an ongoing process of self-positioning between political actors (Hogwood, 2013).
In fact, strategies for sustainable development have been developed by all four devolved UK nations, evolving from the relatively narrow frame of environmental protection to a more complex and comprehensive framework. So, the Northern Ireland published its first Sustainable Development strategy in 2006 and a revised strategy called “Everyone’s Involved” was approved in 2010. The associated Implementation Plan, “Focus on the Future”, was published in 2011. The Scottish earliest commitment was formalised through its strategy published in 2005 (Scottish Executive, 2005), while in September 2011 the Scottish government published its Government Economic Strategy that reaffirmed its commitment to delivering increased sustainable economic growth, through Scotland’s transition to a low-carbon economy.

The Welsh Sustainable Development Action Plan “Starting to Live Differently”, was adopted in 2004 by the National Assembly for Wales. This was then replaced in 2009, by “One Wales: One Planet”, the Sustainable Development Scheme of the Welsh Assembly Government. The Welsh comprehensive Sustainable Development Charter and Environment Act were passed in 2016, covering a wide range of sustainability related issues from management of resources and risks, to climate change and green economy.

It has been highlighted (Hogwood, 2013) that in the UK, the outcome of the devolved efforts to carve a role for themselves in the multilevel governance of environmental and sustainability issues has been a continuously evolving network of channels of communication between regional, national and European policy makers, officials and experts. Overall, the devolved authorities were quite comfortable with a “stewardship” approach developed by the EU since 2001, which tended to draw together policy initiatives that in the past might have been sectorised under separate environmental headings such as air, water, soil, etc.

In this context, Scotland and Wales have shown particularly strong ambition in building their sustainable development and later on climate strategies designing emission reduction plans and support for vaster (e.g. Scottish wind power) and more innovative (e.g. Welsh tidal lagoons) renewable energy sectors compared to the national level. The reduction of substantial public investments in renewables, which has taken place during the last few years, along with tensions between the central government and devolved nations on such initiatives can hinder positive outcomes.

Along with the empowerment of nations, the UK cities have also acquired a stronger role in the sustainability agenda and expressed their commitment to it. In fact, a considerable number of cities have developed their local sustainable development agendas since the end of the 1990s by combining international strategic opportunities and the EU policy incentives. For example, some City Regions have secured new powers via City Deals and have prioritised low-carbon sectors through networks such as the Core Cities group and the C40 Cities Climate Leadership Group.

Finally, multiple networks involving the private sector and civil society have increasingly expanded, indicating their potential. Public and private finance initiatives in low-carbon sectors, for example, the Carbon Trust’s Offshore Wind
Accelerator, have been successful at driving down cost to the extent that it is now cheaper than new nuclear and gas. Numerous low-carbon energy co-operatives and sustainable lifestyle projects have been promoted, although according to some evaluations (Gillard et al., 2017) they have not been duly supported by the government. In contrast, it has been emphasised that these initiatives have been struggling to upscale their efforts or have any influence of policy because of unpredictable levels of financial support and restrictive framings of public participation. Instead, polycentric networks appear to possess an enormous potential for overcoming limits of the current climate policies, as they provide unique communication channels and economies of scale that drive innovation. Obviously enough, stronger support of public and governmental initiatives would be needed to boost and fully explore such potential.

Overall, the UK has made noteworthy efforts in promoting environmental sustainability in domestic policies and enhancing greater institutional coordination in this field by developing a national environmental policy integration system (Jordan and Schout, 2006). The UK has come the closest to having comprehensive national EPI framework by adopting a wide range of EPI instruments, including NEP, NSSD, sectoral strategies, reporting obligations, independent institutions, interdepartmental coordination, green cabinets, green budgeting and impact assessment.

However, criticism and concerns were expressed at a certain stage, emphasising a number of factors undermining the quality of the UK performance for sustainable development. These concerned, first of all, the heavy reliance on the support of the Prime Minister and the central coordinating bodies, in the absence of a legal or constitutional commitment to sustainable development or EPI (Jordan and Lenschow, 2008), which has been established largely as an administrative process (Russel and Jordan, 2010). Second, it has been suggested that SD was struggling to make headway against the dominance of traditional economic concerns in UK decision-making (Russel, 2007), with its progress being particularly hampered by inconsistency in the government’s definition of SD and poor integration between the different administrative mechanisms, tools and processes to pursue SD. Third, some scholars have brought to light the fact that the UK Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) effectiveness for ensuring more integrated policies has been limited too, as many RIAs covered a narrow range of impacts, were conducted late in the policy process, had relatively closed consultation processes, etc. Closed policy communities and institutional processes have been mentioned as foremost among the main barriers hindering policy integration (Russel and Turnpenny, 2009). Despite these weaknesses, the UK has undoubtedly represented the most advanced contexts in the EU in terms of existing favourable preconditions for various public and private actors to develop pro-sustainability policy practices and behaviour by deploying opportunities offered by selected EU policy programmes.

To sum up, the two national contexts are at very different stages of the development of their sustainable development agendas, governance and policy instruments, thus providing for completely different conditions for the implementation of EU
policy programmes, in particular those targeting sub-state and non-state actors. In this respect, the UK context seems to offer several advantages as it has already built a consolidated policy discourse and measures enhancing the integration of environmental objectives into sectoral policies. Remarkably, it has actually anticipated the shift of sustainable development approach based on EPI to the green economy policy narrative. In contrast, the Italian context appears much less equipped for sub-state authorities and enterprises to be actively involved in EU programmes, as very few domestic initiatives have been implemented to enhance their motivation, knowledge and capacities in this field. Indeed, a lack of a comprehensive national strategy for sustainable development has only recently been recovered mainly in terms of the high-level political discourse, while concrete policies and governance settings allowing for translating the announced objectives into policy practices are still to be established.
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4 Actions for sustainable urban development in cohesion policies

4.1 Sustainable development and SUD in the Italian structural funds programming

4.1.1 National strategy and governance: an overview

Quite in line with the overall low prioritisation of the agenda for sustainable development in domestic policies, the Italian main national programming document (National Strategic Framework of Reference – NSFR) for the period 2007–2013 has neither contained any specific linkage with the EU strategy for sustainable development nor referred to the NSDS (Ministero dello Sviluppo Economico, 2013). Thus, no comprehensive conceptual framework has been designed in order to embody this principle in the planned policy measures, although an ad-hoc paragraph has been included in the document in compliance with Articles 3 and 7 of the General SF Regulation and several disparate orientations towards sustainability can be traced in the document, especially with regard to the environmental domain.1

More specifically, a number of environmental threats, such as air and water pollution, forests, hydrogeological risks, CO2 emissions and waste have been mentioned with regard to sustainability challenges. Accordingly, the NSFR has implicitly committed to implement the EPI principle through the following programming priorities: Priority 3 “Energy and Environment: sustainable and efficient use of natural resources” and Priority 6 “Networks and mobility”. The social dimension of sustainability has been dealt with by Priority 4 “Social inclusion, services for quality of life and territorial attractiveness”, while Priority 8 “Competitiveness and attractiveness of urban systems” aimed to comply with the EU guidance on the sustainable urban development mainstreaming and was allocated 5.8 billion euro entirely provided by the ERDF. To this end, a number of objectives mainly concerning urban regeneration, energy efficiency, sustainable mobility and health and cultural services have been identified within the framework of this priority, though largely overlapping with those included in the aforementioned Priorities 3, 4 and 6.

As for method, metropolitan cities and municipalities were in general supposed to be the main recipients of financial allocations under this priority, although the
mechanism of identification of actual beneficiaries was delegated to National and Regional Managing Authorities that would define and implement operational programmes dealing with the said objectives. Regardless of the fact that the document contains many generic references to the past experience of implementation of innovative urban projects, no concrete examples or actions were reported. Moreover, the overlapping nature of policy objectives that could potentially be covered by different programming priorities and the lack of a comprehensive national urban strategy have been mentioned among the main factors that jeopardised, in particular, the implementation of interventions for SUD (Tortorella, 2015: 68–69). In fact, as empirical data on implemented projects shows, most interventions focused on the infrastructural operations, such as municipal parking, swimming pools, bicycle tracks, roads and buildings restructuring (around 80%), while actions for enhancing local entrepreneurship, health services or environmental infrastructures absorbed much lower financing. Likewise, the impact on urban governance has been considered limited too, as cities and municipalities were mainly just the project beneficiaries and were not involved in the programming process, except for Campania and Umbria Regions (ibid: 77).

Compared to this fragmented and somewhat confused framework, a number of innovations were introduced in the 2014–2020 programming period. The principle of policy integration has been mentioned as being among the core cross-cutting priorities of the main national programming document – the Partnership Agreement (PA). Accordingly, numerous references to the principle of sustainable development have been introduced in the document, although many of them lacked concrete operationalisation in terms of policy measures. In fact, the need to conceptualise the principle of policy integration as a tool for achieving sustainable development goals more clearly has been highlighted by and included in the PA ex ante evaluation. The main task of the latter was to spotlight possible incoherence or solve potential gaps existing in the draft programming document, which should be in its final version. Hence, the evaluation recommended improving provisions and measures enabling the implementation of the policy integration principle with specific regard to environment. It suggested adopting specific arrangements for enhancing policy coordination between interventions co-financed by different funds and improving complementarity of action at the national, regional and local levels.

The following four arrangements had to be accomplished to this end (PA, p. 145–147):

i. Developing a national strategic and operational guidance on the integrated approach;
ii. Implementing new EU instruments effectively for community-led local development, in particular with regard to EU Urban Agenda;
iii. Promoting inter-institution coordination or even unification of organisational units dealing with ERDF and European Social Fund (ESF) at regional level;
iv. Establishing specific policy and governance instruments in order to guarantee better integration and coordination between the centre and periphery, in
particular with regards to the management of regional and national operational programmes.

In response to this requirement, a specific section describing policy synergies and integration was included in each thematic section of the PA (DPS, 2014), but most provisions for policy integration introduced by the document have remained rather generic and hypothetical. For example, the necessity of guaranteeing the linkage between Thematic Objective (TO) 1 “Research and Development” and TO3 “Competitiveness of SMEs”; as well as between TO6 “Environmental protection”, TO7 “Sustainable transport” and TO8 “Sustainable employment and mobility” has been recognised across the document. However, few concrete examples of transposing these desirable connections in the definition of policy interventions can be found in the final version of PA. In some cases, the coordination gap has only been recovered through output indicators that attempted to measure a combined impact of actions from two or more policy sectors, without specifying their complementarity at the outset.

In general, references to the EPI principle appear more straightforward compared to the NSRF 2007–2013, but its operationalisation mainly relies on the already consolidated procedural instruments of environmental impact evaluation, such as Strategic Environmental Assessment and Environmental Impact Assessment. Moreover, the existing technical and expert structures of the respective Managing Authorities (MA), which normally deal with environmental protection, as well as the network of national and regional environmental agencies have been mentioned among the main pillars of the strategy’s governance.

A section dedicated specifically to an integrated territorial approach has been included in the PA (DPS, 2014), delineating two main pathways: the national Urban Agenda and the National Strategy for the so-called inner (peripheral) areas. Both strategies committed to the Europe 2020 priorities, covering competitiveness, environmental sustainability and social inclusion goals. The possibility of adopting specific local governance tools (CLLD and ITI) for the implementation of these strategies has also been introduced, leaving the decision about the feasibility of adopting these instruments to programme MA. As far as the agenda for SUD is concerned, a detailed and rather comprehensive analysis of challenges faced by Italian urban areas in terms of economic development, services, immigration, environment, etc. have been reported in the SWOT analysis dealing specifically with the territorial dimension.

The following three “development drivers” have been identified to guide the Italian Urban Agenda at national level, embracing the environmental, social and economic dimensions:

i. Redesign and modernisation of urban public services, including, in particular, sustainable mobility, energy efficiency, and information and communication technologies (TO2 and 4);

ii. Practices and projects for social inclusion of the most disadvantaged social groups and neighbourhoods, including, in particular, services for children
and elderly people, social housing and assistance to disadvantaged families (TO9);

iii. Strengthening the cities’ capacity to support local segments of global production chains, including advanced and innovative services for enterprises (TO3).

The total amount of resources to be invested in interventions related to Urban Agenda amounted to EUR 1,412,276,095 or 6.52% of the total ERDF funding assigned to Italy, thus being slightly above the 5% of mandatory ERDF spending for this priority. Additionally, a small amount of ESF – EUR 237,612,544 or 2.14% – has also been targeted to this priority.

However, a rather centralised approach has been adopted for the implementation of this Agenda. In fact, a National Operational Programme (Programma Operativo Nazionale) – NOP METRO, approved by the EU Commission on 14 July 2015, was designed with the strategic objective to strengthen the institutional and programming role of cities, as they play a central role in the definition of local investment strategies and in the management of local public services. The financing allocated for this programme (€892,933 million) has absorbed a substantial quota of budget reserved for Urban Agenda, to which a 34% national co-financing should be added.

The NOP’s strategy has mainly focused on the first two drivers, while TO3 was supposed to be dealt with by Regional Operational Programmes (ROPs) that could identify a fourth “regional” driver, selecting in particular actions for TO5 “Climate and environmental risks” and TO6 “Environmental protection”. Accordingly, a bulk of SF spending for the Italian Urban Agenda had to be invested on TOs 2, 4 and 9, that focused respectively on sustainable mobility and energy efficiency in public buildings and lightening within the environmental pillar; and measures against poverty and social exclusion within the social one.

Two target categories of urban areas were identified at national level to implement the strategy. One group was composed by ten metropolitan cities defined by Law 56/2014 (the Delrio Law) – Rome, Bari, Bologna, Genova, Firenze, Milano, Napoli, Torino, Reggio Calabria and Venice, while the other group of cities that...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Funding (million €)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>EU Fund</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Digital agenda</td>
<td>151,982</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>ERDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Sustainable urban services and urban mobility</td>
<td>318,288</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>ERDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Services for social inclusion</td>
<td>217,193</td>
<td>24.3</td>
<td>ESF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Infrastructure for social Inclusion</td>
<td>169,219</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>ERDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Technical assistance</td>
<td>35,249</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>ERDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>891,931</strong></td>
<td>100</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the NOP METRO
could benefit from the Programme was selected by the Special Status Regions and included Cagliari, Reggio Catania, Messina and Palermo. The PA suggested that regional operational programmes should develop their strategies for sustainable urban development for all remaining regional and provincial capital cities, and design, where appropriate, complementary measures also for metropolitan cities covered by the NOP METRO.

Such a programme setting closely followed the path of domestic territorial governance reforms introduced by Law 56/2014 that promoted specific constitutional and administrative provisions concerning the creation of metropolitan cities and strengthening the role of cities and their unions in planning and development policies (Parlamento Italiano, 2014). Therefore, the governance framework designed by the NOP has established that municipal authorities of metropolitan cities covered by the programme would act as intermediate programming bodies – Urban Authorities (UA), within which City Mayors were supposed to play a particularly relevant role. In accordance with Article 7 (4) of the ERDF Regulation 1301/2013, UA were assigned the responsibility for selecting projects in respect of the principle of joint project management and shared strategic planning by the UA and the MA of the programme in the form of the National Agency for Territorial Cohesion.

The PA has also welcomed the establishment of partnerships and inter-municipal projects, emphasising in sections 3 and 4 that the EU provisions aiming to strengthen the role of cities in the current programming period were perfectly coherent with the direction of domestic policy reforms and could indeed contribute to achieve the following important results:

- Strengthening the part of city governments as they play a crucial role in local investment strategies; enhancing the inter-institutional dialogue and interactions in delivery of collective services;
- Territorial refinement of project instruments in order to achieve shared results;
- Better focused implementation of innovative actions established by the SF Regulations 2014–2020;
- Better coordination between ordinary policies and additional investments;
- Encouraging the consolidation of metropolitan cities and administrative reforms at local level;
- Ensuring citizens’ and stakeholders’ participation in the definition and implementation of investments.

It was decided that ROPs would define additional measures of SUD strategies, namely, the target territories within each region and the respective UA, or would at least identify the criteria for the selection of UA at regional level. Participatory practices and co-projecting methods were strongly recommended in order to guarantee the definition of the most appropriate operational measures for SUD. At the same time, complementarity and coordination were suggested to be crucial for designing interventions at both national and regional levels.

In sum, the main Italian programming document for the period 2014–2020 has incorporated a number of significant policy and governance innovations aimed at
pursuing sustainable development objectives, particularly with regard to the urban dimension. The general policy priorities were clearly aligned with the Europe 2020 framework for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. The financing was distributed among these three pillars in a rather balanced manner, with around 1/3 assigned to each.

As regards the SUD, concerns have been expressed for the fact that although the overall thematic focus of measures for sustainable urban development has been better defined compared to the 2007–2013 programming, a strong path-dependence of the programming can be observed. In fact, some scholars (Tortorella, 2015) suggest that the design of the new programming priorities appear to be little more than “window-dressing” and no substantial changes in terms of concrete interventions will follow. In fact, several policy measures included by the new PA fall in the same areas where interventions were already implemented during the past decade, including e-government, e-learning, sustainability in public services, urban mobility and energy efficiency. Besides, the outputs of many of the implemented projects were far from being a success. The bulk of financial resources was allocated to the southern regions of the country.

As far as governance instruments for sustainable urban development are concerned, the PA has established very general provisions, stating that policy integration at the local level will be guaranteed through the Community-Led Local Development (CLLD) and Integrated Territorial Investments (ITIs) instrument, which will enhance, where appropriate, the territorial dimension of development policies.

The task of horizontal coordination between different EU funds, as well as the definition of common criteria for the selection of CLLD were delegated to Regions, which were supposed to establish ad-hoc committees, bringing together the managing authorities of all EU funds concerned. No specific guidance on how the ITI instrument could be operationalised was provided, and regardless of the very relevant past experience of integrated territorial development projects in Italy (Magnatti et al., 2009), which has frequently been mentioned in the document, no concrete linkages or specific provisions have been formulated to foster this potential in the new programming approach.

Instead, in continuity with the 2007–2013 programming period, regional MA were invited to create a dedicated axis for sustainable urban development in their ROPs. As Figure 4.1 shows, 11 regions have designed a specific axis dedicated to SUD, compared to 9 in the previous programming period, although the comprehensive amount of resources to be invested in SUD measures is expected to decreased by 3.5 billion during the current programming period of 2014–2020, compared to 5.8 invested in 2007–2013 (IFEL, 2015; Figure 4.1).

In sum, a number of tensions can be identified in the Italian agenda for SUD. First, the recommendation to invest a bulk of interventions on the two thematic drivers (modernisation of urban services and social inclusion), which, among others, contained a number of measures that have already been financed during the past programming period, appears to be somewhat in contradiction with the commitment to ensure a better territorial fine-tuning and complementarity of
interventions announced by the same strategy. In fact, there has been apprehension regarding the risk of mismatch between the programming guidance at the national level and the practical implementation dynamics at the project level, which may arise again (Tortorella, 2015). Second, the territorial focus of the strategy on the metropolitan cities has been widely contested, as the majority of Italian cities are small and medium-size. Third, the quota of resources managed at the regional level in both more and less developed regions has been reduced by about 5% compared to the 2007–2013 programming. In these conditions, the margins of manoeuvre for regional authorities to develop more comprehensive territorially led SUD were significantly narrowed down, in terms of both the scope and size of their strategies for SUD. Lastly, the operational consistency of such a centralised approach has been contested too (Tortorella, 2015), taking into account the fact that the overall amount of 893 million euro was far from enough to effectively tackle development challenges of 14 cities, in eight of which basic transport and environmental infrastructures are lacking. Remarkably, the environmental dimension of sustainability was supposed to be addressed mainly by regional operational programmes as an additional priority, in the conditions of reduced financial resources.

Despite the fact that PA has put a lot of emphasis on such principles as partnership, cooperation and co-production, the governance architecture of the strategy has been strongly centralised, with the National Agency for Cohesion acting in the form of Managing Authority of the NOP and playing the chief role in the overall

Figure 4.1 Financial allocations for SUD in ROP in the 2007–2013 programming period (EU and national co-financing, in million €)
Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by IFEL (2015)
decision-making concerning the SF programming. Urban authorities identified by the NOP have been assigned mainly operational managerial functions disregarding the EU guidance, requiring an enhanced programming capacity at the city level.

Finally, while providing a detailed overview of statistical data on major development indicators, which is essential for justifying SF interventions, the PA appears to be poorly equipped for demonstrating the complementarity of the proposed measures with the ordinary domestic policies and programmes, as well as for showing the progress, where appropriate, compared to the past programming period. Although the importance of the integrated approach for sustainable urban development has been recalled throughout the document, no specific measures or guidance has been provided to enhance policy coordination in this field, except for the division of thematic objectives between the national and regional operational programmes.

Furthermore, although the PA 2014–2020 has explicitly recognised the relevance of eco-innovation and the greening of economy for increasing the competitiveness and sustainable resource management, only a few fragmented policy measures have been envisaged in order to enable the integration of environmental goals into economic measures. In fact, the commitment to the principle of policy integration announced in the introductory part of the document appears to have been watered down, especially with regard to the specific objective of sustainable urban development. Importantly, a national strategy for sustainable urban development is still missing, although a special Interministerial Committee for Urban Policies (Comitato Interministeriale per le Politiche Urbane – CIPU) was established in 2012 under the presidency of the Council of Ministers with the specific task of coordinating urban policies implemented by relevant central administrations and enable dialogue between central and sub-state authorities in the context of economic growth, social inclusion and territorial cohesion.

In sum, two main trends can be traced in the scenario of usage of EU SF at the national level. It clearly comprises the ideational element, as several new policy ideas have been introduced in the Italian programming documents over the two periods in order to adjust them to the EU political priorities. At the same time, elements of strategic usage have been in place too, since there is plenty of evidence to show how the SF resources have been pragmatically employed to increase financial resources, for example, for infrastructural investments in southern regions, or political potential of metropolitan cities as a consequence of the domestic territorial governance reforms.

Against this background, very different patterns of usage have emerged at regional level

4.1.2 The case of Emilia-Romagna

The Emilia-Romagna Region has traditionally been among the best performing regions in the management of EU SF in Italy in terms of both the regularity of programming and spending, and thematic coherence with EU priorities (Fargion et al., 2006).
Actions for sustainable urban development

As far as the more general perspective on sustainable development is concerned, the 2007–2013 regional programming documents (Regione Emilia-Romagna, 2007) have already contained numerous specific references to the EU priorities for sustainable development, as announced by the Gothenburg declaration (2001) and the subsequent Environmental Action Programme of 2002. Accordingly, the ROP has highlighted the need to accomplish an integrated approach to policy-making by integrating the environmental objectives into economic and social policies at the earliest possible stage. Therefore, the document commits to build its approach taking into account the seven main challenges of the revised EU strategy for SD (2005):

i. Climate change and clean energy – achieving the emission reduction targets;
ii. Sustainable transport – pollution reduction and road security;
iii. Sustainable consumption and production – implementing a regional plan for environmental technologies and ecological compatibility of products and processes;
iv. Conservation and management of natural resources – preventing the loss of biodiversity by 2010 and better management of natural resources (air, water, forests, etc.)
v. Public health, with particular attention to children;
vi. Social inclusion and migration;
vii. Global poverty and sustainable development.

In order to meet the above-mentioned challenges at the regional level, the ROP has formulated a number of specific provisions announcing coordination efforts with other regional policy instruments, such as Regional Environmental Action Plans and the Regional Energy Plan as well. Although the only priority devoted to energy and environmental qualifications (Axis 3) has specifically addressed the environment dimension of sustainability, the principle of strategic horizontal policy integration has been introduced among the main guiding principles of the programme and its meaning can be summarised as follows. The ROP aims to boost regional economy in the perspective of competitiveness and sustainability, aiming at the same time at enhancing cultural and natural potential of the region, especially in urban areas, by promoting not only infrastructural investments but also new sustainable models of resource management. Within this framework, an integrated approach is considered to be crucial for the achievement of the objective of sustainable territorial development, by bringing together such components as research and innovation, environmental protection, economic competitiveness and cultural heritage. As a consequence, the various EU funds (ERDF, ESF, EAFRD and EMFF) should be managed in an integrated manner, helping develop synergies between different sectoral measures.

The establishment of the regional Environmental Authority in 2006 was particularly relevant in this sense, as it was assigned the task to check the compatibility of the planned interventions with the EU environmental legislation as well as to contribute to the integration of environmental concerns in all regional operational...
programmes co-financed by SF. The involvement of this Authority was ensured not only during the formulation phase, but also throughout its implementation as it has been included in the Programme’s Steering Committee where all other relevant social and economic stakeholders were represented. The overall strategic objective of the ROP has been to better integrate the Region into the system of pan-European relations, increase investments (in particular foreign investments), develop ICT and sustainable mobility networks.

The 2014–2020 regional programming has developed in continuity with this approach, while further strengthening the focus on sustainability. While generally committing to the principle of sustainable development and the Europe 2020 Strategy objectives, it stated its priority for enhancing the regional Smart Specialisation Strategy (S3) underpinned by the principle of policy integration. Therefore, the overall objective of the new programming documents has been to enhance the innovation capacity and industrial transformation in the Region – defined as “regional innovation ecosystem” – by tackling at the same time the problems of environmental sustainability of products and productive processes, social inclusion and well-being, information and communication society. Accordingly, the axis for Research and Innovation (TO1), Competitiveness and attractiveness of the productive sector (TO3) and Low-carbon economy and production (TO4) have absorbed the greatest part of regional resources, as shown in Table 4.2.

The total amount of resources of the ROP is €481.895.272, of which 240.947.636 are covered by the ERDF co-financing. While minor investments have been allocated to the Axis 2 dedicated to ICT and digital agenda (6.2%), Axis 5 – artistic, cultural and environmental heritage (7.8%) and Axis 6 – attractive and participatory towns (6.2%) – 30.013.716 euros, of which 14.456.585 euros ERDF.

Table 4.2 Emilia-Romagna Regional Operational Programme 2014–2020 (ERDF + national co-financing)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>Priority Axis</th>
<th>Funds (50% ERDF)</th>
<th>Share in total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Research and innovation</td>
<td>€ 140.568.58</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>ICT development and digital agenda implementation</td>
<td>€ 30.094.76</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Production system competitiveness and attractiveness</td>
<td>€ 120.473.82</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Promotion of the low-carbon economy in regions and in the production system</td>
<td>€ 104.379.05</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Enhancement of artistic, cultural and environmental resources</td>
<td>€ 37.589.53</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Attractive, participative towns</td>
<td>€ 30.013.72</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Technical assistance</td>
<td>€ 18.775.81</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>€ 481.895.272</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by the ERDF Regional Operational Programme (2014–2020)
In this way, only one Priority Axis, “supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors” has directly addressed the dimension of environmental sustainability, attempting to build a number of cross-cutting references integrating the energy-environment-climate package with economic activities in the following areas of intervention:

- Encourage businesses to lower their energy consumption and to produce energy from renewable resources to support self-consumption, including by setting up ecologically equipped production areas;
- Promote lower energy consumption in buildings and public facilities, as well as the introduction of renewable energy production systems;
- Promote sustainable mobility in urban areas.

The ambition of the announced objectives has been aligned to the EU targets, including a reduction of energy consumption of production processes for industrial businesses and public buildings by 20%, increasing businesses’ energy production from renewable resources by 20% and self-consumption by 25%. Importantly, these targets have not been established ad hoc for the SF programming but they were fixed by Regional Law 14/2014 for enhancing investments – Industry 4.0, and financially supported through the establishment of the multipurpose regional energy fund.

As for energy efficiency, a strong linkage with the voluntary action by local public administrations within the EU Covenant of Mayors has been highlighted, as around 300 out of 348 municipalities have joined the programme. Besides prioritising support for energy efficiency interventions in the municipalities that have already developed their SEAPs, they established a range of measures for sustainable urban mobility, as envisaged by the Regional Integrated Plan for Air Quality 2020 (Regione Emilia-Romagna, 2014a).

As far as the territorial dimension is concerned, a specific Axis, (6), has been designed in order to address territorial and urban development problems. More specifically, this Axis aims to implement integrated actions within the framework of the EU urban agenda with the objective of strengthening identity of urban areas, triggering participatory processes involving citizens and enterprises in strategic planning at the city level, and creating new opportunities for jobs and inclusion. Moreover, additional actions for SUD have been planned under thematic Axis 2 “ICT and Digital Agenda” and Axis 5 “Valorisation of cultural, artistic and environmental resources”.

Ten urban areas around the cities of Bologna, Piacenza, Parma, Reggio Emilia, Modena, Ferrara, Forlì, Rimini and Cesena were selected for implementing urban regeneration projects, focusing on specific potential and assets of each of these areas. A great variety of areas of intervention has been identified at the local level depending on their specificities. Ferrara has chosen sustainable mobility and tourism, Modena – entertainment and artistic productions, Reggio Emilia – social innovation and welfare, and Rimini – innovative services to enjoy the city’s cultural heritage. As far as the city of Bologna is concerned, actions for co-design of
new collaborative and digital services for the urban community have been envisaged under this axis, in complementarity to those designed by the NOP METRO for which the city was eligible too.

The aforementioned towns were selected based on a double-fold criteria: the concentration of functional assets (demographic characteristics, research and education potential, mobility, environment and competitiveness) and the availability of local public services, enabling them to perform as attractiveness poles for surrounding areas.

In sum, although the Emilia-Romagna Region has not elaborated an autonomous comprehensive document on sustainable development, a number of complementary regional plans has been developed in the first decade of the 2000s, laying down a solid ground for sustainability action and practices in various areas covered by the ROP ERDFs. These include the Strategic Document of Emilia-Romagna (Regione Emilia-Romagna, 2014c), the Regional Innovation Strategy for Smart Specialisation (Regione Emilia-Romagna, 2015b), the Regional Plan for Research Infrastructures (2014), the Regional Digital Agenda (2011), the Regional Plan for investments, the Energy Plan, etc. These documents shape a comprehensive framework of regional action for sustainable economic growth based on research and innovation, and covering environmental and, to a lesser extent, social issues.

Remarkably, Emilia-Romagna is one of the few Italian regions that have started working on climate change mitigation and adaptation strategy. In 2015, the Regional Government approved a first pivotal document for developing this strategy (DDG 2200/20159), aiming to bring into a unique framework the various regional instruments enabling the achievement of sustainable development objectives. The following actions have been considered crucial in this sense:

- Developing regional plans and programmes for climate mitigation and adaptation;
- Defining monitoring indicators, which are already partly included in SEA and EIA procedure, in particular for SF programming;
- Creating additional measures for climate mitigation and adaptation in sectoral plans
- Extending the application of the EMAS regulation to entire industrial areas;
- Introducing participatory practices in order to enable the integration of adaptation and mitigation objectives into sectoral policies;
- Encouraging financial and economic instruments enhancing mitigation and adaptation, including EU programmes (e.g. LIFE);
- Guaranteeing coordination with local initiatives, in particular Sustainable Energy Plans (SEAPs) developed with the EU Covenant of Mayors.

Therefore, imperatives of sustainable development have been embedded in the Emilia-Romagna development policies since the end of the 1990s and a number of policy instruments have consolidated over the last decade developing in synergy with the EU discourse and policies on sustainability, in particular in the field of SF programming. In fact, a progressive widening of the scope of SD objectives
has been traced in both regional sectoral polices and the EU SF programming in the Region, which increasingly embraced the dimensions of smart and sustainable growth, low-carbon economy and social inclusion.

The Region has used the EU strategically, with a clear long-term vision of how EU policy priorities can be integrated into regional planning documents and policies, and in what way they may help boost regional and local potential. Being conscious about regulatory and financial opportunities offered by the EU, the SF programming has also been used to legitimise previous political choices rather than getting familiarised with new policy ideas or practices. In fact, references to the Europe 2020 strategy are strongly embedded in the system of regional goals and priorities, and the Region has also managed to somewhat bypass the burden established by the PA in terms of prioritisation of thematic objectives.

The same is the case with the EU effort to strengthen the territorial dimension of development policies, which has been warmly appreciated and readily implemented by the Region, in particular in urban areas.

In fact, a representative of the Regional Managing Authority of the ERDF has stressed that the EU structural funds provide a very important strategic opportunity for regional development and, in particular, for sustainable urban development (Interview 1): “It is thanks to the EU guidance and instruments that we have developed a structured strategy for sustainable urban development. Although the financial resources were clearly limited but they still offer additional opportunities for these policies”.

The environmental dimension of sustainability has progressively expanded from the objective of environmental protection to sustainable energy, clean and green business, and low-carbon economy.

As far as the governance dimension is concerned, a number of interdepartmental committees have been established in order to guarantee better coordination of ROP’s measures with ordinary regional policies. Instead, the governance innovations introduced by priority axis 6 dedicated to SUD have clearly paved the way to the development of additional coordination instruments with the local level. Although measures for integrated urban development were not new to this context, the governance opportunities of the 2014–2020 programming have been effectively deployed to strengthen the role of towns in economic, environmental and social policies. In fact, the governance architecture established by Emilia-Romagna to implement its strategy for sustainable urban development has relied on a network of 10 the so-called Open LABs that were established in each of the ten selected towns, where the respective municipal administrations were assigned the function of Urban Authorities with the responsibility of defining operations to implement, in collaboration with local communities and stakeholders.

In this way, Open LABs have brought together private companies, local community, universities and research centres, public administrations and all other actors concerned, which could contribute to the definition and implementation of urban regeneration projects in the respective towns. These bodies were invited to settle their activities in the historical buildings subject to requalification, where the activities of LABs themselves would take place, and which would encourage
social innovation initiatives boosting local potential and enhancing local identities. The LABs were entitled to receive the SF funding only during the launching phase and were expected to become self-financing within the next three years. A coordination board was established at the regional level in order to guarantee the overall coordination of actions for sustainable urban development financed from various thematic axes of the ROP.

Such governance settings have been considered an important opportunity for the Region allowing to fill in functional gaps that emerged in the structure of sub-regional governance as a consequence of territorial reforms and, in particular, after the so-called Delrio Law 56/2014, that has substantially redesigned the competences and functions of the intermediate provincial authorities playing an important role also in the management of EU structural funds.

Although Emilia-Romagna has not adopted CLLD or ITI tools, as it was suggested that this “would create unnecessary complexity and overlapping functions” (Interview 1), the Region has strongly relied on existing forms of participatory and negotiated programming at sub-regional level, which have consolidated in the regional programming during the past decades. Regardless of the fact that officially, Urban Authorities were supposed to only select interventions to be implemented, in reality they have actually been involved even in the definition of actions, closely collaborating with the MA in order to shape the programming priorities at the local level (Interview 1).

Moreover, a regional Consortium for innovation and technology transfer (ASTER) of Emilia-Romagna was established during the programming period 2007–2013, composed of the Emilia-Romagna regional government, the six universities and the national research centres located in the region (the National Research Council: CNR, the Italian National Agency for New Technologies, Energy and Sustainable Economic Development: ENEA, the National Institute for Nuclear Physics: INFN), the Regional Union of Chambers of Commerce, working in collaboration with regional business associations and innovation centres. The Consortium aims to build the Regional Innovation System (RIS) by launching shared actions and integrated projects for innovation and development of the territory and its business, enhancing research and innovation, qualified employment and well-being of its residents. It is strongly committed to making the Region innovative, competitive, inclusive and sustainable, creative and open to the world. ASTER works in collaboration with enterprises, universities, research centres and institutions for the development of the “innovation ecosystem” of the territory.

Overall, the Emilia-Romagna administration has appreciated the novelties introduced by EU urban agenda and the SF guidance for sustainable urban development, which is deemed to have created favourable conditions for valorisation of urban areas that would otherwise be problematic. Surprisingly, the operational obstacles, thematic limitations and delays at the national level have been considered the main problematic aspects of the strategy. The expectations of the Region about the ambition of EU resources and targets for sustainable urban development has been partly disappointed: “We expected more copious financing to be mandatory assigned to the objective of sustainable development, honestly, 5% is
too little [. . .]. Furthermore, the timing of EU guidance and details on territorial instruments did not fit programming needs” (Interview 1).

In sum, consistent with the past, Emilia-Romagna has assumed a pro-active approach in the SF programming, trying to anticipate policy changes at European level and searching for appropriate institutional and policy solutions that would enhance investment opportunities and strategic development of the sectors of regional economy, in compliance with EU programming regulations. Most thematic objectives promoted by the EU 2014–2020 structural programming were already comprised by the regional policy agenda, while the governance innovations introduced were strongly embedded in the regional tradition of integrated programming. Therefore, EU SF have strategically been deployed for enhancing specific regionally relevant policy measures, but they have also been used to legitimise several pre-existing policy and governance choices in economic development policies and planning.

4.1.3 The case of Veneto

Despite several similarities between the Veneto and Emilia-Romagna regional contexts in terms of the level of economic development, employment and the characteristics of productive system, their choices and strategies with regard to the EU agenda for sustainable development have noticeably diverged.

In fact, unlike Emilia-Romagna, Veneto, in general, has been rather reluctant to introduce policy and governance innovations promoted by the EU, mainly due to the political position of the Lega Nord, which is in majority in the regional government for over a decade by now. Over the last years, the Lega Nord has shifted from its previous political identity as a voice for Italy’s north (Di Sotto, 2009) to placing hostility towards the policies and institutions of the European Union (EU) at the heart of its rhetoric (Brunazzo and Gilbert, 2017). Moreover, the regional policy style has traditionally been characterised by low propensity to adopt inclusive modes of decision-making, preferring short-term distributive policies (Messina, 2016). These features were quite in contrast with the programming approach of EU structural funds that have, for decades, been an unique tool for developing a long-term perspective for regional development policies, as well as for embracing sustainable development agenda therein (Pizzimenti, 2009). Though lack of policy integration and coordination were mentioned as foremost among the main critical aspects of traditional regional development policies in Veneto (Messina, 2016), a number of policy innovations have nonetheless been introduced in the regional policy structures, being largely supported by the regional public administration.

Against this backdrop, the ROP ERDF for the 2007–2013 programming period has diffusely referred to the concept of sustainable development, in particular in the EU context, and delineated a detailed scheme for ensuring the integration of environmental priorities into development policies, including, in particular, eco-innovation, waste management, renewable energy and the reduction of various sources of pollution. Moreover, EPI has been mentioned among the main cross-cutting principles of the ROP. Beyond more general references to the global and
European strategies for sustainable development, two specific thematic axes on energy (Axis 2) and environment and territorial valorisation (Axis 3) were introduced. However, the operationalisation and the monitoring system established by the ROP were poorly connected to the policy integration provisions listed by the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) and it did not allow for the measurement of their actual progress in terms of reduction of negative impacts or increasing benefits of environmentally relevant policies. Not only were the indicators suggested for the various measures poorly focused on policy outputs related to implemented actions, but they also failed to foresee any kind of intermediate evaluation. The policy framework concerning interventions in urban areas was extremely vague too, without specifying either concrete policy measures or their relevance in the perspective of sustainable development, except for urban mobility and sustainable tourism. The green public procurement procedures applied to calls for proposals and tenders managed by the regional administration were considered the main operational tool for implementing the EPI principle. In sum, a number of ideational elements could be traced in the pattern of usage of the EU structural funds, although many of these transformations appeared to be rather symbolic in nature.

A qualitatively new phase opened shortly after the end of the 2007–2013 programming period. Significantly, the first comprehensive regional economic programming document for the period 2016–2018 was delivered (Regione Veneto, 2011b). While announcing the objective of guaranteeing a cross-sectoral coordination of actions and implementing an integrated approach to development policies as required by the Europe 2020 strategy, this document maintains sectoral divisions and a specific focus on financial aspects rather than on strategic planning. Remarkably, the document does not mention the principle of policy integration, though there are several references to the concept of sustainable development, in particular with regard to its environmental dimension. The latter has also been dealt with by many other regional plans, such as the regional law on the territorial government (Regione Veneto, 2004), the Water Protection Plan (Regione Veneto, 2009), the Regional action plan for mitigation of hydrological risk (Regione Veneto, 2011) and the Energy Plan (DGR 1820/2013).

The regional 2014–2020 programming of EU SF has built on the aforementioned documents that were explicitly referred to, in particular by ROP ERDF, indicating how strategic the EU financial support will be for the consolidation of the ongoing policy in various sectors, in order to bring the region close to the objective of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth.

For example, as far as competitiveness is concerned, Regional Laws on Productive (L.R. 13/2014) and Commercial (L.R. 50/2012) Districts have been mentioned, highlighting the fact that the Veneto region provides a very favourable context and significant potential for boosting innovation and growth. In fact, Veneto is on the fourth place at the national level in the rate of innovation investments among private companies: it holds 36.4% compared to the national average of 31.5%. Surprisingly, the ROP does not contain references to the concept of sustainable economy, green economy or circular economy, although, like Emilia-Romagna,
the region has elaborated its Smart Specialisation Strategy (RIS3) as a precondition for approval of its ROP by the EU Commission (Regione Veneto, 2015).

The environmental and social dimensions of sustainability have received a stronger emphasis in the document, compared to the economic pillar. With regard to the former, the ROP has specifically focused on environmental protection and risks, as well as on the energy efficiency objective in a wider perspective of climate change mitigation. Accordingly, two thematic axes have been designed in the programme: Axis 4 “Sustainable Energy and Environmental Quality” and Axis 5 “Seismic and Hydraulic Risks”, announcing linkages between the ROP strategy and measures established by some of the aforementioned regional plans.

Instead, thematic Axis 6 on Sustainable Urban Development has adopted a more comprehensive perspective embracing the environmental, social and economic dimensions. It has paid particular attention to the objective of social inclusion and citizens’ well-being, especially in terms of accessibility and quality of public services. The following three pillars of action have been identified – sustainable mobility (TO4), social inclusion (TO9) and digital agenda (TO2), taking into consideration the territorial needs on the one hand, and the national level guidance on the other. The total amount of financing for Axis 6 was EUR 77 million (12.8% of the total ROP ERDF).

The total budget of the programme is EUR 600.310.716, and it has been distributed among the aforementioned priority axes as below.

Hence, besides measures for economic recovery, stronger linkage between research and productive systems, broadband and digitalisation of public administrations, energy efficiency and environmental risk prevention, the ROP committed to improving the quality of life and sustainability in urban areas, paying particular attention to disadvantaged and marginal groups of population. The following vectors have been considered relevant for improving the quality of urban environment:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>Priority Axis</th>
<th>Funds (50% ERDF)</th>
<th>Share in total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Research, development and innovation</td>
<td>€ 114.000.000</td>
<td>19.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Digital agenda</td>
<td>€ 77.000.000</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Production system Competitiveness</td>
<td>€ 170.739.776</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Energy sustainability and environmental quality</td>
<td>€ 92.558.512</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Seismic and hydro risks</td>
<td>€ 45.000.000</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Sustainable urban development</td>
<td>€ 77.000.000</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical Assistance</td>
<td>€ 24.012.428</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>€ 600.310.716</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by the ERDF Regional Operational Programme (2014–2020)
local public services – in particular, the local public transport – social housing, contributing to social and energy sustainability and integrated management of local public services.

The aforementioned actions targeted five provincial capital cities – Venice, Vicenza, Padova, Treviso and Verona – with their respective neighbourhoods, based on the OECD criteria for the identification of functional urban areas. Furthermore, a group of smaller municipalities (Mirano, Montebelluna, Castelfranco, Camposampiero, Cittadella, Monselice, Este, Isola della Scala, Legnano, Schio, Thiene e Bassano del Grappa) has been identified as a group of towns identifiable as “urban centres” eligible under the National strategy for inner areas that lack access to a package of basic local public services. In both cases, the final selection of beneficiary areas, as well as the definition of their Urban Authorities was to be carried out through a call for proposals: while in the former case a maximum of five cities could be selected, in the latter case only one. Obviously, a two-step process has reduced the time for programme implementation.

Evidently, the performance of the Veneto Region with regard to the sustainable development mainstreaming approach in the SF programming appear to differ from the Emilia-Romagna’s case in a number of ways. While the latter has maintained the continuity of its political priorities that reflected the specificities of its context and legitimised a number of previous choices in the perspective of economic, environmental and social dimensions of sustainability, each of which has been clearly articulated by the ROP, the Veneto Region has shown less consolidated position, showing a mix of strategic and ideational usages. A number of new policy ideas have been included in the ROP following the EU and the national level guidance, but only a few of them have strategically been embedded into policy actions at the local level. The creation of programming and governance architecture for SUD has been somewhat cumbersome and its direction was unsure until a very late moment of definition of the programme (Regione Veneto, 2013).

As a chief officer of the Veneto MA has highlighted, EU regulations and political guidance on sustainable urban development have been considered fundamental for developing new policy ideas and measures at regional level, which would not have otherwise been introduced. He has stressed that “whereas in the programming period 2007–2013 there was a soft ‘labelling’ of actions for sustainable urban development across the operational programme, the new ERDF regulation provided a fundamental framework for establishing a coherent and comprehensive strategy” (Interview 2). Being fully aware about the practical difficulties of building and implementing a comprehensive agenda for sustainable urban development, the current regional administration sees the EU SF as an opportunity, not only in terms of additional financial resources, but also as a vehicle for dissemination of new policy perspectives. In fact, a number of internal organisational inconsistencies and the lack of consensus, which originally jeopardised the formulation of the regional strategy especially with regard to the axis for SUD, have been largely overcome in the last years. A series of significant administrative changes followed, including the resignation of the head of the programming office, shortly before the ROP was submitted for approval to the European Commission. Between 2014
and 2015, ad hoc staff has been assigned the specific responsibility of catering to territorial strategies at the Department for Unitary Programming.

The obvious differences between the EU integrated and bottom-up approach and the Veneto traditionally top-down and sectoral strategy has made the process of policy change difficult and cumbersome, but the last developments have clearly showed that transformations can be channeled by agency despite of structural obstacles.

In this regard, the boundaries traced by the PA in terms of both thematic areas of intervention and territorial priorities have been seen even more critically than EU shortcomings, including the late publication of specific guidance on sustainable urban development, high complexity and costs of administrative procedures and the difficulty of adapting EU policy and governance models to the local conditions in a very short time span.

However, neither CCLD nor ITI tools have been adopted by the Veneto Region, mainly because of the MA’s awareness about the lack of administrative and institutional capacity at the local level to run such instruments. Moreover, considering a relatively modest amount of EU funding available for the Region, the organisational costs of these instruments have been considered higher than their potential benefits for managing the funds. A specific axis for SUD within the operational programme has been considered a suitable and appropriate operation tool.

4.2 Sustainable development and SUD in the UK structural funds programming

4.2.1 National strategy and governance: an overview

As Chapter 3 has illustrated, the UK has committed to sustainability agenda since the early 1990s and its strategy for the usage of EU structural funds has firmly been embedded in this mainstream policy approach too. However, the UK National Strategic Reference Framework (NSRF), for the 2007–2013 programming period, has been strongly earmarked by a limited number of the “Lisbon”-related priorities, focusing its main investments on business innovation to support sustainable production and consumption, skills and employment, social and economic cohesion in local economies, including in urban and rural areas. Against the EU requirement to ensure that at least 60% of all expenditure under the Convergence objective and 75% of the expenditure under the Competitiveness and Employment objective support the Lisbon Agenda for jobs and growth, the UK NSRF increased the share of investment to the aforementioned priorities up to 73% in less developed areas and to 83.4% in more developed ones (European Commission, 2007).

The principle of sustainable development has been referred to as a horizontal priority and the NSRF has committed to develop integrated strategies for addressing environmental concerns, also taking into account the principles of gender equality, equal opportunities and non-discrimination and incorporating the needs of local communities. The document puts a strong emphasis on the necessity to
ensure that effective partnership arrangements are built into the new programmes, including local authorities and private stakeholders.

In comparison to the overall funding assigned for Italy, the amount of financial resources allocated to the UK was considerably limited. For the 2007–2013 programming, it amounted to €10.6 billion of which €2.9 billion were allocated to the Convergence Objective, €7.0 billion went to the Regional Competitiveness and Employment Objective and €722 million were assigned to the European Territorial Cooperation Objective. Most of these resources (€4.5 billion) targeted research & development measures, aiming to promote innovation, research and knowledge transfer, with an additional €1.8 billion for encouraging entrepreneurship and supporting a thriving small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) sector. Environmental protection was the third important priority, including the objectives of the sustainable management of natural resources and combating the negative effects of climate change, with a budget of nearly €1.6 billion. Around €1.7 billion were invested in building a skilled and adaptable workforce, followed by measures for supporting ICT application and take-up (nearly €400 million) and investments in accessibility, with a focus on small-scale investments mainly in remote areas (€368 million).

A more focused approach has been announced in the main national programming document (Partnership Agreement) of the UK for the current 2014–2020 programming period. It has declared a strong commitment to sustainable development objectives, stating that all ESI Funds in the UK will include integrated strategies for addressing environmental, social and economic concerns, covering the following areas of action:

i. living within environmental limits;
ii. ensuring a strong, healthy and just society;
iii. achieving a sustainable economy;
iv. promoting good governance;
v. using sound science responsibly.

The environmental dimension of sustainability has been particularly emphasised and it was stressed that the delivery of the thematic objectives within each operational programme will include activity that directly supports the sustainable development objectives outlined in the Common Provisions Regulation, comprising environmental protection, resource efficiency, climate change mitigation and adaptation, biodiversity, disaster resilience, risk prevention and management.

However, as in the previous programming period, competitiveness and innovation have remained at the top of the UK investment priorities for EU Structural Funds. Yet, in the PA, the integration between economic and environmental dimensions has further been strengthened, developing in the direction of low-carbon economy.

The total financial allocation is approximately €11.8 billion for the ERDF and the ESF, including €206 million for the Youth Employment Initiative and €866 million for European Territorial Cooperation. An additional €5.18 billion will
be devoted to the development of the agricultural sector and rural areas from the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), and some €243 million for the European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF).

As Table 4.4 shows, the PA resources have been almost equally distributed (1/3 each) between the three strategic pillars for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, directing major resources (in billions of euro) to Thematic Objective (TO)3 (€2.4), TO6 – Environment and Resources Efficiency (€4.1) and TO10 – Better Education and Training (€2.1) and TO8 – Employment and Mobility (€2.0).

Such prioritisation of objectives is coherent with the EU strategy and the SF thematic guidance, but the document highlights that the country has already been directing considerable domestic resources to address Europe 2020 objectives as set out by the National Reform Programmes (HMG, 2014a). Additionally, a number of other domestic policy programmes have been implemented even before

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>Priority Axis</th>
<th>Funds</th>
<th>Share in total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strengthening research, technological development and innovation</td>
<td>€ 1,581,678.70</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enhancing access to, and use and quality of ICT</td>
<td>€ 266,878.70</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs, of the agricultural sector (for the EAFRD) and of the fishery and aquaculture sector (for the EMFF)</td>
<td>€ 2,403,748.08</td>
<td>14.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors</td>
<td>€ 1,427,264.29</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Promoting climate change adaptation, risk prevention and management</td>
<td>€ 364,269.32</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Preserving and protecting environment and promoting resource efficiency</td>
<td>€ 4,138,909.14</td>
<td>25.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Promoting sustainable transport and removing bottlenecks in key network infrastructures</td>
<td>€ 163,870.72</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Promoting sustainable and quality employment and supporting labour mobility</td>
<td>€ 1,990,029.18</td>
<td>12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Promoting social inclusion, combating poverty and any discrimination</td>
<td>€ 1,292,505.57</td>
<td>8.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Investing in education, training and vocational training for skills and lifelong learning</td>
<td>€ 2,127,332.18</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Enhancing institutional capacity of public authorities and stakeholders and efficient public administration</td>
<td>€ 0.00</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical Assistance</td>
<td>€ 434,891.81</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>€ 16,191,377.67</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by the UK-EU PA (2014–2020)
the start of the new programming period, largely sharing policy goals with the EU Agenda for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, which could be clearly strengthened through the additional EU funding. More specifically, the New Industrial Strategy (2012a), the Superfast Broadband Programme, the UK Plan for Growth (HMG, 2011) can be mentioned with regard to the economic dimension, while the UK National Energy Efficiency Action Plan and National Renewable Energy Action Plan for the United Kingdom (HMG, 2012b) as well as the UK Prioritised Action Framework for Natura 2000 have been relevant for the environmental component. As far as the social inclusion is concerned, a few national initiatives have been undertaken, such as Action Plan “Women and the economy” (published in 2013) or the voluntary initiative “Think Act Report” (TAR) that helped companies to improve gender equality in their workforces, particularly in relation to recruitment, retention and promotion. The reduction of youth and women unemployment, as well as promoting social inclusion and combating poverty have been among the main priorities. In most of the aforementioned programmes, the private sector was expected to invest to the same extent that it would in commercially viable areas, with the public sector making up the funding gap where the costs exceed expected revenues.

As far as governance arrangements are concerned, the PA’s structure itself reflected a strongly decentralised pattern of implementation and broad competences of the devolved administrations of Northern Ireland, Scotland and Wales on a wide range of policy issues, including economic development and environment. In fact, while the devolution settlements are reasonably similar in relation to many matters connected with ESI Funds, the delivery of SF differs significantly across the UK nations, in terms of both strategic objectives and governance settings. Accordingly, the first chapter of the PA identifies common challenges and sets out a range of shared principles and priorities for the ESI Funds for the UK as a whole, followed by specific national chapters that have been prepared by the respective devolved administrations, setting out how each nation will focus on the UK funding priorities in the context of the specific challenges it faces. Coordination between the central and the devolved administrations has been guaranteed through a range of both formal and informal agreements, including in particular a Memorandum of Understanding signed in 2012 (HMG, 2012c), laying down the core principles of interaction between the administrations, including communication, consultation, cooperation and implementation of EU obligations (PA, Part 1–2, p. 3). This strategy develops in the conditions of a long-term story of tensions between the centre and the devolved administrations, which has taken the form of cooperative regionalism (Bulmer et al., 2006: 89; Cole and Palmer, 2011: 20), although being largely constrained by the dependence of the devolved administration from the centre. Instead, competences in the social dimension are fragmented, as employment legislation covers the whole country and the UK government is also responsible for a number of welfare programmes. Responsibility for such provision in Northern Ireland is devolved, and analogous programmes are in place. Further education and vocational training is devolved and England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland have each developed programmes for professional training and school to job transition.
Thus, specific arrangements for coordination between the ESI Funds and other funding instruments have been set out in details in the national chapters of the PA, while the promotion of equality and sustainable development have been mentioned among the UK’s horizontal policy objectives. There are several provisions illustrating how the principle of cross-sectoral policy integration will be implemented in substantive terms, with particular regard to coordination between different funds and sectoral policy measures. For example, with regard to the objective of “smart growth”, the PA has stressed the need to align all ESI Funds and integrate actions across different thematic objectives for achieving the goal of skills development. This is due to the fact that sectors which were traditionally helped through EAFRD or EMFF, such as land management, food and drink, forestry, aquaculture and fisheries offer quality opportunities for vocational placements as much as sectors traditionally supported through ERDF, such as innovation or renewable energy. Whilst EAFRD and EMFF will not directly contribute to this thematic objective, the skills requirements in rural and coastal areas can form part of the regional skills plans (e.g. in Scotland). Regarding the objectives of “sustainable growth”, the PA highlights, based on SWOT analysis, that a cross-sectoral action of ESI Funds should be undertaken to contribute towards the shift to a low-carbon economy in the UK, aiming to develop infrastructures, support low-carbon transport solutions particularly in urban areas, encourage technological innovation, promote energy efficiency, and encourage demand for low-carbon goods and services. 

Thus, the pattern of policy integration has developed beyond the EPI principle, increasingly involving the social dimension, although the former principle has remained at the core of recent policy measures for reducing, reusing and recycling, decarbonisation of the economy and resource efficiency.

The relevance of integration between different territorial levels has been recognised too, highlighting that the transfer of powers to the Devolved Administrations will allow for differentiated and integrated approaches in each nation of the UK, taking into account their specific territorial characteristics. The feasibility of application of the territorial development instruments CLLD and ITIs across the UK has been recalled by the PA, but the decision on whether these instruments should be actually activated was delegated to the devolved administrations. As a consequence, the CLLD tool has been adopted in England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland for delivering EAFRD and EMFF, where it had already been applied to implement parts of these funds in the programming period 2007–2013. England is the only UK nation that decided to use CLLD to deliver parts of the ERDF and the ESF.

Importantly, the architecture of the territorial governance in the UK has changed over the last decade. In 2010, the While Paper “Local growth: realising every place’s potential” (HMG, 2010) announced the replacement of nine Regional Development Agencies (RDA) that had been chief actors for local economic development policies as well as for managing SF for decades, by the system of 39 Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs) (Ward and Hardy, 2013). Based on voluntary partnership between local authorities and businesses, the mission of LEPs has
been to bring together key local players, including universities, the voluntary and community sector and social and environmental partners, to take a strategic view on how best to deliver growth and jobs in their economic areas.

As far as the objective of SUD is concerned, the PA has committed to use ESI Funds for a range of integrated actions across cities in the UK in order to strengthen the cities’ role in economic development based on the experience of the previous programming period (e.g. JESSICA Initiative) and building on domestic policy initiatives. In line with the provisions of Article 7 of the ERDF Regulation, Cities and Core City Regions were supposed to exercise significant influence within the various delivery structures across the UK as part of the design of the ERDF programmes, with the financial allocation of 5.4%. In fact, actions for integrated SUD have been included in the operational programmes of England, Scotland and Wales co-financed by the ERDF, although different programming approaches have been applied.

The implementation of these provisions has developed in the conditions of further territorial reforms (HMG, 2016) that established new institutional basis for devolving powers and resources to urban areas under the following three models: Growth Deals – providing for short to medium-term funding for business and employment skill support in local areas; City Deals – enabling capital investments at city and city-region level in medium-long term; and Devolution Deals – covering city regions and sub-regions providing for funding for public services in long-term. Some of these instruments applied to England and Wales only, while others, like City Deals, to the UK as a whole. A new Cities and Local Growth Unit was set up in 2014 as a joint unit between two UK government departments (Department for Communities and Local Government and the Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy) and HM Treasury with the aim of creating a single team for local economic growth policy (EPRC, 2016).

In sum, the UK framework for the 2014–2020 EU SF programming has provided ample margins for the devolved authorities to play a pro-active role and engage with the EU agenda for sustainable development by defining their own priorities in this field, choosing whether and how to use the new territorial governance instruments (CLLD and ITI) and to what extent to strengthen the territorial dimension of development policies.

In addition, a substantial rescaling of programming units has taken place: the ERDF and ESF programming package has been organised into six operational programmes (West Wales and the Valleys, East Wales, Scotland, Northern Ireland, England, Gibraltar) compared to 22 programmes implemented in the 2007–2013 programming period.

4.2.2 The case of England

In keeping with the provisions of the 2007–2013 NSRF document and the PA for the 2014–2020 programming period, the England ERDF programme, with the overall financial allocation of 3.628.260.303 euro, contains a number of references to the principle of sustainable development and the related measures.
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However, a rather narrow conceptualisation of this principle arises from the programme that puts a strong emphasis on the traditional economic and social orientations of development policies. From this standpoint, it develops in continuity with the approach that prevailed for most smaller regional operational programmes implemented in the 2007–2013 programming period, which mainly focused on competitiveness, employment and the economic development dimension. Thus, despite announcing its commitment to the EU strategy for growth and jobs, the programme contains limited direct references to sustainable development objectives, except for those reported in the mandatory section defining sustainable development as a horizontal priority and the one concerning sustainable urban development. In fact, it highlights the relevance of integrated local community-led development strategies as an appropriate tool for meeting diversified development needs across less developed, in-transition and more developed areas of the country.

Building on a number of national strategic documents, such as the Plan for Growth (DBIS, 2011a), the National Innovation and Research Strategy for Growth (DBIS, 2011b), as well as on the English Smart Specialisation strategy, the Programme draws significant attention, also in financial terms (see Table 4.5), to TO1, TO2 and TO3 to competitiveness and digital infrastructure. In the same way, even for TO 4, 5, 6, 7 that naturally contain, more directly, the reference to the environmental dimension of sustainability, programme priorities privilege the economic component.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Priority Axis</th>
<th>Funds</th>
<th>Share in total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Promoting Research and Innovation</td>
<td>€793,269.792</td>
<td>21.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Enhancing Access to, and use and quality of ICT</td>
<td>€110,841.953</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs</td>
<td>€1,578,585.03</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors</td>
<td>€748,057.523</td>
<td>20.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Promoting climate change adaptation, risk prevention and management</td>
<td>€86,661.198</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Preserving and protecting environment and promoting resource efficiency</td>
<td>€90,442.443</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Sustainable transport in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly</td>
<td>€57,925.547</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Promoting social inclusion and combating poverty and discrimination</td>
<td>€38,343.701</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical assistance</td>
<td>€145,130.411</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>€3,649,257.601</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by the ERDF Regional Operational Programme (2014–2020)
Hence, Priority 4 aims to enhance the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors, referring in particular to the production and distribution of energy derived from renewable sources; promoting energy efficiency and renewable energy use in enterprises, private and public building. Priorities 5 and 6 that target environmental protection, resource efficiency, climate adaptation and risk prevention, mainly focus on measures promoting innovative technologies to reduce waste, water and air pollution, as well as investments in green and blue infrastructure and actions that “support the provision of ecosystem services on which businesses and communities depend to increase local natural capital and support sustainable economic growth” (DCLG, 2015: 150). Priority 7 aims to promote sustainable transport, developing and improving environmentally friendly (including low-noise) and low-carbon transport system. In sum, all priorities targeting the environmental dimension of sustainability are strongly unpinned by the economic rational. Priority 9 aims at promoting social inclusion, combating poverty and any discrimination, without ever mentioning the social dimension of suitability. Although the principle of policy integration was explicitly recalled with regard to energy and transport interventions, no specific provisions on how various measures should integrate this principle have been formulated.

As far as SUD is concerned, the programme has dedicated to this objective 8.67% of the ERDF under Art. 7(2) of ERDF Regulation. It has introduced both EU instruments for enhancing the territorial governance – CLLD and ITI – in order to deliver focused and integrated interventions. It has been specified that CLLD will promote localised partnerships of public, private and civil society sectors at the city level. Hence, England ERFD programme goes beyond the EU Guidance requiring to apply the CLLD approach to ERDF interventions under TO9 (social inclusion), by adding other investment priorities to be managed according to this method, in particular as far as the objective of SME competitiveness and entrepreneurship are concerned. The programme has established that integrated actions for SUD should be designed by the intermediate authorities identified in the Core City Regions, in line with Article 7 (4) ERDF Regulation and Articles 123 (6) and 125 (3) (a) Common Provisions Regulation.

Therefore, Urban Authorities have been assigned the responsibility for the selection of operations, with London designated as an Intermediate Body with a broader range of tasks delegated in line with Article 123 (7), reflecting its relative size and existing Intermediate Body status.

Accordingly, the MA has invited Core City Regions to submit strategies for integrated urban actions, combining a minimum of two thematic objectives listed below and describing how proposed activities would be complemented by other major investments envisaged over the lifetime of the Programme within urban areas concerned:

TO1: Strengthening Research, Technological Development and Innovation;
TO3: Enhancing the Competitiveness of SMEs;
TO4: Supporting the Shift towards a Low Carbon Economy in all sectors;
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TO5: Promoting Climate Change Adaptation, Risk Prevention and Management;
TO6: Preserving and Protecting the Environment and Promoting Resource Efficiency.

Overall, the proposed strategies were required to provide interlinked actions aimed at securing a lasting improvement in the economic, environmental, climate, social and demographic conditions of the urban area concerned, and to describe how the existing LEPs will be involved in the implementation of the strategy.

The following nine cities, mentioned in Table 4.6, were selected for developing local strategies for sustainable urban development with the following financial allocations.

Moreover, a totally territorial axis has been designed by the programme for sustainable transport in Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly (C&iOS), which benefit from an Integrated Territorial Investment (ITI) to ensure the implementation and delivery of a targeted programme of investment for the territory by combining the ERDF and the ESF.

Overall, England’s approach to the SF programming seems to show several elements confirming the legitimising scenario of SF usage as regards both the model of cross-sectoral policy integration and the pattern of the strategy territorialisation. It shows a clearly green business-oriented conceptualisation of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, and is firmly embedded in the national economic development policy architecture supported by LEPs.

No specific provisions for integrating sustainable development objectives into local strategies have been introduced, the entire responsibility of this being delegated to the respective UA. No coordination arrangements have been designed for local strategies for sustainable urban development.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Allocation (million €)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Birmingham</td>
<td>12.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leeds</td>
<td>19.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liverpool</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newcastle</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nottingham</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>204.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>314.3</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by the ERDF Regional Operational Programme (2014–2020)
between the central and local authorities thereby preventing the complementarity of action across all other programme priority axes.

A strong additional nature of actions, compared to ordinary domestic policies, is found to be prevalent throughout the document, motivated by the overall limited amount of EU funding assigned to the country. As the programme itself explains, “the ERDF represents a very small proportion of public funding available in England to support growth, let alone private finance. The strategy therefore focuses on areas where ERDF can have greatest marginal impact when combined with national investment” (DCLG, 2015: 1). At the same time, the Programme highlights that 2014–2020 ERDF funds will be strategically deployed together with national resources to target market failures that constrain growth, emphasising that “without ERDF these investments would either not take place or not take place to the same scale and timeframes”.

As already mentioned, this unique ERDF programme for England has substituted nine smaller scale (regional) programmes for the Competitiveness objective and one for the Convergence objective implemented during the programming period 2007–2013. Such choice has been viewed as a strong centralisation trend, accompanied at the same time by the fragmentation of territorial development institutions (EPRC, 2016). In addition to concerns expressed with regard to limited resources and functional consistency of LEPs (Ward and Hardy, 2013), the issue of doubtful accountability of LEPs has been raised by the document itself, specifying that “LEPs are typically not accountable, formally constituted bodies: they are partnerships providing a strategic steer and oversight”. Such a claim is striking, considering that, as the document further states, these bodies are supposed to play “a central role in developing local European Structural and Investment Fund strategies that reveal the economic needs and challenges of specific areas and provide intelligence that helps inform the choice of thematic objective, investment priority and indicative actions within this Programme” (DCLG, 2015: 7).

The second important issue concerns the distribution of EU funding across the nation. While aggregating all interventions within a single operational programme, important differentiations have been made in the amount of funding available for different regions based on the level of their social and economic development. However, some decisions taken by Whitehall in this regard have been heavily contested by the regions. In 2014 nine local authorities (four in funding for England, South Yorkshire and five in Liverpool city region) challenged the coalition government’s regional allocation of EU structural funds for 2014–2020 in the High Court. The local authorities argued that UK Ministers had used a flawed methodology to calculate national funding allocations for English LEP areas, which would see South Yorkshire and Merseyside receive significantly less money than the European Commission had intended. The High Court ruled against the government and the Court’s judgement confirmed that the government’s funding allocations for South Yorkshire and Merseyside were both over €90m less than the EU intended. The government subsequently appealed the ruling and in February 2015 the Supreme Court overturned it to uphold the government’s original
funding allocations and confirm ministers’ discretionary powers to allocate EU structural funding (Hunt et al., 2016).

4.2.3 The case of Scotland

Previous studies have suggested that since the very outset of the devolution process, Scotland has assumed a more pro-active role in relations with the EU level compared to Wales and Northern Ireland, being aware about the need to demonstrate added value to governance within their territories (Hogwood, 2013). In fact, such EU ideas as inclusivity, transparency and participation were intensely used to distinguish the Scottish approach from more traditional top-down style of Whitehall.

As policy applications of the concept of sustainability grew, Scotland has widely diffusely promoted experiments in the application of environmental sustainability to new policy areas cutting across traditionally defined sectors. The Scottish Sustainable Development Strategy (SSDS) was approved in 2005 (Scottish Government, 2005), while in 2009 Scotland passed its Climate Change Act, which was considered to be one of the world’s most ambitious legislative initiatives. This occurred after the Scottish National Party came to power in 2007, demanding greater control over Scotland’s EU policy. Remarkably, the Scottish Executive was the first UK authority to pass legislation associated with the EU Water Framework Directive (60/2000/CE), providing the guidance for other nations as well as for the DEFRA itself.

The SSDS has established the following four main priorities that substantially framed all subsequent policy schemes:

i. Sustainable consumption and production: achieving more with less by reducing the inefficient use of resources, considering the impact of products and materials across their whole lifecycle and encouraging people to take into account the social and environmental consequences of their purchasing choices;

ii. Climate change and energy use: securing a profound change in the way in which energy is generated and used and reducing greenhouse gas emissions;

iii. Natural resource protection and environmental enhancement: protecting natural resources by developing a better understanding of environmental limits and actively improving the quality of the environment;

iv. Sustainable communities: creating communities that embody the principles of sustainable development locally.

More key environmental sustainability statements of policy have been formulated by the Green Jobs Strategy (2005), the Scottish Biodiversity Strategy (2004) and the Scottish Regeneration Policy Statement of the Scottish Government (2006). The latter highlighted the fact that improvements could only be achieved through an integrated policy approach going beyond investment in the physical infrastructure of the areas concerned. Moreover, the importance of partnership was
emphasised, recognising that in places where projects and activities were developed through a networked, inter-agency approach, project quality appeared to be driven up (Scottish Government, 2006: 48).

Lastly, specific instruments for sustainable development mainstreaming (including SEA and EIA) have become a mandatory legislative requirement for new policy initiatives, including the obligation for all projects to demonstrate how they intend to address this cross-cutting theme and ensuring that minimum standards are met as a condition of awards.

The aforementioned priorities have been largely integrated into the Scottish regional SF programming since the 2000–2006 period, when environmental sustainability was introduced as a key horizontal theme and the approach to sustainable development was taken forward substantially, considering its embeddedness in wider policy-making as one of the legacy aims of the Programme.

In the 2007–2013 programming period, the Regional Competitiveness Programme in Lowlands & Uplands Scotland (Scottish Government, 2009), covering more developed areas and been allocated €375.958 million of ERDF co-financing, has established three essential cross-cutting priorities:

• The sustainable growth of the Scottish economy in a way that does not compromise the environmental resources of future generations;
• The inclusion of as much as Scottish society as possible in the achievement and benefits of that growth, through equal opportunities and social inclusion actions; and
• The conservation of Scotland’s environmental assets in pursuing sustainable development.

Commitments announced by the programme have developed in line with the four SSDS priorities, shaping the programme objectives as follows. Sustainable consumption was reflected in a commitment to funding and encouraging greater “greening” of enterprises and compelling projects to consider the consequences of their procuring choices. The active support of renewables took forward the commitment to climate change and energy use. Natural and environment resource protection was pursued by supporting projects that gave such objectives strong economic development grounding in making full sustainable economic use of environmental assets. Lastly, sustainable communities were promoted with the aim to support urban regeneration within the framework of sustainable economic development.

A series of actions have been defined to specifically support the environmental dimension of sustainability under the various thematic priorities (Scottish Government, 2009):

**Priority 1 – research and innovation**

• Support the sustainable commercial use of renewable technologies with the aim of promoting the development of a thriving new energy sector that would bring together economic development and climate change goals.
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- Encourage the “greening” of enterprises through improved resource efficiency, including environmental and carbon-use audits, more environmentally sustainable production systems and business processes and plans for energy and resource efficiency.
- Support new firm start-ups, with requirement for adoption of baseline environmental processes, considering that the potential for a cultural change in environmental sustainability is more likely to develop with new rather than existing enterprises, particularly where energy and resource efficiency processes are mainstreamed into their practices from the beginning.

Priority 2 – enterprise growth

- Support improvement of the renewable energy research capacity of the region by enhancing the centre of research expertise within the University of the Highlands and Islands (UHI) and its network.
- Promoting “green” tourism projects aimed at enhancing the value of the natural assets of the region, maintaining the quality of the landscape environment and the steps required to ensure its sustainable preservation.

Priority 3 – urban regeneration

- Enhancing community sustainability through funding of small-scale infrastructure developments for enterprises that comply with sustainable development goals, for example through the application of environmental building standards.
- Encouraging transport infrastructural projects to ensure that environmental sustainability has been fully taken into account in project design, not least in maintaining the quality and biodiversity of the region’s natural environment.
- Supporting activities aimed at raising environmental awareness in communities and enterprises.
- Supporting small-scale renewables in local energy generation, which will contribute to the local dimension of the wider Scottish sustainable development agenda.

Besides, based on the Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD), a number of priority areas for urban regeneration support were identified at local level, which were affected by high levels of social exclusion, unemployment, low levels of educational attainment, poor health, lack of local services and low income and other indicators of poverty. Community regeneration measures mainly included initiatives for social housing, health assistance, educational programmes and indigenous enterprise development.

In the same way, the other programme Highlands & Islands Scotland (H&IS), covering less developed areas, which obtained €121.862 million ERDF co-financing under the EU Convergence objective, was strongly underpinned by the principle of policy integration. It has put particular emphasis on the dimension of community sustainability, addressing such problems as regeneration of disadvantaged neighbourhoods through better employability, improved quality of life and health conditions.
The programme stated that these objectives could only be achieved through an integrated policy approach going beyond investments in physical infrastructure of these areas, highlighting that “the economic, social, physical and environmental aspects of regeneration require an integrated approach which ‘joins up’ planning and delivery across these aspects, so that change is mutually reinforcing” (Scottish Government, 2008, p. 52). At the same time, the programme committed to the principle of partnership, stressing that no sole organisation would be able to deliver ambitious outcomes. Therefore, the Community Planning Partnerships (CPPs) were established through Regeneration Outcome Agreements – one for each Local Authority area – to take forward these strategies by setting out how the relevant partners at local level intend to combine their activities to achieve regeneration outcomes. The CPPs brought together the key partners involved in local regeneration including the local authority, voluntary sector organisations, local health boards and other relevant bodies.

One of the core directions of the programme has been the “greening” of economy and the effort for the Highlands and Islands to “seize the business opportunities and advantages arising from sustainable development with a view to creating a vibrant, low-carbon economy and the country being a location for green enterprise”. Therefore, a combination of measures was formulated in order to support “economic opportunities arising from a commitment to environment sustainability – such as renewable technologies and economic efficiencies arising from waste recycling – as well as more general information-raising and skills improvements in mainstreaming environmental issues into economic activity” (Scottish Government, 2008).

In fact, the dimension of sustainable growth was at the core of the Highlands & Islands programming 2007–2013, aimed at meeting three main challenges:

i. Enhancing business competitiveness, commercialisation and innovation;
ii. Enhancing key drivers of regional and sectoral sustainable growth;
iii. Enhancing sustainable growth of peripheral and fragile areas.

However, a wider vision for the Highlands & Islands development embracing the economic, environmental and social dimensions was clearly defined, aspiring for “prosperous, inclusive and self-sustaining communities, where the unique cultures, traditions and environments are enhanced and the region makes a distinctive contribution to Scotland, the UK and the EU competitiveness through supporting people, place and prosperity” (H&I, p. 60).

The urban dimension of interventions for sustainable development has been clearly traced throughout the documents, including water and waste management, reduction of CO₂ emissions and land use, although it did not design a specific axis for it.

Overall, the 2007–2013 approach to sustainability as a horizontal programming priority has shown a high consistently with the EU Lisbon Strategy for growth and jobs, which earmarked the SF programming spending, while also paying significant attention to the environmental dimension.
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As in the case of England, the two operational programmes were merged into a unique document in the 2014–2020 programming period, with the total ERDF allocation being 476,788,331 million of euros for the whole period.

The new programme has confirmed its commitments to sustainability goals, highlighting the need to take advantage of EU funding for achieving structural reforms. These reforms are needed to enhance sustainable economic growth that would not otherwise take place, or not to the same scale and timeframes.

By highlighting the effort to create alignment between all EU Funds deployed in Scotland, the 2014–2020 ERDF programme focuses on the following priorities (Scottish Government 2014b):

TO1: Strengthening research, technological development and innovation;
TO2: Enhancing access to, and use and quality of information and communication technologies (ICT);
TO3: Enhancing the competitiveness of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs);
TO4: Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors;
TO6: Preserving and protecting the environment and promoting resource efficiency.

In general, the programme has emphasised that effective coordination and greater integration of actions across the ESI funds and with other EU and national funding is fundamental in providing a more strategic approach to meeting the common aims and objectives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TO</th>
<th>Priority Axis</th>
<th>Funds</th>
<th>Share in total %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Strengthening research, technological development and innovation</td>
<td>€111,500,000.00</td>
<td>23.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Enhancing access to, and use and quality of information and communication technologies</td>
<td>€25,000,000.00</td>
<td>5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs, of the agricultural sector (for the EAFRD) and of the fishery and aquaculture sector (for the EMFF)</td>
<td>€154,581,000.00</td>
<td>32.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors</td>
<td>€124,851,563.00</td>
<td>26.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Preserving and protecting environment and promoting resource efficiency</td>
<td>€53,445,772.00</td>
<td>11.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technical Assistance</td>
<td>€9,535,768.00</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>€478,914,103.00</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data reported by the ERDF Regional Operational Programme (2014–2020)
Therefore, it has stated that planning for the 2014–2020 programmes will be focused on identifying and supporting better connections between these objectives, and on creating mutually reinforcing links between funding programmes rather than adding new and separate streams. Hence, the programme has committed to promote a holistic and integrated approach to development, support management and maintenance of green and blue corridors (such as wildlife corridors or improvements to urban waterways) in and between urban areas, to improve environmental quality and access to green space. The development of the infrastructures has been closely connected to local employability and social inclusion measures, aiming to provide people with training, volunteering and work opportunities in transforming their own communities. Sustainable urban development objectives have been at the core of the strategy.

The principle of policy integration has been clearly conceptualised by the programme along with three criteria: integration, for example where policy aims at target groups for investment are shared; effective demarcation, recognising the correct role for each fund either by type of area, by activity or by project scale; and complementarity based on the recognition of the very specialist role of some funds (e.g. precise environmental focus or urban focus, or the scale of skills delivery, etc.). Accordingly, the programme suggested that delivery arrangements and mechanisms should focus on a thematic rather than a fund/sectoral approach in order to enable policy alignment.

In addition, a number of important governance innovations have been introduced. Unusually, instead of designing programme priorities, the Scottish ERDF Programme has been organised into 11 Strategic Thematic Interventions, repressing packages of measures of significant scale and defined scope, which will be managed and co-financed by Lead Partners (LP). Such a design aimed at ensuring that funds would be invested into key growth areas, where they could generate maximum impact, including the following: Business Competitiveness, Developing Scotland’s Workforce, Employability, Green Infrastructure, Innovation, Low-Carbon Infrastructure Transition Fund, Low-Carbon Travel & Transport, Resource Efficient Circular Economy, Smart Cities, Social Inclusion & Poverty Reduction, Youth Employment Initiative. Multiple references to the concept of sustainable development have been embodied in the actions envisaged within the aforementioned areas, comprising sustainable and quality employment, eco-innovation, energy efficiency and low-carbon transport, smart mobility, social inclusion, etc.

The LP were expected to play a crucial role in maximising the impact and ensuring that the SF recourses could be effectively and efficiently used. They have been selected from among Scottish government policy directorates, agencies and local authorities, who already manage domestic funding in the same policy area and thus, possess the relevant administrative experience and capacity to manage and match large-scale funds. More specifically, the following responsibilities were assigned to LP:

i. Publicising SIE funds through mechanisms such as challenge funds or procurement exercises, so individual organisations or delivery bodies can apply for financial support;
ii. Working effectively with the Managing Authority to ensure that funds are awarded only to projects eligible under European Structural and Investment Fund regulations;

iii. Fulfilling administrative responsibilities including compliance with audit requirements, and ensuring that there is a clear document trail demonstrating that funds are used in accordance with the required standards.

This mechanism also considered the ability of LP to provide match funding alongside EU funds and create a single point of contact for smaller organisations submitting funding applications. Such kind of operational support has been crucial for the Programme Managing Authority that holds the overall responsibility for the programme implementation, management and monitoring, financial management and controls; selection of projects for funding and reporting on targets.

As far as the objective of SUD is concerned, the specific Thematic Intervention Smart Cities has intended to promote the following strands of action:

i. Reduce CO\textsubscript{2} emissions through the innovative use of ICT;

ii. Alleviate traffic congestion through smart mobility planning;

iii. Increase citizen engagement through the increased use of mobile technology and social media;

iv. Reduce energy use through smart metering and smart grids;

v. Promote better care through new telecare and telehealth technology services.

The Scottish Alliance (SA) has been identified as the LP for this SI, bringing together its seven member local authorities: Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Inverness, Perth and Stirling, in partnership with the Scottish government. The SA network was launched independent of EU programming with the objective of enhancing the development of joint projects across the seven cities to make them internationally competitive and collectively becoming an engine of growth for Scotland. The SA governance architecture is underpinned by the smart city approach, driven by the principles of collaboration and engagement, openness, innovation, sustainability and resource efficiency (Urban Foresight, 2016).

Notwithstanding the existence of the SAT and other consolidated forms of local partnership, neither has the Scottish ERDF Programme designed a specific axis for SUD, nor has it adopted the territorial governance tools (CLLD and ITI) for managing interventions targeting urban areas, as according to the Scottish MA this would require a level of disaggregation of the programme to an intermediate body, and would separate innovation and environmental activity too rigidly, from other activities under the programme. However, the Scottish ERDF Programme has identified a range of measures for promoting SUD, aligned with the spirit of the EU regulations and respecting the national UK guidance, in particular under the thematic objective of Smart Cities and Green Infrastructure. The comprehensive funding for these strands of activity together amount to an equivalent of 7.3% of the ERDF Programme, or €35 million.
The analysis above shows that Scotland has been very pro-active in incorporating sustainability objectives in its regional development policies. Since the early years of EU strategy in this field, it has strongly promoted the principle of policy integration by first introducing environmental sustainability as one of the horizontal themes and then increasingly extending this principle on social issues. All projects financed by the programme were expected to demonstrate their contribution to the respect of sustainable development objectives at both application and delivery stages (Interview 3). There have been limited changes in this sense in the Scottish ERDF programming from 2007–2013 to 2014–2020 period, except for a few innovations concerning the urban dimension, as it invested less in infrastructures, refurbishment, site servicing, etc. Indeed, as has been pointed out in an interview to MA, a number of aspects that appeared in the EU urban agenda in 2016 had already been incorporated in the Scottish ERDF operational programme for the period 2014–2020 (Interview 3). These take into account the Commission’s ambitions for sustainable urban development through enabling infrastructure and piloting “smart city” technology and approaches, alongside the need to address environmental challenges including noise, air and water quality, and habitat and wildlife preservation. As the same interview (3) has explained, there was no need to apply CLLD or ITI instruments to enhance the local participation in the implementation of the programme, as the innovative governance architecture of the Scottish Alliance and other existing domestic instruments, such as City deals, Business Gateway network, SE and HIE, Scottish Govt/TS/SNH/ZWS were used to deliver the ERDF programme. It has been stressed that the Scottish MA has a long-term experience in working with Community Planning Partnerships bringing together local government, third sector and other stakeholders in delivering projects (still used in ESF but not appropriate to this ERDF programme). The relevance of the existing local partnerships has been considered very high and therefore, the current operational programme has been designed around existing local structures so as to complement the links between the regional (Scottish) and local level. Many efforts have been made in the past to build such enduring local partnership, including the Joint Programme Monitoring Committee and Highlands and Islands Territorial Committee, as well as smaller groups for inclusive, smart and sustainable stakeholders. The Committees meet bi-annually and the groups every quarter. The MA has led partner events twice or thrice a year and periodically launches a review on implementation in order to understand where changes were required. All lead partners fed into this process that appears to work rather successfully in both the formulation and implementation of ERDF (Interview 3). Although the EU guidance on sustainability has been perceived as extremely relevant, no substantial changes are expected to happen in the regional development approach as there is a strong commitment of the Scottish government to this objective.

Therefore, strategic and legitimating scenario has dominated in the usage of the ERDF in Scotland. The Scottish programme is strongly aligned with the evolving EU priorities and, indeed, seems to have anticipated a number of programming elements, considering that the SF Regulations were published with a significant delay. The EU funds are perceived as an important source of additional financial
resources and networks, and they are pragmatically channelled to those areas that can boost territorial potential.

Notes

1 The Italian for the programming period 2007–2013 was assigned 22.9 billion of euro from EU structural funds, with a higher quota of resources directed to the so-called “Convergence” or less developed Regions. The Convergence Objective concerns regions characterised by low levels of GDP and employment, where GDP per head is less than 75% of the EU average as it stood between 2000 and 2002. It applies to 99 regions representing 35% of the EU-27 population and aims to promote conditions conducive to growth and ones which lead to real-time convergence in the least-developed Member States and regions. The Regional Competitiveness and Employment Objective is applicable to the rest of the EU, or to 172 regions, representing 65% of the EU-27 population. It aims to enhance the competitiveness and attractiveness of regions, as well as boost their employment levels. It should be noted that the rural development and fisheries policy are separate and do not form part of this brochure.

2 The following Thematic Objectives (TO) for the EU Structural and Investment Funds interventions have been defined to translate the Europe 2020 priorities into regional policies: 1) Strengthening research, technological development and innovation, 2) Enhancing access to, and use and quality of information and communication technologies (ICT), 3) Enhancing the competitiveness of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), 4) Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy in all sectors, 5) Promoting climate change adaptation, risk prevention and management, 6) Preserving and protecting the environment and promoting resource efficiency, 7) Promoting sustainable transport and removing bottlenecks in key network infrastructures, 8) Promoting sustainable and quality employment and supporting labour mobility, 9) Promoting social inclusion, combating poverty and any discrimination, 10) Investing in education, training and vocational training for skills and lifelong learning; 11) Enhancing institutional capacity of public authorities and stakeholders and efficient public administration.

3 In Italy there are fifteen Regions with ordinary status (Regioni a statuto ordinario): Piemonte, Lombardia, Veneto, Liguria, Emilia-Romagna, Toscana, Umbria, Marche, Lazio, Abruzzo, Molise, Campania, Puglia, Basilicata and Calabria and five Regions – Friuli-Venezia Giulia, Sardegna, Sicilia, Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol and the Valle d’Aosta/Vallée d’Aoste holding a special autonomy (Regioni autonome a statuto speciale), due to their relevant geographic and/or cultural specific features
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5 Local action for sustainable energy

The EU Covenant of Mayors

5.1 The CoM implementation in Italy

5.1.1 National strategy for sustainable energy and the EU Covenant of Mayors in Italy. A country overview

Italy has developed its national strategy for sustainable energy rather late by approving three subsequent versions of its National Energy Strategy (NES) in 2008, 2013 and 2017. Aiming to comply with the EU Climate and Energy Package and the related EU legislative provisions, these strategies have progressively heightened the ambition of target and widened the scope of measures, being framed by three main objectives: reducing emissions from ETS (European Trading System) and non-ETS, increasing energy production from renewable sources and reducing energy consumption from traditional sources (MSE and MATTM, 2017). The last version of the NES presents the first comprehensive nation-wide scheme for action underpinned by three mutually complementary components: competitiveness, security and environment. Hence, a number of macro policy measures have been identified at the national level in order to ful-

fil a more competitive, sustainable and secure national energy system through interventions in the following fields: reduction of the energy price; improving energy efficiency and developing competitive gas market; improving energy security and reducing the dependence on external supply of energy; promoting sustainable economy through the development of energy sector and comprehensive governance reform. Compared to the previous version of the strategy (2013), the objective of decarbonisation of economy has been introduced in view of new commitments deriving from COP21 and the EU Roadmap 2050, as well as the challenges put forward by the Industry 4.0 agenda. Moreover, a range of specific quantitative targets to be achieved by 2030 have been defined, covering the following fields: energy efficiency (10 Mtep al 2030), renewable energy production (28%); electricity production 55%; transport 21%; stopping energy production from carbon; doubling investments in research and development for clean energy; expanding sustainable mobility; reducing dependence on energy export from 76% to 64%.
As far as the governance of the strategy is concerned, unlike its previous versions, the current strategy emphasises the objective of cross-sectoral policy integration and calls for better coordination among Central Administrations, Regions, Research Institutions and the National Energy Authority. Therefore, an Interministerial Coordination Board has been established, composed by the Ministry of Economic Development, the Ministry of Environment, the Ministry of Transport and regional representatives, with a possibility of involving local authorities and other stakeholders on ad hoc basis. Remarkably, there is no specific reference to the role and contribution of local authorities to the implementation of the strategy, nor have these authorities been involved in the public consultation procedure conducted within the framework of its formulation (MSE and MATTM, 2017).

Beyond the NES, the Italian government approved the National Action Plan for Renewable Energy in 2010 transposing the EU Directive 2009/28/CE and the National Action Plan for energy efficiency, which was adopted in 2007 in order to transpose the EU Directive 2006/32/CE and revised twice in 2011 and in 2014. The last revision was due to the adoption Directive 2012/27/CE on energy efficiency, which was transposed by Legislative Decree 102/2014 and then modified and integrated in 2016 (L.D. 141/2016). These provisions have introduced a range of measures, including information and education, targeting public administrations, private companies and citizens, although economic incentives (e.g. reduction of taxes) have been reduced. Although the local level has been indicated as the most appropriate one for implementing interventions for energy efficiency and renewable energy, neither any specific instruments for local authorities have been created, nor has any reference to the EU Covenant of Mayors been made in the aforementioned national plans and legislative provisions.

Interestingly, numerous initiatives targeting local level have been implemented in Italy since 2005, such as awards, small funding schemes, low-scale projects, in order to increase the awareness of local public authorities and private companies about the relevance and potential of sustainable energy in various sectors, including energy production, waste, building and construction, etc. (Lumicisi, 2013).

The only national law requiring specific regional and local action in the field of energy efficiency and energy use dates back to 1991 (Law 10/1991) and establishes that regions and provinces identify appropriate geographic areas for planning interventions for efficient energy use, including renewables, while municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants envisage a specific plan for renewables in their town planning. To sum up, the territorial dimension of energy and climate policy governance has been almost totally overlooked in the Italian national strategy and no specific policy instruments for local authorities were developed in order to enhance the local action for energy saving and efficiency.

Against this backdrop, as Figure 5.1 shows, Italian municipalities have shown an extremely high interest towards the EU Covenant of Mayors. As of December 2017, 3,276 municipalities of the total population of 7,978 were members of the programme, most of whom had joined the programme between 2010 and 2013 (Figure 5.1).
Figure 5.1 Membership of Italian municipalities in the Covenant of Mayors by year of adhesion and population

Note: Municipalities by population size: XL > 500.000; L 250.000 ≤ 500.000; M 50.000 ≤ 250.000; S 10.000 ≤ 50.000; XS population ≤ 10.000.

Source: Author’s elaboration on the data available from the website of CoM www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html as of June 2017.
Such a high number of participating municipalities covers around 65% of the country’s population and notably, most of them (76%) are small or very small, with the number of inhabitants between 5,000 and 10,000 (see Figure 5.1). There are only 100 medium-sized cities (50,000–250,000), 8 large (250,000–500,000) and 5 very large (more than 500,000) (Figure 5.2).

However, despite a remarkable interest towards the programme among Italian municipalities, the overall degree of commitment to the CoM does not appear to be high. The data reported in Figure 5.2 shows that around one-third of those who applied for membership did not submit their SEAP and less than 30% of approved SEAPs performed monitoring.

Moreover, a very different pattern of the territorial distribution of participating municipalities can be observed across the country. The collected data (see Figure 5.3) shows that Lombardy, that has the highest number of municipalities in the country, holds the leading position with 917 of its 1,523 municipalities. Other regions follow with significantly lower shares of CoM members, accounting for around 52% of participating municipalities from the Northern, 20% from the Central and 28% from the Southern macro-areas. It seems reasonable to suggest that these different dynamics of participation in the CoM may be related to historical differences observed between these macro-areas in terms of socio-economic development, political culture and civil traditions (Bagnasco, 1977; Putnam et al., 1993; Trigilia, 2012), although the existence of such a division from the point of view of dominating political culture based on electoral majorities has recently been doubted (Diamanti, 2009; Figure 5.3).
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Such territorial distribution does not seem to be determined either by the size or the population of regions, but rather by the degree to which various territorial actors including regions, provinces and various private entities (foundations, local banks, energy agencies) have committed to the CoM in their quality of “territorial coordinators” in the case of territorial bodies and the so-called “supporters” for all other entities. In fact, a strong concentration at the level of provinces can be observed (e.g. Genova, Modena, Verona, Bologna, Pescara, Chieti, Foggia, Lecce, etc.) as a consequence of specific networking and coordination activities carried out in order to promote the CoM and activities related to the preparation and implementation of local SEAPs. In the same way, numerous private consultancies and agencies have provided highly qualified assistance to local authorities in their effort to perform energy accounting, the preparation of local BEIs and SEAPs’ actions. In particular, the Energy Service Companies (ESCos) have become widely diffused through the national territory, offering specific expertise and financial support to municipalities, in particular through the energy manager, along with developing local plans for the reduction of energy consumption, the reduction of energy wastes and the installation of systems and machines with higher efficiency and performances.

As far as the overall ownership of Italian municipalities of the CoM goals and targets is concerned, as Figure 5.4 shows, most of them committed to the 2020 Climate and Energy package mitigation objectives only (94%), while only 2% settled the adaptation objective without increasing the 20% target of emission reduction. Only 3% of municipalities that joined the CoM after the upgrade of the programme into Mayor Adapt Initiative in 2015, introducing the adaptation...
objective and the 30% reduction target, have included the adaptation objective in their plans to be achieved by 2030. It is worth mentioning that the SEAP’s targets are not fixed but can be updated whenever a municipality is willing to do so (Figure 5.4).

A more detailed analysis of a sample of 500 municipalities selected based on a balanced representation of cities of different sizes from all regions provides further useful insights on the degree of local authorities’ commitment to the initiative. Hence, 27% of municipalities have established the target of reduction by 20%, 62% of municipalities between 21% and 30%, while 9% of local authorities committed to more than 30% of CO₂ reduction. Interestingly, as Figure 5.5 shows, municipalities from the central and southern regions were more ambitious compared to their northern counterparts (Figure 5.5).

With regard to timing, the data collected for the same sample of 500 municipalities shows that around 34% of municipalities have taken around one year to submit their plans and 45% have taken between two and three years. This is also a rather important indicator of political commitment to the initiative, as the recommend time for submitting SEAPs has been around 1–2 years. The data reported by Figure 5.6 shows that the speed of submission was higher in the north of the country, with 50% of municipalities complying with the one-year deadline, while more than a half of the municipalities in the central (60%) and southern (59%) regions (Figure 5.6) took around two to three years to submit their plans.

However, a particularly fast submission of SEAP might also mean that a municipality had previously developed similar strategies and thus less effort was required for streamlining its strategy into the SEAP format, compared to producing it from scratch. In fact, a number of Interviews (5, 6, 15) conducted for this research have suggested that local administrations tended to be pragmatic rather than ambitious.
Figure 5.5 Emission reduction targets by macro-area
Source: Author’s elaboration on the data available from the website of CoM: www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html as of April 2017

Figure 5.6 Timing of SEAP submission by macro-area
Source: Author’s elaboration on the data available from the website of CoM: www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html as of April 2017
in defining their commitments and targets, so as to be sure about the feasibility of their achievement in due time. At the same time, a lack of previous knowledge, and of financial and human resources has been highlighted among the main difficulties of participation in the CoM.

Despite several obstacles, Italian municipalities have been rather actively performing in establishing and completing the monitoring procedure, which is also an important indicator of seriousness of commitment and learning, particularly in the case of Italy, as no national or regional methodologies were developed in the country before the CoM. Approximately one-fourth of participating municipalities (23%) have completed at least a first stage monitoring, which is supposed to be carried out within two years from the start of implementation of the plan, while only 6% have performed complete monitoring, meaning a comprehensive evaluation of the strategy progress and the revision of BEI. For 15% of municipalities, this activity is in progress. These figures are in line with the EU average, while the interviews conducted for this research highlight an important learning effort of the municipalities in order to establish and fine-tune this procedure. While recognising the relevance of the monitoring instrument, most of them state to have needed external assistance of experts for putting the methodology suggested by the CoMO into practice (Interviews 7, 14, 15, 16). Therefore, a lack of resources (financial and human) has been reported as one of the main obstacles to complying with this CoM activity, while the internal instrumental learning related to this instruments within municipalities appears to be limited.

The territorial breakdown of the data on monitoring, as shown in Figure 5.7, indicates that the highest number of SEAPs (90%) that have not even started
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Local action for sustainable energy monitoring is concentrated in the south of the country, while the highest percentage of those who have initiated or already completed this activity has been registered in the north (22%).

Finally, as far as benchmarking in concerned, according to the data collected for 500 municipalities reported in Figure 5.8, northern regions have been home to around 42% of municipalities which developed benchmarks, while the central and southern regions accounted for 33% and 23% respectively. Overall, Italy shows the highest number of shared benchmarks, accounting for approximately 50% of all benchmarks collected by the CoM (Figure 5.8).

Thus, the pattern of usage described earlier indicates a mix of cognitive and strategic elements. Against a very high general interest regarding the programme, Italian municipalities have shown considerable effort on policy innovation and learning implied by the alignment to EU goals and emission reduction targets as well as by various CoM activities including, in particular, monitoring and benchmarking. Most of the performed activities were completely new to the Italian context and the participation in the CoM have contributed to considerably reshape local sustainable energy strategies and governance, based on new policy ideas and specific methodologies and guidance.

However, it is too early to claim for the ultimate success of this initiative, as the whole process can be considered completed only once the monitoring procedure envisaged by the programme has been in place and duly fulfilled by its participants. This activity has so far been progressing rather slowly, and major political
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and technical efforts will be required in the long run to guarantee its complete implementation.

The following in-depth analysis of two city cases offers further interesting insights on the implementation trajectory of the CoM in the country, providing a more nuanced view of motivations for participating in the programme and the challenges it entails.

5.1.2 The case of Bologna

The City of Bologna was among the first cities to apply for the CoM membership in 2008. It is the capital city of the Emilia-Romagna Region and with its 388,567 inhabitants, it is the seventh largest city in Italy, by population. The metropolitan area of Bologna covers 55 bordering municipalities with a total population of 1,009,210.

Bologna has historically been characterised by a pro-active local policy-making style, paying particular attention to EU initiatives and programmes. In fact, Bologna was among the first cities to develop a carbon dioxide reduction plan through the “Urban CO₂ Reduction” project financed under the EU URBAN Community Initiative Programme in the 1994–1999 regional policy programming period. In 1995, the Bologna local council approved its carbon dioxide reduction strategy, following a detailed energy study – Bologna Energy Study (BEST). The strategy fixed the target of a 16% reduction (compared to 1990 level) by 2005 and introduced interventions in the following sectors: efficiency in energy use and distribution, urban transport system, recycling, increase in vegetation, renewable energy use and incentives for reducing energy consumption. Although no systematic monitoring of this strategy was conducted, noteworthy governance actions have been undertaken in its support, including the creation of a new Bologna Agency for Energy and Sustainable Development, a new ambitious local transport plan, a variety of energy conservation projects, development of renewables, etc. (Beatly, 2000: 282).

The first Local Energy Plan (LEP) was approved in 1999, in compliance with the provisions of national Law 10/1991. The LEP was updated in 2007 and shortly after that, in December 2008, the city of Bologna applied for the CoM. Its participation in the initiative was perceived as an important opportunity for improving local sustainable energy strategy and developing wider networks on European level in this field (Interview 5). However, due to the alternation in the local government political majority, followed by political crisis and one-year receivership in 2010, Bologna was able to submit its SEAP only four years after its application for CoM membership.

Thus, the city renewed its commitment to the CoM in 2011 by submitting the local SEAP (Comune di Bologna, 2012) and it pragmatically developed its strategic action in the field of sustainable energy subsequently, despite subsequent changes in the political composition of municipal council. The continuity and consistency of action was ensured thanks especially to the establishment of a dedicated technical office in 2011, which conducted a systematic activity with the
purpose of improving and developing actions envisaged by the LEP, which laid down the basis for the SEAP’s measures with a noteworthy support from the JRC.

Hence, although some seminal policy ideas were available at local level, it took time and effort to translate it into a full-fledged strategy by improving at the same time the related policy measures and instruments. External experts and ad hoc staff have been hired for delivering some of these tasks.

The municipality has established the target of 20% CO$_2$ reduction, which in the words of an interviewee was “perhaps not ambitious enough, but certainly feasible and realistic, taking into account the starting conditions and resources available” (Interview 4). The SEAP covered the following five macro-areas: residential buildings, services, transport, agriculture and industry. The first three areas have been responsible for the highest levels of emissions with 35%, 28% and 20% respectively, while the implementation of SEAPs measures has naturally required from the municipality to develop a strong coordination role, along with the capacity to develop structures and partnerships with the local economic and social stakeholders. A formal partnership agreement was signed in 2012, defining mutual commitments and responsibilities of the municipality and all public and private stakeholders concerned in the implementation and promotion of the SEAP. However, it should be noted that the national legislative framework is poorly equipped for formalising and facilitating such kind of partnerships.

The municipality of Bologna has been one of the few Italian municipalities to have presented a full monitoring report (Comune di Bologna, 2015), which has been perceived to be a very useful and important instrument for fine-tuning SEAPs and further activities and carrying out evaluation of implemented actions (Interview 5), although external consultancy support was still required for completing this activity. Data collected for this report shows that a consistent level of reduction of emissions has been achieved by SEAP’s measures, reaching the average of around 41% of the 2020 objective, achieved as a consequence of reduction by 53% in the transport sector; 43% in productive sector; 28% in public lighting, 11% in public buildings, etc. The City registered an increase of 88% of local electric energy production. As a consequence, the overall target of reduction has been updated to 21.3% by 2020, and a number of best practices have been identified at the municipal level, including such measures as a plan for energy efficiency of the popular housing in the Corticella area; a bike speed-way, a large solar panel installation for agri-food centre of Bologna, a LED lighting system in the City Hall and in the airport.

Although the municipality of Bologna has not upgraded its commitment to the Mayor Adapt adaptation objectives and new targets to be achieved by 2030, it has prepared and is currently implementing a local plan for climate adaptation within the framework of the project Blue-AP that got financing under LIFE + Programme in 2013. This plan is likely to be used by the city for transforming its SEAP into Sustainable Energy and Climate Action Plans (SECAPs) in the forthcoming years, as some first steps have already been envisaged in the municipal Urban Planning in 2018. It has been recognised, however, that the existing measures are not ambitious enough to achieve the 40% reduction target by 2030, as a radical
Beyond these policy innovations, several distinct governance settings have been introduced in order to support the SEAP activities since its very origin. An interdepartmental coordination board has been created for delivering and monitoring the effectiveness of its policy measures, involving civil servants from different sectoral departments relevant to the SEAP. Moreover, an ad hoc participatory process has been designed around the preparation of SEAP, which then evolved in a permanent consultation forum aiming to engage social and economic stakeholders and the public in the process of revision of SEAP measures so as to increase political consensus around the strategy, improve policy measures and identify appropriate areas for the creation of public-private partnerships. The consultation process during the preparation phase was organised in eight meetings, involving around 160 stakeholders, which developed within three thematic focus groups: energy efficiency and saving in residential buildings, renewable energy production, and measures for industrial and service sectors. A cooperation agreement was signed between the municipality and stakeholders, establishing shared objectives, roles, responsibilities and modes of collaboration for the SEAP implementation and monitoring. Furthermore, a wide-scale communication campaign has been launched, including the creation of a dedicated website (www.paes.bo.it) containing exhaustive information on the plan and its implementation; an email for submitting comments and suggestions; a newsletter and social media channels, etc. In 2015, a festival of energy was organised, followed by the creation of a one-stop shop for citizens and a wide-scale communication campaign for schools.

In addition, the municipality has initiated intensive networking activities on the local arena involving public and private actors. It has first relied on the external support of the Energy Service Company (ESCo) “Del Sole” for both preparation and implementation of the local SEAP, which has been providing consultancy and assistance in energy saving and efficiency since 2011. Later, the first supra-local agency for Energy and Sustainable Development was established in May 2016, bringing together municipalities of the Metropolitan City of Bologna with the objective of providing local authorities with consultancy and assistance on energy and environmental sustainability issues, operating at national and European levels. In fact, a specific funding chapter for 230 million of euros has been envisaged in the ERDF Regional Operation Programme of Emilia-Romagna, analysed in Chapter 5, in order to support measures for energy requalification of public buildings (schools, sport centres, etc.) in that area, which should normally be targeted by SEAP interventions. The experience of public participation, as well as the interaction with social and economic stakeholders has been considered one of the main factors that greatly contributed to increase the feasibility of SEAP measures, as they closely target local communities (e.g. buildings owners) and, therefore, necessitate their awareness and willingness to undertake appropriate actions (Interview 5).

Overall, at the level of local administration, the CoM has been perceived as a useful and highly relevant tool for developing local sustainable energy strategy.
and identifying its instruments and targets. It has been particularly appreciated for its input as far as the design of monitoring mechanism is concerned, although the lack of resources (qualified staff and financing) has been considered to be a substantial obstacle to its effective implementation (Interview 5). By deploying substantive and operational guidance provided by the programme, the municipality has introduced significant policy and governance innovations in the field of sustainable energy, particularly in a cross-sectoral integrated policy approach, monitoring, horizontal institutional coordination and participatory practices. The administrative and political leadership, together with the traditional inclusive policy-making style of the municipality has facilitated its smooth participation and adjustment to the CoM, ensuring a progressive learning and increasing ownership of the strategy by the city.

Likewise, EU financial resources have been effectively attracted for supporting SEAP-related actions or local energy policies in general, including interventions under the ROP ERDF of the Emilia-Romagna Region or pilot cooperation projects within the framework of the URBACT or LIFE programmes. Interviews have highlighted that collaborative partnerships that developed through the CoM have contributed to increase in the participation of the municipality in new external cooperation networks.

To sum up, the scenario of strategic usage has mainly characterised the case of Bologna, although some elements of learning through the CoM policy and methodological guidance have also been observed in its case. Overall, the municipality has purposefully and pragmatically deployed the CoM and other related EU resources in order to improve its policies for sustainable energy and start building its climate policy agenda based on strategic local partnerships and solid cooperative networks at the EU level.

5.1.3 The case of Padua

Padua is a medium-sized city in the Veneto Region with a population of around 210,000 inhabitants. The municipality signed up to the CoM in 2010 and submitted its SEAP in one year in 2011 (Padua City Council, 2010), committing to reduce its CO₂ emissions by 21% compared to what it was in 2005. Such a smooth and quick progress has been made possible mainly due to the then local council’s immediate interest and strong political commitment to sustainable energy issues, which quickly evolved in the application for participation in the CoM.

In fact, similar to Bologna, Padua has been among the few Italian cities to approve its Municipal Energy Plan in 1999, in compliance with Law 10/1991, and then the local Energy Efficiency Plan in 2005. As a consequence of approval of an Operational Energy Plan in 2009, the town enlarged the scope of action and started paying constant attention to climate change and wider environmental impacts on the city.

Importantly, the local SEAP has been prepared building on activities implemented within the framework of the project LAKs (Local Accountability for Kyoto Goals) that was developed and financed by EU LIFE+ programme. The project
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aimed to explore the cities’ potential and develop synergies in order to contribute to the achievement of the Kyoto goals and of the Energy Package 20/20/20 targets established by the European Commission in 2008, and brought together four cities (Reggio Emilia and Padua (Italy), Girona (Spain) and Bydgoszcz (Poland)). More specifically, the objective was to develop policy instruments allowing the municipal authorities to enhance the achievement of emission reduction targets by 2020, monitor the level of emissions and the progress of established measures. Furthermore, project activities aimed at increasing the accountability and transparency of local policy-making through involving citizens into decision-making on energy issues. A manual providing the partner municipalities with a guidance on how to build and implement climate mitigation and adaptation policies, including the development of BEIs, was among the main deliverables of the project.

Interestingly, the preparation and implementation of SEAP has been strongly coordinated with the local Agenda 21 activities. The SEAP has focused on the following sectors of intervention:

i. Increasing renewable energy production and consumption;
ii. Improving the energy efficiency of public and private buildings;
iii. Sustainable mobility and smart services;
iv. Low-carbon economy;
v. Climate resilience and adaptation.

A financial plan for 400 million euros has been approved, which includes public funding as well as private investments.

The implementation of the SEAP has not brought about any organisational restructuring in the municipality, as a horizontal coordination working group was created within the internal coordination mechanism of the local Agenda 21, operating in a wider environmental sustainability perspective and led by the department of environment and territory. In the same way, the consolidated network of local partnership that was established around the Agenda 21 process has been involved in the organisation of participatory process for the preparation and implementation of the SEAP, as well as in the procedure of its monitoring in 2013.

Therefore, dedicated working groups were established to coordinate activities on four levels:

i. All sectoral municipal offices dealing with energy performance;
ii. Enterprises managing local public services (waste, water, lighting);
iii. Other public bodies (hospitals, territorial agency for residential buildings) that may allow promotion and integration of the local energy strategy;
iv. Social and economic stakeholders involved in the Agenda 21 process, including universities.

In addition, the municipality of Padua has been extremely pro-active in obtaining EU funding for developing measures relevant for the implementation of its SEAP. A number of projects has been submitted and financed over the last decade, such
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as, for example, the project Padova FIT (2013–2017) financed by the EU Programme Intelligent Energy Europe, which has the objective of increasing energy efficiency of private residential buildings in the city. The major effort of the project is, therefore, to increase awareness, collective action and private investments into restructuring of buildings characterised by low levels of energy efficiency. In this project, the municipal administration has primarily played a mediating role between local communities and ESCOs, encouraging information about environmental and economic benefits of reconstruction, collaborative interaction within local communities, transparency and high quality technical expertise.

Between 2011 and 2013 the city of Padua participated in the project Covenant CapaCITY aimed at strengthening the capacity of local authorities to promote energy and climate action through planning and monitoring. The project was financed by the programme Intelligent Energy Europe and involved municipalities from fifteen European countries, for training, capacity building activities, interactive learning and exchange between municipalities, allowing them to develop or improve local SEAPs.

In 2014, the first full monitoring report was published by the municipality, providing a detailed overview of the main achievements and shortcomings of the plan, and carrying out a revision of the BEI as of 2013. It provided the direct positive impact of implemented policy measure on the quality of the city environment, in particular through the measures for smart mobility and services.

Although the municipality of Padova has not yet committed to the Mayors Adopt Initiative, it joined the project “EU Cities ADAPT”, promoted by the DG Clima of the European Commission, which offers support to those cities that undertake the process of formulation and implementation of climate adaptation strategies, offering them the opportunity to get in touch and interact with other cities, following the same experience.

The scenario of participation in the CoM has been characterised by extensive strategic and cognitive usages, as a range of EU resources have been intensely used by the municipality. The fact that there were no direct financial instruments supporting the CoM were seen as clear weakness, although EU funding has been obtained for developing and upgrading the local SEAP. The possibility to interact with and learn from other municipalities (even Italian one) has been particularly appreciated, as no other coordination or learning tools were available at regional and national levels (Interview 6). The relevance of technical and methodological instruments acquired, thanks to the participation in the CoM, has been assessed as very high. Furthermore, besides being an effective tool for developing new policy instruments, improving energy efficiency and saving at the local level, SEAP has been considered a “valuable instrument for encouraging cultural transformations in the local community towards a major environmental sustainability” (Interview 7). Finally, the involvement of private actors has been considered to be fundamental for the SEAP’s success, not only because of significant economic leverage that private investments may bring to its implementation but also for increasing the awareness about the economic potential and environmental risks,
in particular in the industrial sector, which amounts to around 30% of total CO₂ emissions.

However, interviews also highlight the fact that despite the required inter-institutional coordination, the implementation of the SEAP actually remains mainly within the scope of activities of the energy department, and other offices often perceive it as additional and inappropriate workload (Interview 6, 7).

5.2 The implementation of the CoM in the UK

5.2.1 National strategy for sustainable energy and the EU Covenant of Mayors in the UK. A country overview

The UK has one of the longest records of sustainable energy policies in the EU. After having introduced its Climate Change Programme in 2000, the UK has promoted a wide range of policy instruments encouraging energy efficiency, emission reductions, renewable energy production (Bowen and Rydge, 2011), such as, among others, the Climate Change Levy (2001); the Energy Efficiency Commitment (2002); the Code for Sustainable Homes (2007) and Community Energy Savings Programme (2009).

Along with long-standing commitment to the sustainable energy agenda, the UK has also been characterised by a very intense experience of city networking for climate change (Kern, 2010). The Nottingham Declaration – aiming to enhance local voluntary commitment to tackling climate change – was first launched in 2000 by a conference gathering around 200 representatives of local authorities, and was upgraded in 2005 at the Second National Councils’ Climate Conference in Nottingham as a consequence of voluntary commitment of around 100 municipalities to the objectives reported in the document. The goal to achieve 200 signatories by December 2006 was successfully reached, while in 2017 the number of signatories was close to 300.

Since its origins, the Nottingham Declaration has enjoyed a high profile in local and central government where it has been seen as a successful initiative that played an important part in encouraging local government to take ownership of the task of reducing carbon emissions and tackling climate change. Moreover, the initiative has been supported by a wider partnership of various local and governmental bodies, as well as non-governmental agencies, including among others, the Improvement and Development Agency for Local Government (I&DeA) Local Government Association (LGA), Environment Agency, the Carbon Trust and the Energy Saving Trust (Gearty, 2007). Neither any specific measures or obligations have been introduced by the Declaration, not has any kind of monitoring or evaluation been established. Therefore, the commitment to develop a strategic plan for reducing carbon emissions could be easily disregarded by signatories, meaning that the impact of the initiative was potentially largely symbolic. Significantly, the Climate Change Bill was adopted in 2007 imposing legally binding targets for the reduction of CO₂ emissions by at least 50 per cent by 2050. Local authorities have
been strongly affected by these national regulations as they steered local climate action by specific assessment indicators on emissions (Kern, 2010).

Against this background, it is somewhat surprising that UK local authorities have not shown much enthusiasm about the EU CoM that appears to share the spirit of the Nottingham Declaration, instead only adding a soft mechanism of mutual coordination, monitoring and accountability.

Hence, only 36 UK municipalities applied for the CoM membership, 34 submitted their SEAPs and only 18 SEAPs were approved by the COMO. As Figure 5.9 shows, despite such a low number of cities participating in the initiative, the CoM has been rather relevant in terms of population coverage (29%). The biggest cities in the UK have joined the programme, including London, Birmingham, Manchester, Cornwall, Glasgow, etc., shortly after the launch of the initiative in 2008 and 2009, though only a few other local authorities followed them in the subsequent years (Figure 5.9).

As for geographic distribution, the biggest share of local SEAP come from England, four from Scotland (Aberdeen, Edinburgh, Dumfries, Glasgow), one from Wales (Cardiff) and none from Northern Ireland. Besides, only eighteen of the submitted plans have been approved by the EU Commission as of January 2017, while the remaining fourteen are still in pending status. Two municipalities – Greater Manchester and Stirling – have not yet submitted their plans.

As Figure 5.10 shows, the ambition of UK local strategies' targets in terms of emission reduction has been much higher compared to their Italian counterparts. Fifteen of them have established a target between 21% and 30%, while eleven cities targeted more than 30% reduction. Five cities, including Birmingham, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leicester and Newcastle have also joined the Mayor Adapt Initiative, committing to the adaptation objective and increasing the mandatory levels of CO₂ reduction to 30% (Figure 5.10).

The level of ownership of and commitment to the programme has also been confirmed by a rather a smooth and quick progress of those who applied for the initiative: 23 of them submitted their SEAPs within one year, nine of them took around two years, and it took between four and six years for the remaining four local authorities. However, as already mentioned with regard to the Italian case, it seems feasible to suggest that the speedy submission of SEAPs might have been possible due to the fact that most UK local authorities participating in the CoM had already developed their sustainable energy plans before joining the CoM. Notably, the framework of commitments agreed by the Nottingham Declaration has been quite close to the CoM pattern. Consequently, little efforts were required to adopt local strategies developed for the former initiative, to the requirements of the latter.

By the same token, as Figure 5.11 illustrates, the share of municipalities that started or completed the monitoring procedure has been rather high: half of those who had their SEAP approved performed monitoring (9) and six of them completed a full monitoring report by carrying out a comprehensive review of their strategy, including the BEI. As interviews conducted for this research explain, the CoM monitoring procedure has been welcomed by UK local authorities and it
Figure 5.9 Membership of UK local authorities in the Covenant of Mayors by year of adhesion and size
Source: Author’s elaboration on the data available from the website of CoM: www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html as of June 2017
should have been strengthened in order to make binding the monitoring responsibility. However, in contrast to Italy, the learning effect of this CoM activity has been considered limited and indeed, a risk of additional and useless workload has been mentioned, as mandatory monitoring obligations were introduced at the national level long before (Interviews 10, 12, 13). Likewise, UK municipalities have been actively involved in benchmarking by sharing 24 benchmarks for only 18 operating SEAPs (Figure 5.11).

Therefore, the legitimating scenario of usage appears to have prevailed in the country, as most of the UK signatories joined the network at the earliest stage, building upon their existing strategies for sustainable urban development.

Figure 5.10 Commitment to CoM’s objectives and emission reduction targets by UK signatories
Source: Author’s elaboration on the data available from the CoM’s website www.covenantofmayors.eu/index_en.html as of June 2017
Interviews suggest that the double-fold objective to increase cities’ international visibility and promote their image as a reliable partner in the field of sustainable energy policies at the EU level has been one of the main reasons of joining the initiative (Interviews 10–13). At the same time, the interviewees have expressed their opinions, according to which, a very low general interest towards the initiative was mainly due to the substantial overlap of the CoM with the domestic policy agenda and local initiatives set up by the Nottingham Declaration. UK local authorities saw little added value in developing the CoM activities as, among others, this entailed little more than symbolic action that nonetheless required additional workload, costs and staff. Furthermore, it has been emphasised that among the main obstacles to the diffusion of the CoM in the UK was in the name of the programme, as in most UK cities the position of mayor is a ceremonial one with no real decision-making power. So the title of the initiative itself did not evoke much enthusiasm on the part of local governments from the start. Moreover, a further explanation of the low relevance of the cognitive dimension in the case of the UK might lie in the fact that during the last decade the national government took a number of successful steps to promote adaptation and develop the capacity of local authorities, along with other public and private sector organisations, to use climate science for adaptation planning and decision-making (Porter et al., 2014).

However, the evidence of strategic usage of the CoM has been collected too. This took into account, in particular but not exclusively, local authorities with elected mayors, such as Greater Manchester or Bristol, which have deployed the programme to increase their international networks aiming at obtaining EU
funding (e.g. the ELENA facility, and Horizon 2020) or for developing strategic cooperation with other cities at the EU level in wider urban development agendas.

Interestingly, since the subsequent downgrading of UK renewable energy policies, the CoM is also perceived as a tool that helps keeping low-carbon issues high on local political agendas (interviews 9, 12). Moreover, experts warn that most of the 43% reduction compared to the 1990 baseline has been mainly due to the excellent progress in reducing emissions from electricity generation, while reductions in other sectors have stalled and the UK has no policies in place to meet more than half of the carbon emission cuts required by law by 2030 (CCC, 2018). In this context, the perspective of Brexit triggers concerns among local authorities, as some EU-linked climate policies and financing targeting sectors in which the level of pollution has continued to grow, such as transport or buildings, will expire. It has been stated that effective new strategies and policies are urgently needed to ensure emissions continue to fall in line with the previously agreed commitments (Interviews 12, 13).

The following in-depth analysis of two local strategies provides some more insights about the modes of usage, success and failures of the CoM in the UK.

5.2.2 The case of Glasgow

The Glasgow City Council was among the first UK cities to apply for the CoM membership in 2009 and it submitted its SEAP in 2011. Glasgow is Scotland’s largest city with a population of around 580,000 – with the wider urban conurbation having a population of 1.2 million.

Over the last decades, the city has been implementing a large-scale strategy of transformation of its economy, including the regeneration of former industrial and port areas within the framework of the Scottish government’s carbon emission targets, which has recently established the objective of achieving 42% reduction by 2020 (against a 1990 baseline) and 80% by 2050.

The original local SEAP set a target of 20% for the reduction of CO₂ emissions by 2020 across the city, which was subsequently increased to 30%, outlining a long-term low-carbon strategy. Within the framework of this strategy, the City Council itself has set a target of reducing CO₂ emissions from its own activities by 30% by 2020 as a contribution to a 40% reduction for the city as a whole. The overall ambition has been to make Glasgow one of Europe’s most sustainable cities and in 2015 the City signed the Mayors Adopt initiative and appropriately upgraded its local strategy.

The original local SEAP was deeply embedded in national (UK Climate Act, 2008) and, in particular, Scottish (Scottish Climate Act, 2009) sustainable energy policy agenda and identifies more than 30 interconnected actions for energy demand reduction, efficiency and renewable energy covering buildings; transport; local electricity production; local district heating; land use planning and working with citizens and stakeholders in order to involve business and create a supportive public policy environment. It provided a comprehensive integrated strategy covering energy systems, energy management, waste, transportation, and
behavioural change, within which a strong connection between environmental, economic and social dimensions were clearly discernable. The SEAP was part of a wider strategy, intended to “deliver major investment; create long-term jobs; help tackle fuel poverty; support the development of new clean energy sector in the city; create new revenue streams for the public sector and communities; improve air quality; and help regenerate communities. We will help transform Glasgow’s image – making it a better place to live, work, and invest” (Glasgow City Council, 2010a: 28).

The City of Glasgow has also delivered a full monitoring report and the SEAP has been substantially revised between 2012 and 2014, based on the activities conducted within the framework of the Step-Up project funded under the EU Seventh Framework Programme. This project aimed at enhancing local SEAP capacity to tackle all three Europe 2020 “20% targets” (reduction of emissions, energy efficiency and renewable energy production) through creating a coherent and easy-to-use model for energy planning, with learning drawn from the partner cities’ existing experience of integrated energy planning, disseminating and replicating this approach through a learning network, to other ambitious cities across Europe. The contribution of the project to the revision of the SEAP has been fundamental: “We have been able to enhance our SEAP to the point where it has become a much more focused and less aspirational document” (Interview 8).

As a result, an enhanced SEAP – Glasgow’s Energy and Carbon Masterplan (ECMP) 2014–2020 has been drawn, providing a holistic and coordinated strategy for actions and projects across the city to meet the target of reducing Glasgow’s carbon dioxide emissions by 30% by 2020 from 2006 levels (Glasgow City Council, 2015). The new plan builds on a range of local strategic documents and initiatives, including among others, the council’s Strategic Plan 2012–2017, the Local Development Plan, Glasgow Resilience Strategy and the Sustainable Glasgow Initiative, and aims to improve energy savings, increase energy efficiency, promote renewables and reduce emissions, while at the same time reducing fuel poverty, delivering jobs, regenerating communities, and building a more energy-secure city. Actions mainly focus on municipal and non-municipal buildings (residential and tertiary), public lighting, transport and industry, with particular attention to smart grid connections.

As for organisational structure, a newly formed City Energy and Carbon team and the existing Carbon Management team focusing on the Council’s own activities has been in charge of supporting the delivery of the CEMP. Some of the staff have been working on city-wide carbon reduction from the EU funded STEP-UP project and some on the Council’s carbon management programme. In the earlier period, specific functions were added to the tasks of the existing energy or environmental officers. An increasingly collaborative and cooperative approach across these work areas within the context of the Sustainable Glasgow Initiative is expected to allow ensuring that the legacy of the implemented projects is carried forward.

Finally, two surveys implemented during the preparation of the plan to collect citizens’ (500) and stakeholders’ (125) have shown wide public support for
the energy and sustainability agenda. Given a limited involvement of the local communities in the previous SEAP, a number of measures have been designed by ECMP with the purpose of engaging community support through delivering direct benefits and involvement to communities, including the creation of a fund to facilitate local smaller scale community based renewable energy projects; training and jobs linked to projects; giving communities direct involvement in local projects; improving the local environment as an integral part of implementing projects (Glasgow City Council, 2015).

As far as financing is concerned, a number of public and private sources of funding has been identified, including in particular EU funding through the Scottish ERDF programme, as well as financing obtained through participation in competitive bids under EU direct thematic programmes, such as ELENA (European Local Energy Assistance Fund), LIFE and Horizon 2020. No surprise that the prospect of Brexit triggers concerns in the local administration about the possibility of continuing to rely on additional funding available from the EU, which has been extremely helpful for developing of a series of fundamental aspect of the local low-carbon strategy. A high strategic value of participation in EU programmes based on transnational partnership has also been highlighted, as they offer an exceptional opportunity to exchange knowledge and borrow experience from others (Interview 8).

Moreover, the renewed SEAP activities have been firmly embedded in the mechanism of horizontal coordination for low-carbon agenda between cities established by the Scottish Cities Alliance. The Alliance was created in 2011 with the objective to enhance economic development and boost capital investments for the flagship project “Scotland’s 8th City – The Smart City”, securing £10 million of European funding from the Scottish ERDF operational programme. Low-carbon and sustainable energy have been among the core priorities of the Alliance, including in particular energy efficiency retrofit, low-carbon heat, urban renewables, integrated energy systems and the circular economy.

As interviews (9, 10) highlight, although the ex-ante coordination between these different instruments is not always guaranteed and can be further improved, there has been a clear political guidance towards converging objectives at the local level, in which environmental sustainability is somewhat taken for granted as an established horizontal priority, being ensured by a long-term application of environmental impact assessments (EIA and SEA). A stronger emphasis on the social dimensions of sustainability has recently emerged, while the economic priorities are deeply embedded in the low-carbon agenda (Interview 9). Local investment instruments, such as Glasgow City Deal established in 2014 with the objective of funding innovation, business growth and employment at the local level, are also coordinated with the above priorities.

Hence, although the CoM has been viewed as a useful reference point at EU scale for the city sustainable energy strategy, it has been mainly used to legitimise the already existing policy objectives and strategies, with lots of actions undertaken outside the CoM.

(Interview 8)
As interviews highlight, the CoM framework has not been directly relevant for innovation and learning, as most of its instruments including data collection, monitoring, etc., had already been developed before within the framework of the UK and Scottish policy initiatives without involving any kind of external expertise, except for collaborative initiative with the University of Strathclyde. The motivation to participate in the CoM has been mainly related to the opportunity of acquiring a greater international visibility and the possibility of taking part in specific projects funded by the EU (Step-UP, etc.), which can contribute in bringing valuable improvements in the local low-carbon strategy and its instruments, including a well-structured investment scheme. In this sense, participation in the CoM has been strategic.

The city links are becoming significant for us, more and more important that we reach out to other European cities, even if our nation is no longer member of the European Union . . . Glasgow wants to continue to be an international city for Europe and further still, we want also to be able to benefit from the discussion with our peer cities, many of which are also competitive cities, so it comes to global investment decisions. The CoM allows us to keep ourselves up there.

(Interview 8)

The Scottish strategy for sustainable development and low-carbon function is considered to be a fundamental reference point, ensuring also the continuity and a long-term framework of objectives and targets for local authorities unlike the pattern in England, where sudden changes in government or sudden changes in the cabinet, ministers within the same government, can significantly disrupt the planning for low-carbon, renewable energy agendas. That seems in Scotland not to be the case, we have a high degree of continuity, which is a strength of our government [ . . . ] there strong political contents.

(Interview 8).

Thus, a mix of legitimising and strategic usage has characterised the implementation of the CoM in the case of Glasgow, based on a solid political commitment and considerable technical-administrative capacity that have ensured a strong ownership and a strategic use of additional resources for enhancing the local action for climate change.

5.2.3 The case of Poole

Borough of Poole applied for the CoM membership in 2012 and its SEAP was submitted and approved by the COMO soon after, in 2013. It is a relatively small town with around 158,835 inhabitants located in Dorset County on the South West Coast of England.

Its participation in the CoM builds on a long-term commitment to climate change agenda and its SEAP has originally established the 30% reduction target. In fact, the local council signed the Nottingham Declaration on Climate Change
back in 2006, committing to significantly reduce carbon emissions. As an interview explains (Interview 11),

one result of this commitment was the decision to take part in the Carbon Trust’s Local Authority Carbon Management Programme. Participating in the programme ensured that the council took planned and practical steps to reduce its own impact on our changing climate. When the decision to join the CoM was taken, the town was coming to the end of our Carbon Management Plan, which was run from 2009 to 2013.

In that time, the local area was demanding the council to reduce emissions and the opportunity of the CoM was taken to update the strategy. The current local SEAP grounds on a range of local plans, including the Local Transport Plan, Waste Management Strategy, Poole Sustainable Community Strategy and other strategic documents regarding the larger area made of Bournemouth, Dorset and Poole, concerning public health, well-being and energy efficiency (Borough of Poole, 2013: 6).

Thus, building on the emissions data collected within the framework of the National Indicator (NI), 186 data published by the Department for Energy and Climate Change, a new local model has been developed according to the CoM criteria, being guided by the idea that “low carbon is moving from being a cost centre to a net revenue generator” (Borough of Poole, 2013: 5), which employs not only public funding, but also attracts considerable private sector investment through standardised finance and delivery models.

At the same time, it has been emphasised that although lots of initiatives, frameworks and funding programmes have been launched by the UK government, including the last UK government Low-Carbon Goal, they do not seem to have provided specific insights for developing local sustainable energy strategies, whereas “the CoM has given that leverage to fulfil the local demand” (Interview 11).

The ambitious target of 30% has been set up by the SEAP 2014–2020, taking into account that they already implemented projects that were expected to reduce emissions by 32% by 2020. Buildings, equipment, facilities, industry, as well as transport have been identified as the main areas of intervention.

A Management Board chaired by the Borough’s Carbon Reduction Manager has been established for implementing the local SEAP 2014–2020, which consists of the portfolio holder, the chairs of the economy and environment overview and scrutiny committee, the chairs of the action groups, a strategic director, the head of transportation services, a Transition Town representative, a NHS representative and a faith groups representative.

Moreover, collaborative working with local businesses and community organisations has been at the core of the delivery mechanism of this strategy. Besides enhancing coordination among different officers within the municipality, the Poole Environment Partnership (PEP) has been developed in order to ensure its effective implementation (Borough of Poole, 2016). The PEP is a form of Private-Public-Partnership, aiming to create delivery structures and implement projects by drawing on the experience and resources of the private sector at the local level, as
well as to build effective mechanisms for collaboration, partnerships and funding with other local areas across the conurbation.

The PEP has acted as a Programme Board with the responsibility for the overall supervision of the development and delivery of projects, and monitoring progress towards the established SEAP targets. It has been organised into four themed action groups identified in accordance with the main priorities of action of the SEAP: Business, Domestic, Transport and Public Sector. These groups meet two or three times a year in order to ensure the continuity of action. The main rationale behind the locally implemented projects has been to engage appropriately with local businesses and communities’ demands enhancing thereby their capacity for pro-sustainability action. The core underlying pillar of the SEAP activities has been the municipal leadership developing in strong partnership with the business sector, research bodies and local community.

The CoM guidance was closely followed in order to enact this local partnership, helping to bring local actors closer together:

> the very fact that I’m speaking to environmental groups about local problems [...] we’ve got businesses that are interested in transport, working with the transport offices, businesses that are looking for a growth in the low carbon, they have to talk to myself on the economic development.

(Interview 11)

As far as monitoring is concerned, Poole has not completed the procedure yet, although assessment of all implemented measures has been regularly performed, tracking the progress achieved against targets and considering costs. The monitoring mechanism of the CoM is perceived to be an important instrument for tracing the progress, but the local authority has stated that major resources would be needed to implement it properly (Interview 11).

Therefore, a certain learning effect can be observed in the case of Poole, taking also in consideration its participation in the benchmarking mechanism and some CoM events. Among the three benchmarks indicated by the town, one has been considered particularly relevant – Green PEA. It is a free business accreditation scheme for Green Positive Environmental Actions, which was promoted by a business action group with the objective of providing free energy efficiency and cost saving advice to businesses. The programme currently involves 75 business members across the Poole and Christchurch & East Dorset conurbation and has won a number of national awards (Borough of Poole, 2016).

Furthermore, the experience of participating in a Horizon 2020 bid has also been considered a very useful experience, as it taught how to build low-carbon clusters across Europe, instead of focusing action across the nation or at the local level only. In regard to this, Brexit is viewed as a serious concern, as it will cut not only funding but also the possibility to develop facilitated cooperation projects.

Overall, the participation in the CoM has been assessed as extremely beneficial for strengthening local collaborative networks and partnerships between the local Council and businesses within the framework of the local strategy for...
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renewable energy. It has been also useful for engaging, informing and making citizens aware, and also understanding “exactly what the feeling out there is for renewable energies and what is the most appropriate technology for improving”. The achievements of project activities have also been largely appreciated: “If you look at the achievement report, you will see it’s far a wide scope of projects that have been undertaken, and it enlarged the range of funding opportunities available that came up and which we successfully completed” (Interview 11).

Moreover, the participation in the CoM paved the way to the membership in the Compact of Mayors, which is seen as strategic in view of a merge of Poole, Bournemouth and Christchurch, as decided by local councils. Both political commitment and administrative leadership have been mentioned among the most relevant factors of joining and successful participation in the CoM. In the case of Poole, in fact, there has been a strong prioritisation of the initiative on the part of the city energy manager along with significant political commitment:

If we want the Carbon message to be heard at the right table, we need an ambassador. . . . You need initially to get the support to get the leader and the Mayor to start off. So you need to be a strong applicant for that. It is equally important, it makes an incredible difference when you’re holding an event and you are able to say on the agenda that the event will open crowd or there will be some awards presentations by the Mayor or by the senior politician. It just gets people love this and it’s raising the status of the event. So probably it’s equally important, both before and after.

(Interview 11)

At the same time, the lack of resources and especially of dedicated administrative staff allowing the administration to deal with properly with such a complex agenda has been mentioned among the main obstacles to the successful implementation of the CoM.

An important symbolic meaning has been attached to the CoM too, as it has been perceived as a very important tool for increasing the visibility of local authorities’ contribution to climate policies. The programme has also been considered essential for raising awareness about strategic opportunities of networking for learning and fund raising for sustainable energy policies, institutionally and individually speaking:

the implementation of the local plan has harnessed the local partnership [. . . .] for me personally, when working with European colleagues, I’ve become more and more aware of the network of opportunities, funding, etc. that’s available. When I first started this programme, I was working on the office, trying to work out the Council energy bills

(Interview 11).

Interestingly, a trip to Brussels for attending CoM meetings appeared much more problematic in the eyes of the Poole administration to justify than investing resources in fulfilling obligations deriving from participation in the CoM. Overall, the
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participation in the CoM have been perceived as an important opportunity to enhance the achievement of municipality’s objectives in the field of sustainable energy.

To sum up, the findings of this chapter bring the evidence of very mixed patterns of usage of the CoM by local authorities. While elements of strategic usage have been traced in all four cases, the ideational dimension has been more relevant in some cases compared to others or with regard to some specific CoM’s activities. For example, the so-called instrumental learning on how to redesign instruments for carrying out the policy has focused in some cases on methodological instruments, like the design of SEAP itself, while in others, as in the case of networking, has been fully deployed and strongly appreciated by all local authorities. In the same way, the degree of commitment and ownership does not seem to be determined by the context conditions but rather appear to be depending on the level of motivation: in fact, political and administrative leadership has been mentioned by all local authorities among the main factors determining the decision to join and successfully perform in the CoM. The availability of similar previous strategies has proved helpful for a smoother adaptation to the CoM, without, however, leading automatically to the legitimising usage, as the case of Glasgow has shown: the city has systematically invested in the revision of its strategy regardless of the fact that an already solid plan of action existed at the local level with the adoption of its first SEAP. There are at least two relevant questions to be addressed by further research: why did so many cities decide not to join and why many of those that join use this programme in a merely symbolic manner, that is, without implementing monitoring or participation in benchmarking, etc.
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6 Technological innovation for environment
The Eco-Innovation Programme

6.1 The case of Italy

6.1.1 Domestic context: eco-innovation policies and performance

Although a number of improvements have been observed over the last several years, Italy still appears to fall short of offering favourable conditions for eco-innovation compared to many other EU countries. According to the EU eco-innovation scoreboard, which maps countries’ performance against a range of indicators capturing different dimensions of eco-innovation activities in terms of preconditions and outputs, Italy was ranked 7th in EU28 in 2016, performing below average in a number of dimensions, in particular in those concerning regulatory and financial support to enterprises. It has therefore been classified among the so-called “moderate innovators”, preceded by a group of lead innovators and followers. However, the country has moved forward significantly, compared to the recent past, as it was at one of the lowest positions among the EU-15 member states between 2011 and 2014, staying below the EU average index for almost all indicators.

A few policy measures taken at the national level have been considered relevant for ensuring the already undertaken progress and future improvements. For example, a new programme for the development and consolidation of national technological clusters has been relaunched in 2016 with the purpose of updating the system of clusters approved in 2012, covering a wide range of areas relevant to eco-innovation and identified in coherence with the thematic objectives of the Horizon 2020 programme. The four new technological clusters (Made in Italy, Blue Growth, Energy and Cultural Heritage) are aligned with the National Research Programme 2015–2020 approved in 2016. Furthermore, specific programmes have been developed for expanding broadband infrastructure at the national level, promoting energy efficiency in SMEs, and encouraging innovative start-ups (D.L. 179/2012). Moreover, the National Plan for Industry 4.0 was launched in 2016, containing specific measures for enhancing technological improvement and digitalisation of production. A number of smaller action programmes, such as EuroTransBio for biotechnologies or Breakthrough Energy Ventures for green energy, have been promoted to support investments in green technologies and to
enhance networking between companies. Importantly, a number of policy initiatives have been developed relying on the financial support and policy guidance of EU programmes including, in particular, Smart Specialisation Strategies (S3) implemented with the assistance of EU structural funding (National Operational Programme “Enterprises and Competitiveness”) and projects financed by the so-called “Junker Plan”. However, regardless of these improvements, the domestic context is still perceived by enterprises as rather problematic for investments in technological innovations in productive sector, mainly due to the lack of accessible risk financing, scarce human resources and persistent bureaucratic obstacles (Ambrosetti Club, 2017).

A closer look at the main components of the eco-innovation scoreboard at the time of implementation of the EU Eco-Innovation Programme provides a number of further helpful insights for understanding the interplay of factors determining the attitude of private companies to EU thematic programmes in this field.

Hence, between 2008 and 2009, when the first two calls for proposal for the Eco-Innovation Programme were launched, the Italian context showed rather a negative position in terms of eco-innovation inputs, including investments (financial resources, human resources, technical resources), public spending and regulatory aspects, such as the stringency of environmental legislation, which are intended to provide an initiative for eco-innovation activities in companies, research organisations, and other institutions. Italy scored 50 and thus, remained far below the EU average (100 points), performing worse than most EU-15 countries except for Greece and bypassed by Slovenia and Czech Republic from the group of CEE countries that joined the EU between 2004 and 2007.

Based on national statistics, the total number of R&D personnel and researchers accounted for roughly 1.24 % of the total labour force in 2006, below the EU average of 1.43%. As background information, it will be pertinent to note that a significant number of Italian researchers moved abroad, and a few measures that were meant to gather them back did not succeed (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2010a). Furthermore, governmental allocations for R&D in environmental and energy sectors amounted to around 0.07% of the country’s GDP in 2008 against the overall target of 3.5% established by the Lisbon Agenda. The Italian performance was particularly poor as regards the total value of green early stage investments, as Italy scored 11 against the EU average of 65. This could only partly be justified by the domestic industrial structure mainly composed of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) and family businesses, whose capacity of undertaking R&D projects was limited compared to big firms. A much more relevant barrier in this sense was a limited access to credit and a lack of flexible instrument for financial engineering (seed funding, risk-capital, etc.) in the domestic financial market. According to some data collected at the national level, in 2013, 39% of SME applications for financing were refused by at least three different banks (Fondazione per lo Sviluppo Sostenibile, 2017).

With regard to resource efficiency, the data provided by the Community Innovation Survey (Eurostat, 2008) shows a very modest performance with only 13% of firms that reduced material consumption per unit of output through innovations
in 2000–2008 against the EU average of above 24% and 16.5% which reduced energy consumption – the EU average was above 27%. Moreover, productive activities suffered from a lack of organisational capacities within companies and financial public incentives supported a more sustainable production. The national waste legislation and its interpretation by regulators has been mentioned among additional constraint factors for effective reuse of secondary raw materials inside production processes (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2010a).

Remarkably, despite such unfavourable conditions, the efforts of Italian public and private entities towards developing new or improved products and services, changing business models and other eco-innovation activities have increased over time and even exceeded the EU average. Over the last decade, the country has been characterised by a noticeable growth in eco-innovation and circular economy development, in particular in such sectors as textile, mineral oil, packaging, construction and waste, and its enterprises have significantly reduced material input per unit output (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2014). Furthermore, Italy has shown one of the highest numbers of ISO 14001 registered organisations at the world level scoring much above the EU average. The number of Italian organisations that have obtained EMAS certificates has been significantly higher than EU average (1058 in 2014), as well as the number of enterprises that have joined the EU Ecolabel licences (331 out of 1000 licences awarded in the EU in 2010 went to Italian enterprises). The EMAS certification has also been extensively implemented by public administrations. It has been suggested that one of the possible reasons explaining such activism has been a widespread perception that EMAS certification would warrant more effective and leaner communication with environmental regulators, whereas environmental legislation has been normally perceived by companies, especially by SMEs, as one of the major constraints to business (Observatory of European SMEs, Flash Eurobarometer no.196).

However, the performance of the country in terms of eco-innovation outputs showing the extent to which knowledge outputs generated by businesses and researchers relate to eco-innovation, the number of eco-innovation patents and eco-innovation related publications has been significantly lower than the EU average: Italy scored 44 against 70 of EU average on the former indicator and 118 against 136 on the latter. At the same time, Italy has been in leading positions in terms of media coverage of eco-innovation related issues.

Although remaining below the EU average, Italy has progressively improved its performance in terms of socio-economic outcomes of eco-innovation activities by increasing the level of employment in and export of products from eco-industries. Finally, the performance of Italy in terms of environmental outcomes has been rather successful and obtained relatively high scores over the last three years (2013–2017) for material productivity (around 178 above the EU average (100)) and for energy productivity (137 above 100). It performed poorly as far as emissions intensity (69 against 100 EU average) and water productivity (80 against 100 EU average) are concerned. Based on 2010 data collected through ISTAT, more than 44.3% of companies have invested in reducing their environmental impact and improving the efficient use of natural resources.
In the context of a generally low priority given to research and innovation policies in the environmental field, no specific wide-scale policies or programmes were developed by Italy to promote eco-innovation before 2010. The first pilot National Programme on Environmental and Carbon Footprint was launched by the Ministry for the Environment, Land and Sea in 2011 with a three-fold objective: increase the competitiveness of Italian companies considering the relevance of “green” requisites of products in the market, rethinking the design and management of industrial production and distribution of products, and creating a new awareness for consumers to encourage increasingly responsible choices and good practices. The programme also aimed to enhance investments for sustainability among small and medium-size enterprises, as well as to test and promote different methodologies on the environmental impact assessment of production, distribution and consumption patterns. More specifically, by launching two calls for expression of interest between 2011 and 2013, the programme has offered specific expert support to companies that voluntarily committed to reduce their environmental footprint by increasing product life cycle and limiting carbon emissions and water use in the production of goods and services. The approach promoted by the programme covered the whole cycle, including the identification of appropriate technologies for the reduction of environmental footprint of productive processes and products, as well as the support to their market uptake and commercialisation.

The feasibility studies and the assistance covered by the programme had to be performed in close collaboration with the companies, in order to develop methodologies and evaluation systems of environmental performance, taking into account the differences of each economic sector, in order to harmonise and make them replicable on a wider scale. Around 200 companies joined the programme over the two years of its implementation, with carbon footprint analysis produced for more than 250 products (MATTM, 2013).

Besides, the National Revolving Fund for Green Jobs was established by the national “Growth Decree” D.L. 83/2012 (Art. 57) with the purpose of facilitating private and public investments in the green economy (innovative renewables, energy efficiency, eco-innovative processes, services and products etc.) but also in sectors related to the safety of the territory from hydrogeological and seismic risks. The first call was closed in May 2013 with 70 projects to be “co-financed” through loans with a subsidised interest rate of 0.5% for 6 years, mobilising 150 million of public and 100 million of private resources, as well as 200 long-term and 900 temporary jobs or jobs created from spin-offs (youth employment is a boundary requirement to receive the loans). SMEs represented 75% of the programme beneficiaries.

In sum, the attention to actions for eco-innovation has been rather low in the political agenda of the country, quite in line with a more general low prioritisation and ownership of sustainable development issues illustrated in Chapter 2. Although plentiful voluntary initiatives have been promoted by various actors, including regional governments, industrial districts, research institutes and private companies, the level of public investments and strategic guidance by the national governance has so far been extremely limited.
6.1.2 Innovative partnerships for eco-innovation in Italy

Surprisingly, against an unfavourable domestic condition, Italy has been among the main beneficiaries of the Eco-Innovation Programme, with the second highest number of project leaders and amount of financing obtained, after Spain. The total number of private and public bodies that took part in the programme was among the highest too.

Thus, over the whole duration of the programme (2008–2011) implemented through four annual calls of proposals, Italian partners participated in 75 of the total of 185 projects co-financed by the programme, performing as lead partners for 45 of them. Overall, 105 Italian entities were involved, of which 77 private companies, 14 public entities including universities and 14 semi-public bodies, such as water boards, water and water consortia, etc.

As Figure 6.1 below shows, the majority of projects led by Italian partners concentrated on recycling and green business sectors with 14 and 13 projects respectively, followed by food and drink (7), water (6) and building and constructions (5). The overall number of projects in which Italian partners took part followed almost the same trend with 22 projects for green business, 21 for recycling, 12 for food and drink and 8 for the water sector. The only exception was the building and constructions sector in which the number of projects led by Italian partners was particularly low (Figure 6.1).
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**Figure 6.1** Italian coordinators and partners in eco-innovation projects by sector

Source: Author’s elaboration on data from the eco-innovation database http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eco-innovation/index_en.htm
As far as the composition of project partnerships promoted by Italian leaders is concerned, most of them were SME-research consortia (46%), followed by SMEs consortia (25%), large business (17%) and single SMEs 13%.

Overall, as Table 6.1. shows, the Italian partnership in eco-innovation projects have been quite mixed: private companies have constituted the majority but the participation of public and publicly owned entities (including universities) accounted for almost 30% of project participants coming from Italy. It is also worth pointing out that a relatively high number of projects included more than one Italian partner.

The potential of such partnerships for achieving the objective of enhanced learning, innovation and the market uptake of innovations appeared to be rather high, as beyond private companies they have also involved a wide range of entities normally performing research and innovation activities, such as research centres and universities, as well as other bodies that could contribute to a wider diffusion of innovative products and technologies, including chambers of commerce, consortia or specific sectoral agencies.

According to the data collected on a sample of 15 projects led by Italian partners, which developed process innovation, seven of them introduced substantial modification to existing technologies, five developed incremental improvements and 1 introduced a radical innovation (for two project the data was missing). Five of these projects were developed by SME-academia consortia, 3 by SME consortia, two by large businesses and two by individual SMEs. More in general, according to the data collected by the programme, in the vast majority of the projects, the organisation applying for the grants was either the initial and primary developer of the innovation (57%) or one of the several initial developers of the innovation (18%) (EACI, 2013), meaning that for around 75% of the projects, the applying organisation was actively involved in the development of innovations and had already developed a certain background experience in it.

Not only does this indicator reflect the high interest and commitment to eco-innovation objectives required from applicant companies and public entities, but
it also confirms the availability of appropriate knowledge and capacity needed for developing ambitious projects at the transnational level. Thus, high ownership of EU objectives has been an inherent criterion for being eligible for the financial support provided by the programme. By the way, such commitment could hardly be symbolic, as the average budget of financed projects was between €800,000 and €1.6 million. Beneficiaries could obtain up to 50% of the total eligible costs from the programme, meaning that the remaining funding should be covered by themselves or other private or public sources, or come from income generated through the project. It should also be noted that a large number of innovations further elaborated on by the programme beneficiaries, had been initially developed with the funding of other EU funding initiatives (EACI, 2013).

Interestingly, rather an uneven territorial distribution of project partners has been observed across the country. As Table 6.2 below shows, the highest number of participating enterprises came from northern and central regions with respectively 58 and 29 project partners. Three regions were clearly leading, showing both the highest number of lead and ordinary partners: Lombardy (10/19), Emilia-Romagna (10/17) and Tuscany (4/16). Among the southern regions, Campania

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regions</th>
<th>Lead partners</th>
<th>Project partners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friuli Venezia Giulia</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liguria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombardy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piedmont</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trentino Alto Adige</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veneto</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centre</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abruzzi</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emilia-Romagna</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lazio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marche</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molise</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuscany</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umbria</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basilicata</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calabria</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campania</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apulia</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sicily</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>45</strong></td>
<td><strong>105</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on data from the Eco-innovation database http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eco-innovation/index_en.htm
had the highest overall number of project participants, while Apulia showed the highest number of lead partners.

To a certain extent, such uneven territorial distribution can be explained by differences in the peculiar characteristics of economic and productive territorial sub-systems, as well as by the availability of specific policy initiatives promoted at the regional level.

Hence, Lombardy has the highest overall number of project partners and the same number of lead partners as Emilia-Romagna. Besides having among the highest GDP pro-capita at the national and EU levels, this Region is home to many multinational companies and has developed a multitude of instruments for promoting innovative research and investments. Recently, Lombardy has passed a Strategic Three-Year Programme for research, innovation and technological transfer (Regional Law 29/2016), whose objective is to increase public investments in R&D. However, neither has the Region introduced specific measure for environmental R&D, nor any dedicated legislative provisions have been approved in this field, except for an ambitious waste strategy package passed in June 2014, which included a number of ambitious eco-innovation targets: waste production-related tariffs for at least 20% of municipalities by 2020; 80% separated collection of waste by 2020; material recovery of at least 65% and energy recovery of 80% by 2020.

In contrast, Emilia-Romagna has the second highest number of lead partners, but is only in the 11th place among Italian Regions in terms of advancement of policies and investments for R&D (IRPET, 2013). However, as already illustrated in Chapter 4, the Region has developed rather advanced and multifaceted policy agenda for sustainable development, covering a wide range of structural measures potentially enhancing eco-innovation, such as the creation of clusters, direct financing and consultancy for innovative SMEs. Moreover, Emilia-Romagna has been among the first regions to develop a Circular Economy Package bill even before the EU legislative package was published in 2015, and dealing specifically with the eco-innovation in its Smart Specialisation Strategy.

Tuscany comes close to Emilia-Romagna with 16 project partners, although the number of lead partners coming from this region is rather low (4). Being on the sixth position of the regional index of research and innovation activities, Tuscany has also approved an advanced Circular Economy Package, aiming to reduce the overall amount of waste and achieve 70% waste separated collection, material recovery of at least 60%, increase energy recovery from 13% to 20%, and reduce landfills to 10% of urban waste from the current 42%.

Overall, the typical North-Centre vs. South divide emerges in the country, witnessing a rather advanced position of the Northern Regions, including, along with those already mentioned, Friuli Venezia Giulia, Piedmont and Veneto. These regions have traditionally invested higher than the national average percentage of their GDP to research and development, and have shown higher numbers of R&D employment and technological patents. The strategies of the Central regions, with the clear exception of Tuscany, were much less forward looking, as their overall resources for R&D measures were much more limited, and only intentions for
developing measures for circular economy were announced by the Marche Region and Lazio. Among the Southern Regions, a more successful performance of Apulia and Campania also appears to be embedded in a wider context of research and innovation investments and the increasing attention to the reduction of waste and resource efficiency. Importantly, the Campania Region has registered the highest rate of investments in R&I among the Southern Italian Regions, which increased by 11% between 2010 and 2015, and amounts to 34% of the total investments in five Southern Regions.

The majority of enterprises that have been reached by the survey (18) and interviews (3) conducted for this research have shown high awareness about the role of technological innovation for green economy and market competitiveness, and stated their long-term commitment to this objective.

Interestingly, the close linkage between the reduction of environmental impacts (water usage and pollution, etc.) and improvements in the process of production or products has been highlighted by some interviewees (Interview 17, 18, 19). This linkage has been traced by the conditions of the call for proposals, but it was naturally embedded into many projects. For example, the Project B-Wool (Olimpia srl – IT) aimed at developing a totally innovative water and chemical-free industrially applied technology for anti-shrinkage wool, as the chemical currently used in industrial processes to get anti-shrinkage wool entails a substantial wastewater discharge strongly impacting on the environment. An even stronger positive environmental impact has been ensured by the WASATEX project (led by Europrogetti – IT) that used an innovative combination of well-tested technologies in water treatment in order to reuse up to 90% of water treated with Wasatex technology, in any part of the industrial processes. The production plant in Osjek-Croatia of group Benetton Tekstil was chosen for testing the technology that allows a significant savings in water itself, in costs associated to its discharge and to incoming water in the textile industry, and being re-adaptable to other water intensive productions such as paper, tannery or the agro-food sector.

Overall, a high degree of awareness and commitment to research and innovation activities promoted by the Programme have been observed among the enterprises that participated in the survey.

The strategic scenario of usage appears to prevail among the Italian beneficiaries, as they were able to clearly identify the additional opportunities (in terms of knowledge, technological development and financing) offered by the Programme. Most respondents (17/18) have declared to have had a medium to long experience of investment in research and innovation projects before joining the Eco-Innovation Programme. These activities included a wide range of environmental aspects concerning both product and process, concerning in particular the reduction of energy consumption and limiting CO₂ emissions (11/18), reusing or recycling of byproducts (12/18) and resource efficiency (10/18). 12 out of 18 companies have obtained international certifications pertaining to the quality of products and/or production processes, and some of them hold environmental certifications (such as 14001), which are an integral part of the EU Eco-Management and Audit Scheme (EMAS). At the same time, they have established a permanent
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R&D unit or hired dedicated staff (12/18), although the percentage of their investments in research and innovation activities varied substantially (from 1% to 40%). In addition, a learning dimension has also emerged from the analysis. Almost all companies have mentioned the possibility of consolidating the existing research and innovation activities by acquiring new knowledge on technologies, materials and products as the main motivation of participation in the Eco-Innovation Programme, although other benefits, such as new partnerships, networking and starting new research and development activities have also been considered important incentives to join. The outcomes of participation have also been very positively assessed by companies in terms of both learning opportunities though acquiring new knowledge, as well as strategic networking opportunities and collaborations for new research and development activities.

The process of learning involved not only technologically innovative activities but also strategic learning. Almost all companies have relied on external consultancies or research partners during the preparation and development of project activities, not only for the research and development part, but also with regard to project management. It has been highlighted that the internal staff in most companies was not prepared for dealing with very complex procedures attached to EU funding, whilst at the same time, the research and development part of project activities would not have been possible without the contribution of specialised research institutes and universities, as normally such a high degree of innovation capacity and expert knowledge is not available within companies. As one of the interviewed companies has stressed:

the process of preparation and implementation of the project has implied different steps of learning. First we had to understand which characteristics (technical and strategic) our project had to have in order to obtain financing, then we had to implement project activities, monitor and report about its progress to the European Commission, and finally disseminate results. This was a gradual step-by-step process which has brought us from the call of proposals to concrete outcomes.

(Interview 19)

This appears to be a very relevant aspect, as according to the survey, seven out of eighteen companies have learnt about the Eco-Innovation Programme from universities or research centres, six from consultancies and only three of them have found this opportunity autonomously. As far as project development and management activities are concerned, only six out of fourteen companies have mainly relied on their internal staff, while others have involved external experts at some stage.

Lastly, interviews have emphasised that the Eco-Innovation Programme has been crucial for obtaining additional funding for research and development activities that would not have been possible otherwise, since no similar national or regional funding schemes were available, while the high innovation costs could hardly be covered by enterprises alone. Bureaucratic obstacles have been
mentioned among the main difficulties characterising the participation in the Programme, while surprisingly, a limit on duration (up to 36 months) restricted financial support of the EU and a lack of specific institutional support have been seen as less relevant obstacles. Overall, despite complexities and technical difficulties with the managing of projects of participation in the Programme, its implementation mechanism has been positively assessed compared to the function of national financial instruments, in particular in terms of celerity of procedures and disbursement of financing (Interviews 17, 18, 19). However, interviewees have also highlighted the need for major flexibility and attention to SMEs, as they possess huge potential but lack resources for developing eco-innovation activities. Therefore, small and medium-sized companies are particularly vulnerable in front of such challenges and had major difficulties in participating in the Programme compared to bigger ones, as the criteria for both project activities and company characteristics were very specific.

In sum, it seems feasible to suggest that besides the diffusion of specific policy ideas and knowledge related to environmental sustainability and green economy, the Eco-Innovation Programme has increased the awareness of companies about strategic cooperation opportunities existing within the European market space, which can be employed for increasing their competitive and innovation potential combined with higher environmental responsibility. In fact, some of the interviewed companies have stressed the relevance of the Programme for enhancing ownership of eco-innovation objectives, which should become the driving force for industrial transformations in the direction of major environmental sustainability.

Importantly, thanks to the participation in the Programme, all except one company have developed partnerships for new projects going beyond the framework of the Eco-Innovation Programme activities, and some of them applied for other EU funding schemes soon after the conclusion of their project, thanks to the acquired knowledge about how to build an international partnership and search for financing beyond national borders (11/18). Overall, companies believe that their participation in the Programme has contributed to increasing their visibility, in particular among consumers and, to a lesser extent, in the business and research environment.

6.2 The case of the UK

6.2.1 Domestic context: eco-innovation policies and performance

The UK context has offered completely different conditions for the implementation of the Eco-Innovation Programme. It has been one of the leaders at the EU level in the promotion of eco-innovation, the circular economy and new business models with environmental benefits (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2016–2017), potentially offering quite favourable conditions for enterprises to develop advanced environmental technologies and collaborative networks for innovation. Moreover, multiple organisations fostering systemic eco-innovation and a more circular economy have been established over the last decades,
ensuring the delivery of financial support, advice and networking opportunities to innovative SMEs and public bodies at the regional and at the national level. Such organisations as Waste and Resources Action Programme (WRAP), Innovate UK, the Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) and the Catapult Centres have been the most relevant of them.

More in general, the UK has shown an increasing long-term pattern of investment in research and development (R&D) since the early 1990s, currently amounting to around 1.7% of GDP, which mainly comes from the private sector (ONS, 2016). In the same way, employment in R&D has remained relatively high and stable in recent years despite some decrease due to the recent period of recession. The UK has performed very well in accessing EU direct funds. The most recent update from the consolidated FP7 Programme database shows that the UK has received the second largest share of funding, €5.205 million, and equivalent to 15.2% of the total (HMG, 2014). On the other hand, business investment in R&D has remained broadly static in relation to the size of the overall economy for a number of years, with the total expenditure by businesses representing approximately 1.1% of GDP in 2012.

Besides the two main strategic frameworks “The UK Sustainable Development Strategy (2005)” and “Securing the Future – delivering UK Sustainable Development Strategy (2006)” that have already been mentioned in the previous chapters, other relevant policy packages for resource efficiency, sustainable consumption and production have been approved, such as the “UK ETAP Roadmap”, the “Building a low carbon economy: unlocking innovation and skills strategy” (2008), the Low-Carbon Industrial Strategy, and the Low-Carbon Transition Plan (2009). Overall, the policies addressing eco-innovation in the UK have been characterised by a double-fold approach aiming at promoting innovative solutions for pollution control and a greater resource and energy efficiency in industries on the one hand, and encouraging systemic transformations in production and consumption patterns on the other.

Such a consistent upgrade had taken place during the first decade of the 21st century, while in the 1990s the UK was the second main polluter in EU, responsible for around 771.7 million tonnes CO₂ equivalent, and significant energy intensive industry and an energy generation sector dominated by oil and coal. In 2008, the UK had already surpassed its Kyoto target, reaching a 19% emission reduction (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2010b).

Between 2013 and 2014 alone, GHG emissions decreased by 7.7% in the UK, reaching a record low at 557.3 million tonnes of CO₂e. This was partly due to the reduction of coal burnt to generate electricity, with a 13.6% decrease in emissions generated by the energy supply sector. Coal imports reached their lowest value in 2014 – since 2010 – with 40 million tonnes, a 15% decrease compared to 2013 (DUKES, 2015). However, coal still represents 38.5% of the residual fuel mix. The UK has a mandatory target of a 15% share of renewables in its final energy consumption by 2020 under the EU Renewable Energy Directive. By the end of 2014, the UK was halfway towards meeting this target with renewable energy accounting for 7% of its capped gross final energy consumption. The growing
number of public-private initiatives related to eco-innovation and the circular economy, enabled by a supportive policy landscape, represents a fertile ground for the UK to strengthen its performance in this area (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2015).

More specifically, a range of financial programmes and governance instruments have been launched between 2008 and 2012 in order to foster systemic eco-innovation and transition to circular economy through the delivery of financial support, advice and networking opportunities to innovative SMEs and public bodies at the regional and at the national level. The following sub-sectors have been tackled in particular in this perspective:

i. Remanufacturing and new business models;
ii. Waste management and recycling;
iii. Sustainable use of natural resources and critical materials;
iv. Low-carbon transport, focusing in particular on ultra-low emission vehicles;
v. Clean and carbon abatement technologies.

Measures implemented across the aforementioned policy areas have contributed to improving the UK modest performance registered by the EU Eco-innovation Index between 2010 and 2012, and brought it on the leading positions in the EU28, swinging between the fourth (leading) and eighth (average – eco-performer) place in subsequent years. The index offers some further insights for contextualising the dynamics of participation of the UK companies in the Eco-Innovation Programme.

Hence, in terms of eco-innovation inputs, the UK has traditionally had one of the lowest scores of governmental spending on environmental and energy research and development in the EU, being higher only than the public spending on these sectors by Malta, Cyprus and Croatia. No substantial increase has had place afterwards: in 2015 it was 0.03% of GDP compared to Finland that topped the ranking with 0.10% of GDP. In contrast, the quantity of human resources and in particular R&D personnel and researchers has traditionally been above EU average, as well as the overall value of green early stage investments, which scored 232 in 2010 and 281 in 2013, although slightly decreasing in subsequent years (Eurostat, 2014).

The UK has been foremost among EU leaders in terms of eco-innovation activities that refer to the index of innovation with environmental benefits, which was introduced by enterprises, being obtained within the enterprise or by the end user. Instead, the diffusion of environmental certifications has been rather slow and international schemes were much more popular than those promoted by the EU. In fact, in 2011 the index obtained for ISO 14001 certification (the number of certified organisations per million inhabitants) considerably increased (110 against the EU average of 100) compared to 2010 when it scored 14, measured based on EMAS certification. In the same way, at the time of the implementation of the Eco-Innovation Programme, the UK performed rather poorly in some environmental outputs. In 2010 it scored 70, staying below EU average of 100 in the number of eco-innovation related patents and being at the bottom of the list.
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(score 17) for the media coverage of eco-innovation issues. However, a higher than average index (129) was registered for eco-innovation related publications. In the same way, although remaining below EU average, the UK has progressively improved its position in terms of socio-economic outcomes of eco-innovation activities, increasing its comprehensive score from 81 in 2010 to 97 in 2015. The UK was among EU leaders with regard to resource efficiency outcomes, showing constantly the best comprehensive rates (above 175) of material, water and waste productivity and one of the lowest levels of emissions between 2011 and 2015 (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2015). Domestic statistical data shows that waste recycling has increased across the country, with the highest rates for England (41.2%) and Scotland (43.6%) in 2011, and the country had reached one of the leading positions in material productivity between 2015 and 2016.

The construction industry in the UK has been one of the most critical sectors from the point of view of environmental impact. It accounts for 8% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and provides employment for around 3 million workers, but at the same time it is the largest consumer of natural resources using over 400 million tonnes of material per year and is responsible for the production of over 100 million tonnes of construction, demolition and excavation waste every year – one third of all waste in the UK. According to some recent data, almost 13 million tonnes of this waste was landfilled without any form of recovery or reuse (WRAP, 2010). This industry has undergone significant transformations in recent years, being triggered by the governmental Strategy for sustainable construction published in 2008, worked by the WRAP and the Building Research Establishment Ltd (BRE), which have provided guidance and tools for the construction industry to embrace eco-innovation and make a significant contribution to sustainability of this sector in the UK.

Furthermore, a number of tools have been developed by enterprises at national level in order to encourage the reduction of waste production in the country, for example, the BREEAM (Building Research Establishment Environmental Assessment Method) assessment tool developed by the BRE, which has become the world’s foremost environmental assessment method and rating system for buildings (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2011). A number of voluntary schemes and tools for improving the environmental sustainability in the construction sector has spread in the country, including Designing Out Waste toolkit, the NetWaste Tool and the implementation of Site Waste Management Plans etc., providing information on sustainable design and products with recycled content, and driving a market need for high-quality construction products with recycled content. Moreover, a Materials Security Special Interest Group (SIG) has been established within the Technology Strategy Board (TSB – a governmental agency), with the objective of facilitating the adoption of innovative new business models and the rapid formation of new supply chains capable of delivering high impact and innovative solutions to material security challenges across multiple networks and sectors, including the WRAP, Innovate UK (Innovation Agency), the Knowledge Transfer Network (KTN) and the Catapult Centres to mention just a few.
Since 2008, these organisations have strongly supported eco-innovation research in universities, research centres, collaboration between academics and the industry, fostering international collaborations and supporting the training and career development of researchers (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2015).

Lastly, a national strategic document “Enabling the transition to a green economy: government and business working together” (2011) has been jointly developed and published by DEFRA, Business, Innovation and Skills (BIS) and Energy and Climate Change (DECC), in response to requests from the private sector for greater clarity on the policies being put in place to achieve “green economy”. This document aimed to shape opportunities for economic growth, stability and competitiveness, while generating wealth, reducing emissions and other environmental impacts, establishing the following priorities:

i. Use natural resources efficiently: effective demand management and efficiency measures for energy and other resources will be used in our homes, offices and businesses across the economy. Inputs of materials for production processes should be optimised and the level of waste to landfill should decrease. New processes and products will be required, creating new market opportunities.

ii. Be more resilient: The UK will have a reduced reliance on fossil fuels whilst maintaining secure supplies of energy and other natural resources. The economy will be more resilient and prepared for the implications of climate change and environmental risks such as floods and heat waves.

iii. Exploit Comparative Advantages: UK businesses will be well placed to take advantage of the expanding markets for greener goods and services.

Moreover, the UK has defined a clear business case for resource efficiency, demonstrating to industry that there is both a contribution to cost savings and reduced risk for businesses as well as diminishing impacts on the environment. The Pro-Environmental Behaviours Framework has helped to develop complementary policy to help consumers make more sustainable lifestyle choices, including the demand for more sustainable goods from manufacturers. The UK government has promoted a number of organisations in order to deliver eco-innovation and increase the knowledge transfer of technology into UK based businesses, including, in particular, KTNs funded by the TSB covering such areas as environmental sustainability, chemistry innovation, materials and modern built environment, which proved to be successful. As already mentioned in the previous paragraphs, green public procurement has been an important area of intervention, with the UK commitment to an EU target for 50% of relevant tendering procedures across the public sector to be “green” with the Government Buying Standards designed to make it easier for government buyers to buy sustainably.

According to the evaluation reports published by the Eco-observatory, some clear signs of improvement in the field of eco-innovation were observed between 2010 and 2012, in both production and consumption. It has been emphasised, however, that although the awareness about eco-innovation was growing (among
policies, businesses and population), it was not yet on a sufficient level and there was still a lack of clarity in the understanding of eco-innovation challenges: “Many industries and organisations still saw resource efficiency and the greening of the economy as a cost rather than as an opportunity” (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2011).

In sum, although a number of barriers to eco-innovation still exist in the country, it is outstandingly strongly engaged in the policy agenda for green and circular economy models, strongly underpinned by the principles of sustainability.

6.2.2 Innovative partnerships for eco-innovation in the UK

Within such a favourable context, the implementation of the Eco-Innovation Programme has been rather successful in the country, although it has generated much lower participation compared to Italy.

While a relatively low number of beneficiaries from the UK has participated in the first two calls for proposals (2008–2009), the UK has successfully caught up at a later stage, becoming the fourth largest beneficiary of the Programme and obtaining a consistent amount of projects and financing. Overall, only 21 projects were led by UK beneficiaries, while the total number of UK based project partners amounted to 60, with 11.1 million of euros of the total financing were obtained from the EU (Figure 6.2).

As Figure 6.2 shows, UK enterprises have been particularly active in the sector of building and construction, followed respectively by green business, recycling and food and drink. In this way, eco-innovation projects have been mainly promoted in the sectors within which the need for major eco-innovation investments was identified at the national level, and a number of domestic financial and

![Figure 6.2](https://ec.europa.eu/environment/eco-innovation/index_en.htm)
organisational initiatives were undertaken to support eco-innovation research and innovation activities, encourage the industrial uptake of technological innovations and enlarge international business opportunities.

The partnerships of projects with UK participants were mainly composed of SME consortia (60%), with less SME and academic consortia (30%) and a relatively high quota of large business (10%). In general, in contrast to Italy, private companies have largely prevailed in the composition of project partnerships (see Table 6.3).

The results of the survey show a mixed pattern of performance in and attitudes to certain aspects of the Programme, although the overall high ownership of the Programme’s targets among all UK participants have been observed. All project partners reached by the survey have stated to have established a R&D unit or have hired dedicated staff (from two to five people), and invested a variable percentage of their profits (between 20% and 100%) into R&D activities. Most of them have developed research and innovation projects before participating in the Eco-Innovation Programme, investing in recyclability of products (4/10), resource efficiency and reducing utilisation of raw materials (4/10), reducing carbon emissions and energy consumption (2/10). Despite a medium to long experience (even more than ten years) in the field of eco-innovation projects by almost all respondents (9/10), none of the companies has ever obtained any kind of environmental certification. The figure of environmental manager was introduced only by three of them.

As for the motivation to participate in the Programme, the possibility to start up new activities for developing environmental technologies and knowledge has been recognised as its main trigger, along with obtaining additional resources for developing new technologies and knowledge, consolidating the innovation projects that have begun already and expanding international collaboration. Significantly, the respondents’ expectations have been largely met, in particular with regard to the primarily important objective (obtaining additional resources for starting new innovation activities). In fact, the high relevance of innovative activities by UK led projects has been emphasised by the general Programme overview,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sectors</th>
<th>Private companies</th>
<th>Semi-public organisations</th>
<th>Public entities</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buildings &amp; constructions</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food and drink</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greening business</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recycling</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>53</strong></td>
<td><strong>0</strong></td>
<td><strong>5</strong></td>
<td><strong>58</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on data from the Eco-innovation database http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eco-innovation/index_en.htm
according to which 3 out of 7 sampled projects were assessed as those that may generate radical innovation (product) (EACI, 2013). Most beneficiaries have stated to have acquired relevant knowledge on technologies and processes (8/10).

Although the opportunity to enhance international cooperation has not been considered the foremost priority, all respondents have declared that due to their participation in the Programme they developed wider international cooperation projects, mainly going beyond the scope of the Eco-Innovation Programme. Overall, developing partnerships has been mentioned as one of the main learning effects of the Programme. In contrast, the results of technical learning on new materials, technologies, processes and markets were mixed: half of the respondents stated that participation in the Programme led to acquiring new knowledge on the aforementioned aspects, while according to others it was only somewhat relevant. Furthermore, there is a perception that participation in the Programme has contributed to increase in the companies’ visibility, mainly among industrial partners and research institutions, and to a lesser extent among policy makers and consumers.

As far as facilitating factors and obstacles for the participation in the Programme are concerned, proper financial resources and a good knowledge of EU policies have been mentioned among the preconditions, while the availability of specific technical expertise has been recognised as the most important one (4/10). The role of the internal R&D staff has been considered to be of limited importance. A mixed pattern emerges with regard to the staff policies related to project implementation too: in some cases, project relied on their internal staff (2/10), hired ad hoc staff (5/10) or used external expertise (3/10), and in all cases multilevel functional groups were created to implement project activities. Likewise, a variegated pattern of how beneficiaries have learnt about the Programme exists: three of them have found the opportunity to participate in the Programme autonomously, while others have learnt about it from partner universities or external consultants.

Complex administrative procedures have been considered one of the main difficulties related to participation in the Programme, while the factors of limited duration (up to 36 months) and restricted EU funding have not been considered relatively relevant. Finally, the majority of companies (except for two) state to have actively interacted and obtained the necessary support from the European Commission.

According to the evidence reported above, UK beneficiaries have clearly defined and pursued their objectives by strategically using the resources of the Programme. They have shown a strong sense of ownership of the Programme’s objectives and targets, and have extensively invested in developing innovative environmental technologies within the framework of Programme activities. At the same time, the overall learning effect of the Programme appears to have been weaker compared to Italy, where project activities depended to a greater extent on external assistance and expertise. Importantly, most UK companies have autonomously learnt about the opportunities of the Programme, while most Italian partners that answered the survey have discovered about it from partner universities or external consultants.
As Table 6.4 shows, the map of UK Programme beneficiaries is as patchy as the Italian one, with the highest number of applications from the North West and West Midlands, followed by the South West, London and Yorkshire and the Humber, and the North East.

Although, according to the respondents of the survey, the territorial variable has not been a relevant factor that might have encouraged or impeded the participation in the Programme, as in the case of Italy, there seems to be some linkage between the territorial concentration of the eco-innovation projects on the one hand, and the ambition of regional policies for environmental sustainability and specificities of economic and productive systems on the other.

Notably, the most significant investments by businesses in research and development (around 40%) has traditionally been registered in the South East and the East of England, where also about 41% of all full time equivalent research related jobs in the UK concentrates (UK PA, 39). However, if the total number of project partners was rather high (7) in the East of England, there were no lead partners among them. The South East has indeed shown a limited number of projects (4), although it was home to three lead partners. In contrast, the highest number of projects have been developed in the North West (10) and West Midlands (9), where the overall expenditure on R&D has been less consistent compared to the other two regions, but still relatively high: in 2012 it amounted to £1,874 million in the North West and £1,364 million in West Midlands. London registered a

Table 6.4 Breakdown of project partners by macro-areas and regions in the UK

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-state territorial units (Nations and LEPs in England)</th>
<th>Lead partners</th>
<th>Project partners</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South East</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South West</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East England</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Midlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Midlands</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorkshire and the Humber</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North East</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North West</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scotland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wales</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Ireland</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total number of lead partners</strong></td>
<td><strong>21</strong></td>
<td><strong>58</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Author’s elaboration on data from the Eco-innovation database http://ec.europa.eu/environment/eco-innovation/index_en.htm
close rate of £1,477 million with 5 projects, which is the same number of projects financed in the North East and Yorkshire and the Humber, where the concentration of lead partners was the highest. Such geographical traits seems to follow rather closely the map of the most important industrial regions in the UK, covering a piece of the North-East coast, Lancashire and the Birmingham Region, and Greater London (ONS, 2015).

The individual policies and approach to eco-innovation differed a lot across the country and all these activities are complicated to track. As far as England is concerned, Regional Development Agencies promoted and funded various activities for low-carbon economy before being dismantled in 2012. After their replacement by 24 new Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPS), the regional landscape for eco-innovation has become much more fragmented and uncertain, as they are more business focused with limited financial resources (EPRC, 2016). As the LEPs continue to develop their business support programmes new opportunities may emerge; at least 12 of the LEPs are already pledging to support low-carbon or environmentally sustainable technologies, but progress has been slow (Eco-Innovation Observatory, 2011).

It is quite surprising that only one project, EcoADD (Sustainable Additives for Paints & Coatings & Concrete), came from Scotland. It was developed in the field of green business and its budget was among the highest in the whole programme (2.871.237 euro with 50% EU co-financing). EcoADD addressed the Greening Business Priority of the Eco-Innovation Programme in being the first application of a unique bio-based material – Curran. This material is a green sustainable multi-functional additive offering distinct advantages when substituted for products such as cellulose ethers in terms of environmental impact (through the use of up to 5 less chemicals during manufacture compared to cellulose ethers) and with improved performance characteristics (Eco-Innovation Programme, Project Gallery, 2013).

As already mentioned in Chapter 4, Scotland has not only shown an advanced sustainable developed strategy, but it has also quickly proceeded with the development of an ambitious Climate Change Act in 2009 and introduced advanced legislation to reduce emissions by at least 80% by 2050, aiming to drive eco-innovative solutions and build a sustainable low-carbon economy. More specifically, it has committed to climate change action in the Government Economic Strategy and National Performance Framework, setting out the following ambitious targets:

i. Generate 50% of Scotland’s electricity from renewable sources by 2020 (~8 gigawatts) with an interim target of 31% by 2011 (~5 gigawatts);
ii. 20% of Scotland’s total energy use to come from renewables by 2020;
iii. Reduce the local and global environmental impact of Scotland’s consumption and production.

Therefore, a system of supporting strategies was launched, including Low-Carbon Economic Strategy and Zero Waste Scotland. The Low-Carbon Economic
Strategy was published in 2010 and sets the policy direction for low-carbon economic opportunities with the ambition to better address producer responsibility to foster products designed for longer lifetimes, to foster the practice of reuse and repair, to accelerate the growth of the remanufacturing sector, to embed recycling and waste prevention into every business and household routine and to improve the use of biological resources. To this end, spreading good practices and behaviours, communication and the development of new skills have been considered of utmost importance. The Scotland’s Zero Waste Plan was approved in 2011 with the purpose of developing a long-term strategy for a zero waste society. One of its flagship projects include the Scottish Institute for Remanufacture, jointly funded by the Scottish Funding Council, which has the objective “to accelerate the move to a circular economy in Scotland through product remanufacture, reconditioning, repair and reuse”.

Finally, Scotland has widely invested in the improvement of water resources management, committing to deliver on its vision of Scotland as the world’s first Hydro Nation. The Water Resources Scotland Act was passed in 2013, establishing a duty on the Scottish ministers and other public bodies take such reasonable steps as they consider appropriate for the purpose of ensuring the development of the value of Scotland’s water resources. The Act has created an important overarching and broad policy framework aiming to manage the Scottish water environment to the best advantage, employ its knowledge and expertise effectively at home and internationally to increase the economic and on-economic value of Scotland’s water resources. In fact, the Hydro Nation Forum was established, bringing together high-level experts from industry, academia and public sector to advise Scottish ministers on the overall direction and focus of the Hydro Nation agenda. Additionally, a new Hydro Nation Water Innovation Service was established in 2015 to assist the identification and exploitation of key opportunities for Scotland to bring forward new water technologies and processes to the reduction of costs for consumers and raising standards. The Hydro Nation International Programme was launched in order to enhance collaboration and respond to international business opportunities by sharing knowledge and expertise in the water sector internationally.

Furthermore, building on its “Scotland can do” initiative started in 2013 and setting up the region’s ambition to become a “world-leading entrepreneurial and innovation-led nation”, Scotland participates in the EU Vanguard Initiative – New Growth through Smart Specialisation launched in 2015. The objective of the project is to offer a new approach to growth and job creation in Europe by mobilising regional resources and ecosystems, aligned to smart specialisation strategies, enabling regions to address European priority areas in research, innovation and industrial policies’. It is worth mentioning that the Italian Regions of Lombardy and Emilia-Romagna are also part of this network.

More recently, Scotland has upgraded its commitment to the circular economy objectives by the publication of its first circular economy strategy “Making Things Last”, along with a £70 million investment plan for a new strategy for manufacturing “A Manufacturing Future for Scotland” (Scottish Government, 2016). The
The technological innovation for environment circular economy strategy sets out ambitious priority actions in areas where the most significant environmental and economic benefits can be achieved, such as in remanufacturing, food and drink and the broader bio-economy, energy infrastructure and construction and the built environment. The core idea of the strategy has been to have all actors of society working together towards the creation of a more circular economy. The strategy’s targets and ambitions build on previous Scottish strategies, the Zero Waste Plan and the Vanguard Initiatives.

Only three projects were co-financed by Eco-Innovation Programme in Wales, covering three different thematic strands: one in the water sector (REPHATER – Electrochemical waTER treatment pilot plant in the dairy industry with phosPHAtE Recovery), one for Food and Drinks (SVAO – Sustainable vegetarian algae oil as alternative to krill oil health supplements) and one for the Green Business area (CLEANLEACH-Replication and deployment of a plan for treatment of leachates for plant nurseries in EU countries). Interestingly, all three projects were developed in partnership with Spanish enterprises. The aim of REPHATER was the development of a water treatment pilot plant based on the sequential combination of two innovative technologies. The novel prototypes developed by the consortium members will improve existing electrochemical solutions and will allow the take-up of such eco-effective techniques through the market, which are not currently used enough in most industrial sectors. The second project (SVAO) aimed at the production of Omega-3 EFA algae oil health supplement as an alternative to the use of krill derived oil and aiming on the reduction of carbon footprint of oil extraction. The CLEANLEACH project aimed to replicate and deploy a treatment system for recycling and treating leachates for plant nurseries, in order to avoid groundwater pollution and recycle nutrients and water.

The Welsh government produced “One Wales: One Planet” report in May 2009, which identified specific challenges and needs of Wales within the overall UK shared framework for sustainable development, and launched the Welsh strategy as already illustrated in Chapter 4. Wales was also an early adopter of Smart Specialisation and in 2013 it published Innovation Wales, the national innovation strategy, being, along with Scotland, partner of the Vanguard Initiative – New Growth Through Smart Specialisation.

The only project presented for the Eco-Innovation Programme in Ireland was developed in the building and construction sector. It comes as no surprise, as the Northern Ireland’s (NI) Sustainable Development Strategy was formulated rather late compared to others nations. Its main document “Everyone’s Involved” was published in 2010 with the objective to put in place the structures and policies needed for upgrading interventions for sustainable development (Northern Ireland Executive, 2010). The Strategy has been heavily influenced by the necessity to relaunch Northern Ireland’s economy in respect of the environment and referred to the following principles:

i. Living within environmental limits;
ii. Ensuring a strong, healthy, just and equal society;
iii. Achieving a sustainable economy;
iv. Promoting good governance;

v. Using sound science responsibly;

vi. Promoting opportunity and innovation.

Accordingly, the implementation plan “Focus on the Future” was produced in response to this strategy, clarifying the division of competences and functions between central government departments and local governments. Although such objectives as resource efficiency, technological innovation for environment and the reduction of carbon footprint from productive activities have been included in both documents, no specific priorities for eco-innovation have been formulated.

In summary, the usage of the Eco-Innovation Programme has been characterised by significant differences not only between but also within the countries, with stronger concentration of programme participants in those areas where historical manufacturing districts exist. More general contextual factors, such as the amount of R&D investments at the regional level, as well as the ambition and the degree of consolidation of the regional political agenda for eco-innovation, circular economy, etc. appear to be relevant factors too, although they often do not explain the variation at the local scale. It seems feasible to suggest, therefore, that policy variables related to the established kind of entrepreneurial culture, resources and previous experience in the field of eco-innovation are principal triggers of participation in this EU programme. As already mentioned, elements of strategic usage have characterised the participation of project participants from both countries, while in the case of Italian enterprises the ideational dimension has been involved too.
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The EU is currently passing through perhaps the worst political turmoil in its history, as the scenario of “Europe à la carte” dominated by national political interests and preferences is emerging, accompanied by decreasing popular support and growing Eurosceptic movements across member states. Besides the long-term problems related to a limited legitimacy and low trust of citizens in European institutions, the EU has not managed to effectively address a number of highly demanding political challenges including, in particular, the economic recession after the economic crisis of 2008–2009 and the increased migration flows as consequence of intensified instability and military conflicts in the Middle East and North Africa. It is rather obvious that an enormous political effort is required to relaunch the integration project in Europe and that the EU institutions have underestimated the relevance of a number of political dimensions of how “Europe matters” not only for national states, that have largely used European integration for solving domestic problems, but most importantly, for all other actors including regional and local governments, private companies and local communities.

In this perspective, not only does the agenda for sustainable development represents an insightful case for reflecting on strengths and weaknesses of the EU in its capacity to deal with complex policy programmes, but it crucially embraces all those policy areas in which European societies currently face dramatic challenges individually and as a big whole. These include economic development and wellbeing, depletion of natural resources and climate change, welfare and migration.

Since the end of the 1970s, the international community has committed itself to finding a new equilibrium among these pillars, being aware about the limits of old policy paradigms.

The analysis presented in this book has brought to light a number of relevant insights about the direction and relevance of EU action in mainstreaming sustainable development objectives across various policy sectors with the purpose of encouraging national, regional and local governments, and private companies to commit to common objectives and transform their strategies in order to achieve shared targets.

Overall, the ambition of the EU policy strategy seems to have shrunk, and an evident misbalance has emerged as the legal foundations of the principle of environmental policy integration has been strengthened, along with the decreasing
Conclusions

political commitment to this principle and a paramount priority to the dimension of economic growth, which has translated into the diffusion of numerous overlapping policy narratives, such as green economy, circular economy, smart growth, etc. The normative foundations of the EU SD policy agenda appear not to be solid enough, and its substantive and operational principles are still characterised by a substantial degree of ambiguity. Indeed, a paradigmatic shift (Hall, 1993) appears to have taken place, as the objectives and instruments of the EU internal policies for sustainable development have been replaced at once, being more and more confined to the Lisbon priorities. The vision underpinning the Europe 2020 Agenda seems to have definitely consolidated this trend by strongly enhancing the dimension of economic growth and establishing the related policy and governance mechanisms that, among others, include a system of progressive monitoring and evaluation. Surprisingly, no systematic review of the progress of the strategy for sustainable development has been carried out since 2006. Although plenty of data has been collected by Eurostat for a wide range of sustainable development indicators illustrating member states’ performance, no clear linkage exists between this data and a set of EU policies and programmers that announced the objective to promote sustainable development objectives across various sectors. In this perspective, it is certainly alarming that concerns have been expressed about the effectiveness of the better regulation instrument that has been the only de-facto tool allowing for the ex-ante integration of SD into EU policies. Finally, no reference to the concept of SD has been made in the While Paper on the Future of Europe confirming that Europe has no strategy in place for the end of this decade, and no real instruments to pursue an ambitious agenda in economic, social and environmental terms (Renda, 2017).

Regardless of the aforementioned inconsistencies, evidence has been provided that EU policy programmes have largely shaped policy actors’ strategies, encouraging policy and governance transformation and ultimately contributing to increasing policy convergence across different territorial scales. A set of policy variables has been helpful for tracing and explaining the different scenario of usage of EU resources by target actors, illustrating how and why the selected EU policy programmes have brought about different scenario of change between and within the countries.

Contrary to what could be logically expected, the existence of facilitating factors within domestic contexts does not seem to determine a more pro-active policy response of target actors to EU policy initiatives. Very different scenarios of policy change have been observed at the regional and local levels with regard to the EU sustainable development agenda, where sub-state actors have developed more advanced strategies in view of EU policy objectives than those that would normally be expected taking into account the availability of additional domestic incentives.

In fact, a clearly symbolic commitment to the EU strategy has characterised the position of Italy for over a decade. As the empirical analysis has shown, except for the early and quite formal rather than substantive steps to launch the NSDS in the beginning of the 2000s, the Italian national efforts to develop appropriate
policy instruments and measures have been rather sporadic and poor, being characterised by an extremely low sense of ownership of and political interest to the suitability agenda. A few initiatives have been promoted in the country by individual institutional actors, including governmental agencies, research bodies and private foundations in the absence of a consistent nation-wide political guidance in this field. In contrast, the UK has actively committed to a sustainable development agenda since the end of the 1990s, joining first the group of leaders and then becoming one of EU pioneers – thereby legitimising its previous political choices. As a consequence, a clear political strategy together with a multitude of policies and programmes have been developed in the country in order to enhance policy and governance transformations at different territorial levels (regional and local), and ensure the diffusion of pro-sustainability behavioural change among individuals and social and economic actors.

It appears surprising against this background that the Italian regions, cities and enterprises have comprehensively shown the same or even more pro-active attitude towards the EU policy programmes as their UK counterparts. However, a number of differences have been observed in the strategies of individual policy actors across domestic contexts.

More specifically, as far as the objective of SUD is concerned, against a mixed symbolic-cognitive trend in the programming of EU structural funds in Italy and its legitimising usage in the UK, the scenario has differed significantly between all four regions. They all have strategically deployed the resources offered by EU structural funds by formulating a set of their own policy goals in the perspective of EU priorities and explaining how the attainment of these goals will contribute to the economic and social development of the respective territories. Accordingly, they have settled and managed regional bids in order to invest the assigned amount of funding into concrete projects and entirely spent the financial allocations for the 2007–2013 programming period; most likely all funding will be spent in the current programming period as well. However, significant differences have arisen between the four regions in the way they have deployed the EU policy guidance for selecting their priorities and designing operational measures. From this viewpoint, Emilia-Romagna in Italy and Scotland in the UK have shown a major EU ideational impact in terms of policy objectives, while following the legitimising path as far as governance settings were concerned. Both regions have identified Urban Authorities for implementing SUD actions, without adopting EU territorial governance instruments (CLLD and ITI). In contrast, England was the only region to adopt the new integrated territorial governance instruments (CLLD and ITI) for its ERDF programme, while its programming priorities tended to legitimise the existing polices rather than adopt new policy ideas borrowed from the EU. The Veneto Region has presented a few policy innovations, although a clear evidence has been provided that the objective of sustainable development and in particular SUD were introduced in the regional programming following EU policy input. Remarkably, Emilia-Romagna has managed to bring about much more autonomous choices in the selection of policy objectives and targets by using the EU guidance than the Veneto Region that has rather closely followed the national
policy guidance. In general, previous research on the UK explains that the governments of Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland have put in strong efforts in designing their own sustainable development strategies in order to considerably distinguish themselves from Whitehall (Hogwood, 2013).

Likewise, the implementation path of the Covenant of Mayors has diverged a lot between and across the countries. Although the overall interest in the initiative has been much higher in Italy, the UK cities that joined it have shown high commitment to the initiative and have strategically deployed it in order to either improve their local sustainable energy policies that have mainly been developed within the framework of domestic initiatives or to expand their international visibility and collaborative networks. However, substantial difference between the municipal strategies have been observed (Glasgow and Poole), mainly depending on such factors as the existence of previous local strategy in this field, political leadership, resources and capacities mobilised for the implementation of the initiative at the local level. Hence, in the case of Glasgow, the legitimating kind of usage has been mainly in place, although the city has substantially upgraded its local suitable energy and climate strategy by strategically deploying the CoM network and methodology for obtaining financing from the EU Horizon Programme developed in partnership with other three European cities. Instead, Poole has developed its SEAP from scratch soon after it joined the initiative, by building an extremely proactive strategy at the local level and mobilising the community networks around the SEAP actions. Although both cities recognise a limited usefulness of the initiative in terms of shaping priorities, developing SEAP measures and methodologies, they have greatly explored the relational and networking potential of the programme, recognising its relevance for empowering the local level and increasing its visibility at the EU level. The Italian cities of Padua and Bologna have used the CoM strategically in order to consolidate and revise their local sustainable energy plans that had to be prepared in accordance with national law dating back to 1991, but for which neither general political guidance nor specific technical instruments were provided at the national level. Therefore, the municipalities have intensely used the CoM resources to shape their local sustainable energy strategies in the long run, identify clear targets and build knowledge-based measures for achieving the established objectives. Moreover, the city of Padua has obtained a number of EU grants not only for developing its preliminary strategy that has laid down the basis for the local SEAP, but also for promoting a range of activities related to SEAP implementation. Political and administrative leadership and capacity have been clearly the most important factors for the smooth launch and progressive consolidation of Padova participation in the initiative. In contrast, Bologna’s path to participate in the CoM has been much more cumbersome. Due to changes in the political majority in the local council, the preparation of Bologna SEAP was stuck for some years shortly after its application for membership was submitted to the CoM, subsequently, its participation in the CoM was relaunched, thanks to new political leadership and strong administrative commitment. Unlike the municipality of Padova, the city of Bologna has taken part in a few EU projects but has developed a very dense network of cooperation at the regional level
by closely involving the local partnership in the implementation of the SEAP. Thus, both municipalities have shown high ownership of the Programme objectives and have gone through the process of learning in order to comply with its priorities and targets. Importantly, both Regions (Emilia-Romagna and Veneto) have introduced specific support measures for municipalities that have developed their SEAPs within the framework of their regional operational programmes co-financed by the ERDF. All municipalities state to have interacted with the CoM office and increased their knowledge and awareness about the role of city networks in Europe.

Finally, the Eco-Innovation Programme has exhibited somewhat similar trends, with a high number of participants coming from Italy and less numerous partnerships from the UK. Such high activism of Italian beneficiaries is again surprising, as eco-innovation policies have been rather underdeveloped in the country and few public incentives exist for companies to invest in this sphere, or in R&D in general. Interestingly, there has been rather an evident concentration of implemented projects in some local areas in both countries, mainly coinciding with historical industrial districts, which also normally show comparatively higher levels of investment in research and development as well as higher employment rates in this sector at the national level. Overall, the programme appears to have met the expectations of beneficiaries by offering strategic opportunities for developing innovative environmental technologies, increasing specific expert knowledge on processes, materials and markets, enlarging and consolidating collaborative networks within and across countries and between private and public entities. However, some interesting differences in the scenario of usage of this programme have emerged between the countries, in particular with regard to the composition of project partnerships, the degree of its internationalisation, motivations for participation and learning outcomes. In this way, in projects led by Italian partners, there was a large quota of SME and academic research partnerships (46%) and a relevant number of large businesses (17%). Obtaining resources for consolidating the existing R&D activities, acquiring new knowledge and enlarging collaborative partnerships were among their main motivations to participate. Interestingly, the share of foreign partners in projects involving Italian beneficiaries was rather small (49 of the total of 165), meaning that more than one Italian partner were involved in the same project. In contrast, projects with UK participants were more international, having a balanced representation of foreign (47) and domestic (46) partners in the total of 93. The UK led project partnerships were mainly composed of SME consortia (60%), with a smaller quota (30%) of SME-academia partnerships. For UK beneficiaries, the possibility of obtaining additional resources for starting up new innovation activities was the main motivation behind joining the Programme. Importantly, although most beneficiaries from both countries were active in the field of eco-innovation long before joining the Programme, they all recognise a relevant learning effect of their participation in the Programme for acquiring new expertise on materials, technologies and their market uptake. In the case of UK partners, a relevant impact in terms of the development of new research in the field of environmental technologies has been observed too,
thus making ownership of the Programme targets higher than among Italian participants. Almost all companies reached by our survey have developed other new projects and networks by strategically using their Eco-Innovation Programme partnerships and the networking skills acquired due to their project activities.

To sum up, a number of interesting conclusions can be drawn from the above analysis. First, despite a significant gap in the Italian domestic policy and legislation on sustainable development, which has been only partly recovered by the country over the last years, the target actors analysed by this research have actively deployed various instruments provided by EU programmes and increasingly aligned their strategies to the priorities and targets established by the EU. Indeed, the empirical analysis has shown that the actors under examination have used a variety of EU instruments (funding, guidance, cooperative networks, etc.) to compensate the lack of domestic policies in terms of ideas, knowledge, specific methodologies, expertise or strategic opportunities of networking at the EU level. In fact, in Italy, a mixed scenario of usage combining strategic and ideational elements has mainly prevailed, contributing to policy learning and enhancing ownership of EU objectives.

In contrast, the policy response of UK target actors has been mainly shaped by a mix of strategic and legitimating features, as in all three cases they have developed previous experience or strategies in the context of similar policy initiatives implemented at the national level. However, against an overall low interest in the EU programmes under examination, the group of UK policy addressees who joined the initiatives have shown high commitment to and ownership of EU objectives. They developed those additional elements (e.g. EU scale partnerships, new technologies, funding, etc.) that were not covered by domestic policy strategies or used the EU programmes to consolidate or upgrade their existing strategies or plans in the respective fields.

Interestingly, the empirical findings collected by this research show that the map of local participation (CoM and Eco-Innovation Programme) has largely coincided with the areas that were more favourable to remain, including London area, Manchester, Bristol, Leeds, Newcastle, Glasgow, etc. Remarkably, only three eco-innovation projects and one SEAP was developed by target actors in Wales, which, by contrast, has received substantial funding from EU structural funds over the last decades.

Theoretically speaking, these findings bring to limelight the important evidence of how agency matters in the process of policy implementation and how policy variable can be helpfully used for tracing the condition of policy success and failures across different contexts. The empirical analysis has shown that although domestic policy legacies in the two countries have more generally influenced the degree of policy actors’ activation within the framework of EU programmes, other relevant variables related to policy actors’ motivations, interests, resources, capacities and knowledge have determined the specific patterns of usage of EU related regulatory, relational, learning and financial resources. Such conclusions confirm the relevance of a bottom-up perspective of policy analysis, providing especially useful insights for understanding the success and failure of EU policy
experiments and their actual relevance for both the quality of policy implementa-
tion in the EU and the legitimation of policy solutions promoted at the EU level. The main analytical challenge of this research path is evidently related to the lack of reliable and comprehensive quantitative and qualitative data allowing for the comparison of a representative number of EU countries.

Furthermore, this comparison brings about several insights in more practical and pragmatic terms. It clearly shows, as the example of the NSDS and the EU structural funds programming have illustrated, the trend to maintain a strong gate-
keeping position and the propensity to legitimise rather than to modify positions on the part of national governments. In contrast, sub-state authorities are more prone to adjust their policies and indeed often use EU initiatives to empower themselves not only by developing more advanced programmes and plans that are strongly oriented on EU targets but also by encouraging their local stakeholders to build linkages with the EU arena. According to the evidence collected by this research, the main perceived weakness of the EU policy initiatives under analysis have been their complexity and a diffused lack of capacity among policy address-
ees to correctly put into practice the desired policy and governance innovations, which has not been adequately compensated by the EU Commission support and guidance.

The issue of additionality of EU action also clearly comes out from the research results, as the value and the impact of EU interventions seems to be directly related to the EU capacity to fill in the policy gaps existing in domestic policy regimes by providing target actors with complementary and not overlapping policy instruments. The possibility of supporting the development or implementation of local SEAPs with specific funding schemes available through direct thematic programmes such as Life or the Framework Research programmes (currently Horizon 2020) and the ERDF appear to be a well-functioning example.

The overall effort for mainstreaming sustainable development objectives across regional and local strategies appear to have been rather successful, as specific actions were introduced (or consolidated) in target actors’ strategies along with at least the three main pillars: greening of economy (R&D, in particular eco-
innovation), sustainable energy (reduction of emissions, energy efficiency and renewable energy), resource efficiency and recycling. Multiple connections and complementarities emerge between and across the actions promoted through the three programmes, although they are not self-evident for their addressees.

Last but not least, EU programmes have proved to provide an important socialisation tool that contributed to enhancing convergence to common policy objectives, mutual knowledge and trust among those involved, for example, by encouraging to share local SEAPs and their monitoring in the website of the CoM or by build-
ing eco-innovation projects based on international partnerships. Obviously, this kind of impact is still limited, as it is relevant only for those involved in the pro-
grames, which is far from reaching the total EU population of local authorities in the case of the CoM or enterprises for the Eco-Innovation Programme.

To sum up, based on the above analysis of the overall strategy and the experience implementation of specific policy programmes several general conclusions can be
drawn regarding EU governing capacity in the field of sustainable development. First, the EU agenda for sustainable development has progressively expanded over the last decades and a number of fundamental principles have consolidated therein, shaping also EU policy programmes and individual policy instruments. However, a strong political commitment and leadership of the strategy has been missing at the level of EU institutions since the mid-2000. The strategy has so far been struggling to delineate clear roles and responsibilities, where its objectives and goals have oftentimes overlapped, producing excessively complex and somewhat ambiguous policy agendas. Second, the empirical analysis has shown that the essence of policies for sustainable development cannot be taken for granted, but it should be questioned and checked in terms of specific content, actions and impacts in order to be able to claim for strong EU leadership in this field. Third, further quantitative and qualitative research is needed to appraise the real potential of coordination and learning tools that the EU has extensively promoted with the purpose of enhancing policy and governance change for sustainable development across member states. Consistently with conclusions drawn from previous research on this issue (Radaelli, 2008), our empirical findings confirm that there has been a limited and slow process of policy convergence at the national level. More dynamic transformations have been observed, however, among regional and local authorities and private companies, in terms of diffusion of shared policy goals, operational principles and expert knowledge related to various dimensions of sustainability. Such evidence is an encouragement in carrying on the analytical endeavours for understanding the conditions under which soft coordination and bottom-up learning may lead to policy and governance convergence. Needless to say, the credibility of EU action in this field clearly depends on its capacity to solve this puzzle, identifying a strong European added value in its policy agenda, which speaks to the needs and expectations of its citizens.
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